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Abstract

Unreliable public transport (PT) service is one of the main reasons to reduce substantially the
attractiveness of PT service. As a result, continued unreliable PT service will not only frustrate
the existing passengers, but will also cause a loss of potential new users. Transfer
synchronization is a useful strategy used to reduce the inter-route or inter-modal passenger
transfer waiting time and provide a well-connected service. The main goal of this research is
to optimize transfers in a PT network by using better timetable synchronization design,
operations control strategies and a new service-design concept. The thesis consists of three
parts.
The first part focuses on PT timetable synchronization design, coupled with vehicle scheduling,
taking into account both PT users and operators interests. A set of integer programming models
and deficit function-based solution methods are developed. What’s more, it investigates using
multi-size vehicle types to better match the fluctuating passenger demand. The results show
that the integration of a PT system can be significantly improved by minimizing the total
transfer waiting time and the required fleet size. The second part investigates the optimization
of transfer synchronization by using a library of operational tactics. Three control strategies:
inter-vehicle communication-based scheme, communication-based cooperative control and
model predictive control, are developed to deploy operational tactics in real time. Results from
case studies in Auckland and Beijing show that the number of direct transfers can be
considerably increased and the total passenger travel time can be significantly reduced. The
third part of the thesis investigates a new PT service-design concept, named customized bus
(CB). The performances of the CB-based new commuting travel mode are compared with
private car, and conventional PT using data collected from two cities: Auckland, New Zealand
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and Paris, France. The results show that CB can provide a useful alternative for commuter
trips.
This thesis provides useful mathematical models, solution methods, control strategies, and new
service-design concepts for PT transfer optimization. Results can help increase the
synchronization, connectivity, controllability and attractiveness of PT service so as to help shift
a significant amount of private car users to PT in a sustainable manner.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Research Motivation
The world population has grown from 1 billion people in 1804 to 7.3 billion people in 2015. It
is predicted that by 2050 the world population will rise to 9.8 billion, an increase of 2.5 billion
people compared to that of 2015. See the projected population growth in Figure 1.1 in which
one can see that the growth has occurred mostly in developing countries. The time needed for
an increase of 1 billion people will thus be reduced quickly. In the future, the older population
(age 60 and above) will increase. In addition, almost all population growth will take place in
urban areas. This is mainly because of the quick urbanization process in developing countries,
which will move more and more people from rural areas to urban areas.

Figure 1.1 Projected population growth
(Source: United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, World
Population Prospects, 2015)

Urbanization is the process of population shift from rural to urban areas. The world’s urban
population now stands at about 4 billion people, and is expected to reach almost 7 billion by
2050 according to the United Nations (2014) report. Moreover, according to this report, more
than half the world’s population already resides in cities. There are currently about 3 billion
people in rural areas, while the same is projected for 2050 (without any growth). As shown in
Figure 1.2, the United Nations predicted that by 2050, about 64% of the developing world and
86% of the developed world will be urbanized. That is equivalent to approximately 3 billion
urbanites by 2050. Much of this will occur in Africa and Asia. In 1950, there were 1.8 billion
1
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people in rural areas vs. 0.8 billion in urban areas. Half of the population of Asia alone is
predicted to live in cities by 2020. The number of cities with more than 10 million people is
currently 28, and expected to double around 2050 (United Nations, 2014). People are living an
average of 7.4 years longer than 50 years ago, such that there is a rising demand for mobility
systems to maintain our bodies. This in turn has led to a rising demand for transportation
infrastructure and vehicles.

Figure 1.2 Percentage of urban and urban agglomerations by size class
(Source: United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, World
Urbanization Prospects, 2015)

The total number of motor vehicles on the planet exceeded 1 billion vehicles in 2010. It is
estimated that the number of motor vehicles in use in the world will reach 2 billion motor
vehicles by 2020, with cars representing at least 50% of all vehicles. By some estimates, the
total number of vehicles worldwide could, reach 2.5 billion by 2050. From 2010 to 2013, there
was a 16% increase in the number of registered vehicles in the world. Motorization has an
impact upon road traffic injuries, as well as upon congestion, air pollution, and mobility. In
many middle income countries, the rapid pace of motorization has taken place in a void of
measures to ensure that all road users, notably pedestrians and cyclists, remain safe.
The cities of 2050 will become more compact making the use of more and more of the earth's
surface for low-density, resource-intensive settlements in which mobility depends almost
wholly on the private cars prohibitive. The combination of rapid urbanization and motorization
has been placing an ever-increasing amount of pressure on the current transportation
infrastructure throughout the world, resulting in such widespread problems as traffic
2
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congestion, traffic fatalities and injuries, traffic pollution and increased energy consumption.
Because land and road resources are finite and subject to competing uses, government
resources are constrained and private cars (PCs) cannot meet ever-increasing, diversified, urban
mobility needs. Public transport (PT) as a safe, sustainable, and cost-effective travel mode
contributes to improving urban mobility, reducing road traffic accidents, decreasing overall
green gas emissions, and fostering more livable cities. PT is now looked upon as the best choice
to solve these problems. Little by little, transport policy decision-makers have begun to use the
carrot-and-stick technique to this end, on the one hand, restricting car ownership and use and
increasing toll and parking charges (stick) and, on the other hand, investing in advanced and
attractive PT systems (carrot). Decision-makers have also begun to shift some of their budgets
from roadways to PT. However, the distribution of the investments among different modes of
PT systems is not balanced. Most investments have gone into high-capacity, rapid PT systems,
such as inter-city high-speed rail, metro rail, and bus rapid transit (BRT), and little is left to
modernize essential bus services. For example, the UK government plans to spend more than
£40 billion (US$63 billion) on High Speed 2, a 400-kilometre-per-hour rail link between
London and Birmingham and (later) Manchester (Bruun and Givoni, 2015). The forms of
current PT systems are still not effective in attracting private car users or in coping with
increasing and diversified mobility needs, especially in cities with high population densities.
Better PT systems, especially those involving innovative shared, customized, synchronized and
modular modes, should be considered as the best choice for solving these problems.
Auckland city in New Zealand currently has a large number of different bus routes in a complex
arrangement, most of which have very low frequencies. This appears to attempt to provide a
direct trip from anywhere to anywhere and the result is an ineffectual bus network that does
not work cohesively. A large proportion of these routes are directed into the central business
district (CBD), which does not allow for effective coverage and transfers. In a 2004 study
partially funded by the City of Auckland, Ceder (2004) suggests the way forward for Auckland
transport to gradually build rail and subway links between main centers and to utilize buses as
feeder links in order to service the whole city. This study (Ceder, 2004) emphasized the
importance of transfers in making the PT network attractive and effective.
A major motivation for this study was to address the needs of the Auckland Transport (AT)
which is responsible for the planning and operation of Auckland’s PT systems, including bus,
ferry and train services. Transfers in the current PT system tend to be criticized for
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inconvenience and inefficiency for users. Some routes are operated with a very long headway,
such as 20, 30, and 60 minutes, which makes transferring between lines inconvenient, involving
irregular and often long transfer waiting times for a missed connection. The Auckland
Transport recently released a regional public transport plan (Auckland Transport, 2013) which
aims to shift public transport routing towards a hierarchical structure of networks which interact
with each other. The Public Health Advisory Council lists good connectivity as a major point
in improving accessibility to PT (Public Health Advisory Committee, 2010).
In recent years Beijing experienced significant PT developments so as to attract more users.
The percentage of the number of PT trips has increased from 28.0% in 2003 to 40.9% in 2011.
Recently, the People’s Government of Beijing Municipality released a new transport
development plan (People’s Government of Beijing Municipality, 2009) with the purpose to
make Beijing a “public-transport city” having advanced and attractive PT systems. According
to the plan, the percentage of trip to use PT systems will increase to 45% in 2015. In peak
hours, this figure will be 50% (People’s Government of Beijing Municipality, 2009).
The results of a recent survey in Melbourne, Australia, show that bus ridership has a 48%
transfer rate, which is around half of all travellers. Transfers from bus to rail are the most
common, followed by bus to bus and bus to tram transfers. It also shows that schedule
coordination can clearly increase bus to rail transfer rates, but subjective to the reliability and
timetabling constraints of bus services (Currie and Loader, 2010).
In large PT systems, like Auckland, Beijing and Melbourne, transfers are often used to cut
down operational costs and introduce more flexible and efficient routing. However, transfers
are perceived by the passengers as an inconvenient move, thus contributing to the reduction of
the PT level of service (Guo and Wilson, 2011; Ceder and Chowdhury, 2013). Thus, the
question arises as to what can be done to increase the attractiveness, synchronization,
connectivity and reliability of PT services so as to help shift a significant amount of PC users
to PT in a sustainable manner towards far more user-oriented, system-optimal and smart travel.

1.2. Statement of the Problem
Transfers in PT systems, especially those involving buses, are used to create a more efficient
network by the reduction of operational costs and the allowance of more flexible route
planning. However, transfers are cited as a key reason for PT being less attractive than cars
(Ceder et al., 2013; Ceder, 2016). Long transfer waiting time and missed transfer connections
4
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have been found to considerably reduce the attractiveness and reliability of PT service.
Subsequently, the unreliable and irregular PT service will not only frustrate the existing
passengers, but also deter potential new users. It seems relatively intuitive that reducing the
transfer cost, from the perspective of PT users, and reducing the operations cost, from the
perspective of PT operators, will lead to an increase in PT ridership and competiveness with
private cars. This transfer service improvement scheme will ultimately help to shift a
significant amount of private car users to PT in a sustainable manner. Therefore, an important
consideration of PT policy makers, service planners and operators is how to increase the
synchronization of PT transfers so as to achieve ‘seamless’ transfers. Ceder (2016) defined:
"A well-connected transit path as an advanced, attractive transit system that operates reliably
and relatively rapidly, with smooth (ease of) synchronized transfers, part of the door-to-door
passenger chain".
Among a variety of PT transfer improvement strategies, timetable synchronization is a useful
strategy used by PT schedulers at the service planning level to provide a well-connected smooth
transfer service, reduce the inter-route or intermodal passenger transfer waiting time and
improve the network-wide level of service. The PT timetable synchronization design problem
is aimed at creating a timetable for a given network of vehicles so as to maximize their
synchronization at transfer stops and reduce the transfer cost of passengers in the whole
network (Ceder et al., 2001). PT schedulers take user satisfaction and convenience into account,
acknowledging the importance of creating a timetable with maximum synchronization, which
enables the transfer of passengers from one route to another with minimum waiting time at
transfer nodes. However, most previous studies (e.g., Daganzo, 1990; Bookbinder and Desilets,
1992; and Ceder et al., 2001) on the PT timetable synchronization problem have treated the
timetable synchronization problem separately, rather than coupled with, or isolated from, other
operation planning activities, such as vehicle scheduling, transit assignment and network
design. As pointed out by Ceder (2001, 2016), it is preferable that all operation planning
activities can be planned simultaneously in order to exploit the system’s capability to the
greatest extent and thereby maximize its productivity and efficiency.
In practice, however, synchronized transfers are not always materialized because of some
stochastic and uncertain factors, such as traffic disturbances and disruptions, random passenger
arrivals and inaccurate PT driver actions. This missed-meeting problem can be avoided,
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however, if the movement of vehicles on PT routes is well-controlled by the real-time use of
some selected online operational tactics, such as skip-station, holding, changes in speed.
Current emerging technologies and those to be implemented in the near future, are surrounding
us at an increased pace. The Internet and smartphone revolutions create a technological
breakaway from traditional procedures so much to affect every aspect of life. It is a
communication-based revolution that cannot be stopped, affecting also PT planning and
operations. Nowadays, with the advanced information and communication technologies, the
conventional fixed-route, fixed-schedule PT service can be combined into a totally new service
concept that can provide transfer-free door-to-door service.
This study intends to address the problem of how to achieve well-connected and synchronized
transfers or transfer-free PT service through better timetable design at the planning level, realtime control strategies at the operational level, and a completely new service-design concept.

1.3. Research Objectives
The main goal of this research is to reduce the total transfer waiting time or eliminate transfers
(without transfer wait) of PT passengers in a network by the use of better timetabling,
operations control strategies and new service-design concepts. The specific objectives of this
research are outlined as follows:
Objective 1: To develop a mathematical programming model for the integrated PT timetable
synchronization and vehicle scheduling problem to comply with the research’s goal such that
it can take account of both PT users’ and operators’ interests.
Objective 2: To develop a deficit function-based method that incorporates a set of optimization
procedures, such as three procedures, shifting trip departure times (SHIFT) procedure,
deadheading (DH) procedure, and combined SHIFT and DH procedure, to solve the resulted
mathematical model for generating a set of Pareto-efficient timetables in a human-machine
interactive manner.
Objective 3: To investigate the use of a mixed fleet of different vehicle sizes in PT
synchronization timetabling so as to minimize the expected passenger waiting time and
minimize the observed load-discrepancy from a desired occupancy level on the vehicles.
Objective 4: To formulate, simulate and establish PT systems for given controlled operational
tactics; this includes the development of scheduling and routing algorithms for synchronized
6
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transfers of the PT systems utilizing multi-objective modelling and inter-vehicle
communication scheme.
Objective 5: To develop online real-time process accommodating special computational
derivations, tied to optimization functions, so as to ensure the meetings between PT vehicles
with no or the minimum waiting time using a communication-based cooperative control
strategy.
Objective 6: To develop a model predictive control-based optimization procedure to increase
the actual occurrence of synchronized transfers in schedule-based PT networks using a library
of selected operational tactics.
Objective 7: To analyse the operation-planning process, including elements of online demand
collection, network route design, timetable development, vehicle scheduling, crew scheduling,
real-time control, and fare design and collection, of a new PT service-design concept, named
as customized bus, and its potential application of achieving transfer-free (without transfer) PT
service.
Objective 8: To investigate a new commuting travel mode, namely the customized bus transit
system, for commuters in some major cities around the world and to assess and compare the
performance of this new PT system with PC and conventional PT systems.

1.4. Scope of the Research
The PT operations-planning process commonly includes seven sequential basic activities: (i)
network design, (ii) timetable development, (iii) vehicle scheduling, (iv) crew scheduling, (v)
information provision, (vi) operations control, and (vii) ticket and tariff design. To provide
integrated, coordinated and seamless PT service, various kinds of measures are employed at
each activity. The decision-making sequence of the seven activities is systematically shown in
Figure 1.3. To improve the transfer reliability of scheduled PT service, various kinds of
measures are utilized at each activity, as shown in Figure 1.3.
This research aims to provide a comprehensive optimization framework that can help to
increase the actual occurrence of meetings between PT vehicles at planned transfer points in
PT networks by the use of better timetabling, operations control strategies and new service
design concepts according to real-time data. This means mainly focusing on operations-
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planning activity: (ii) timetable development, (iii) vehicle scheduling, (v) information
provision, and (vi) operations control.
Operations-planning activity

Measures

i. Network Design

·
·
·

Integrated physical connection of transfers
Optimized layout of transfer centres
Flexible road segment transfers

ii. Timetable Development

·
·
·

Maximal synchronized timetable
Timed transfer systems/Coordinated schedule
Optimal slack time/Time control point strategy

iii. Vehicle Scheduling

·
·
·
·
·

Inserting deadheading trip
Shifting departure times
Using multi-vehicle type
Smart shuttle/feeder service
Customized demand-responsive transit

iv. Crew Scheduling

·
·

Flexible crew roster
Reserved crew for emergencies

v. Information Provision

·
·
·
·
·
·

Real-time vehicle location information
Passenger OD information
Pre-trip and at-stop information
Online timetable/Varable message signs
Road traffic information
Real-time transit navigation App

vi. Operations Control

·
·
·
·
·
·

Holding at terminal or at mid-route point
Skip-stop operation
Short-turn operation
Short-cut operation
Vehicle-to-vehicle communication operation
Changes in speed (not above the lawful speed limit)

vii. Ticket and Tariff Design

·
·
·
·

Joint fare and tickets
Electronic/Smart-card ticketing
Pre-paid ticketing
Integrated tariff system

Figure 1.3 Functional diagram of measures to achieve integrated service in a common public-transport
operations-planning process

This research is initially motivated by investigating a new concept (Ceder, 2007) of PT
operations planning so as to increase the reliability and attractiveness of PT service and make
more car users shifting to use the different modes of PT.
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The new concept of Ceder (2007), to rely on on-line information, will direct two vehicles to
meet in feasible or designated time and space, not only at stops, so as to eliminate the need for
waiting time at transfer points. Moreover, there is the possibility of physically arranging for
two vehicles that arrive at the meeting point to align together either longitudinally or side-byside in order to allow passengers an easy transfer. Such a perfect transfer arrangement was
proposed by Ceder (2007) and it is shown schematically in Figure 1.4, where VMS stands for
variable message sign.

Figure 1.4 Perfect transfer in bus operations without wait
(from Ceder, 2007)

This new concept is mainly referred to meetings between buses. However, the research
proposal is also aimed at producing the modelling and optimization also of meetings between
buses and rails.
Due to some uncertain and unexpected exogenous factors, meetings between inter-route or
inter-modal PT vehicles are not regular. One the one hand, expect meetings at transfer points,
i.e., synchronized or timed transfers, are not always materialized, but on the other hand,
unexpected meetings at non-transfer points, i.e., vehicle pairing or bus bunching, are frequently
happened in practice. To reduce the adverse effects of missed meetings of PT vehicles at
transfer points, various planning and operational strategies have been proposed. Generally
speaking, according to their characteristics, these strategies can be categorized in the planning
phase and the operations phase (Ceder 2007; Hadas 2010).
9
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The planning phase includes two activities: (i) network design, and (ii) timetable development.
At network design stage, measures of network integration, integrated physical connection of
transfers, optimized layout of transfer centres, flexible road segment transfers, etc., are first
used to reduce transfer walking time (Ceder, 2007; Ceder and Wilson, 1986; Chowdhury and
Ceder, 2013; Zhao and Ubaka, 2004). Next at timetable development stage, measures of
maximum synchronized timetable (Domschke, 1989; Voss, 1992; Ceder et al., 2001), timedtransfer concept (Vuchic, 2005; Vuchic, 1981; Abkowitz, 1987; Maxwell, 1999), optimal slack
time (Lee and Schonfeld, 1991; Zhao, 2006), and time control point (Yan, 2012) are employed
to improve the simultaneous arrival of vehicles, and thus enhance service reliability.
However, about 50 years ago Newell and Potts (Newell and Potts, 1964) had already found
that if no control strategies are used in transit operation, even small disturbance can cause
serious off-schedule running. What is worse, schedule deviation will be amplified and
propagated along the route, causing service deterioration. Therefore, to control the inherent
randomness in PT systems, some operational tactics are proposed at the operations phase
(Ceder, 2007; Daganzo, 1997).
Once the movement of PT vehicles deviates from the planned state, e.g., deviating from
schedule, remedial operational tactics are employed to correct damages occurred in the system,
and drag the movement of vehicles back to the desired state. In the context of transfer
synchronization, operational tactics are used to correct schedule deviations in order to
maximize the simultaneous arrivals of vehicles at transfer stops/stations. Generally speaking,
there is a package, or ‘library’ of operational tactics that can be used by PT operators. The main
possible operational tactics are listed as follows:


Holding the vehicle (at terminal or at mid-route point)



Skip-stop operation



Changes in speed (not above the lawful speed limit)



Deadheading operation



Short-turn operation



Short-cut operation



Adding a reserve vehicle



Leapfrogging operation with the vehicle ahead

The working principles of each operational tactics are described in detail by Ceder (2007;
2016). The library of operational tactics serves as a basis of the sequential decision-making
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process in maintaining the synchronized schedule and achieving maximal transfer
synchronization.
In recent years, there is an innovative mode of PT service concept, known as customized bus
(CB). CB is a cyber-enabled, demand-interactive transit system that provides user-oriented
minibus service by aggregating users’ travel-demand patterns using online information
platforms such as Internet, telephone, and smartphone apps. One of the main features of the
CB is that it provides a door-to-door passenger service trip chain, without any transfers. This
new service concept is graphically illustrated in Figure 1.5. From it we can see, in the traditional
PT system three routes are designed to serve seven demand points with two transfer points.
However, by using the new PT service concept, two routes are designed to serve the demands
within two areas. In each route, passengers do not need to make any transfers and enjoy a
transfer-free PT service. In addition, it will be interesting to investigate how this new servicedesign concept can be used as a new commuting travel mode so as to help to shift a significant
amount of private car users to public transit in a sustainable manner.

Existing routes

1

Area 1

5

6

CBD
2

4

Area 2
New routes

7

3

Figure 1.5 Using a new service-design scheme to achieve transfer-free PT service

1.5. Significance of the Research
One of the most challenging problems of transportation planning is how to shift a significant
amount of car users to PT in a sustainable manner. Doing so by increasing the capacity of the
controllable PT vehicles will undoubtedly result in: (i) reducing the overall emissions (an
environmental-based objective), (ii) reducing traffic congestion/delays (an economical-based
objective), and (iii) a reduction in deaths from road accidents (a safety-based objective).
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The problem of improving PT patronage and its compatibility with user needs is multifaceted.
However, one may rather intuitively assume that improving PT service reliability, from the
users’ perspective, and reducing operations costs, from the perspective of PT operators, will
lead to an increase in ridership and competiveness compared with private car use. For most PT
systems, inter-route or inter-modal transfer connections are important factors affecting service
reliability. In PT operation planning, timetable synchronization is a useful strategy utilized to
reduce transfer waiting time and improving service connectivity. However, most previous
studies on PT timetable synchronization design have treated the problem separately, rather than
coupled with other operation planning activities, and focused on minimizing only transfer
waiting time. As pointed out by Ceder (2016), it is preferable that all operation planning
activities can be planned simultaneously in order to exploit the system’s capability to the
greatest extent and thereby maximize its productivity and efficiency. The use of multi-criteria
optimization modelling framework, together with an efficient solution methodology, for the
integrated PT timetable synchronization and vehicle scheduling problem can facilitate the
decision-making process of PT schedulers in finding a desired timetable and vehicle schedule.
Except the mathematical programming approach, another way to exam the problem of transfer
synchronization in a given PT network is using control approach. Dynamic control is a widely
used method since it can take the stochastic and uncertain characteristics of the movement of
PT vehicle and passenger demand into consideration. With the rapid development of
information and communication technology, based on the real-time vehicle location and
passenger demand information, one efficient approach to alleviate the uncertainty of meetings
between PT vehicles at transfer points in schedule-synchronized networks is the use of some
selected operational tactics. Here, the term of “tactics” refer to the real-time control of PT
vehicles using control actions. However, the control actions are deployed in short term, very
flexible and quickly. This is the difference between strategies and tactics. By applying some
selected operational tactics, e.g., holding, skip-stop/segment, speed change, short-turn, flexible
route encounter, the frequency of simultaneous transfers of PT networks can be significantly
improved and also the total passenger travel time can be reduced.
In recent years, PT trip-making behaviour has already changed considerably as lifestyles
change and it will continue to change in the future. Advanced PT systems, such as dial-a-ride
or other demand-responsive systems are not widely used and have never replaced existing
conventional PT systems. Conventional PT systems, especially buses, use an old concept
involving fixed routes, fixed stops, fixed terminals, fixed timetables, and fixed vehicle and
12
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driver scheduling. This traditional PT concept produces services that are not always appealing
to potential and existing users, making them hesitating to use the service. Therefore, new
service-design concepts can be explored to develop more advanced, attractive and viable PT
service so as to make PT users feel that using PT service is like eating potato chips: once you
start, it is hard to stop!

1.6. Research Methods
In order to reduce the total transfer waiting time or eliminate transfers (without transfer wait)
of PT passengers in a given network, the transfer optimization problem is addressed in this
research from three levels, namely tactical level, operational level and strategic level, as shown
in Figure 1.6.
Level

Activity

Method

Tactical

Timetable Synchronization

Mathematical Programming,
Optimization

Operational

Operations Control

Intervehicle Communication,
Predictive Control,
Simulation, Optimization

Strategic

New Service-Design

Data Collection,
Statistical Analysis

Results: Advanced,
Attractive and WellConnected PT Service

Figure 1.6 Methodological framework of the research

At the tactical level, mathematical programming and optimization methods are employed to
address the timetable synchronization design problem, which is coupled with the vehicle
scheduling problem. The mathematical model and solution methods are based on the deficit
function theory. At the operational level, inter-vehicle communication scheme is first adopted
to exam the performance of using real-time operational tactics in PT transfer synchronization.
Simulation tools are utilized to address the endogenous randomness in vehicle travel time,
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passenger demand and driver behaviour; and optimization tools are utilized to generate an
optimal combination of operation tactics. At the strategic level, an investigation of the
operation-planning process of a new service-design concept was first conducted. Then, data
collection and statistical analysis tools are used to exam the performances of using this new PT
service with collection with rail service, compared with conventional PT and private car
services in some cities.

1.7. Structure of the Thesis
This thesis consists of nine journal papers (Liu et al, 2014a; Liu and Ceder, 2015; Liu et al,
2015; Liu and Ceder, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c; Liu et al, 2016; Liu and Ceder, 2017b; Liu, et al,
2017a), together with an introduction chapter, and an ending chapter providing discussion of
findings and conclusion, which collectively outline the work undertaken to cover the research
scope and achieve the research objectives. As such, some repetition of material among the
chapters was inevitable. The thesis totally includes ten chapters. According to the different
activities addressed, Chapters 2 to 9 are grouped into three categories: timetable
synchronization (Chapters 2-4), operations control (Chapters 5-7) and new service-design
concept (Chapters 8-9). Figure 1.7 provides an overview of the structure of the thesis. The
outline of the thesis is as follows.
Chapter 1 provides the background, motivation and objectives of this research. The scope and
significance of this research, and research methods are also described.
Chapter 2 continues and extends the research of Ceder et al. (2001) by integrating the timetable
synchronization design problem with the vehicle scheduling problem. A new bi-objective
optimization model and a solution method for the integrated timetable synchronization and
vehicle scheduling problem, taking into account both the PT users’ and operators’ interests are
provided.
Chapter 3 develops a new multi-criteria optimization modelling framework using a systems
approach for the PT timetable synchronization design problem. A novel deficit function-based
sequential search method is developed for solving the proposed mathematical model.
Chapter 4 addresses the problem of PT timetable synchronization design taking into
consideration the fluctuating passenger demand and multi-size vehicle types for better
matching between supply and demand. An integer programming, bi-objective optimization
model, together with a heuristic algorithm, is developed for the problem.
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Chapter 5 develops an inter-vehicle communication-based scheme to optimize the
synchronization of planned transfers in PT networks using a semi-decentralized control
strategy. A distance-based dynamic speed-adjustment model, which incorporates two
operational tactics, namely changing vehicle speed and holding vehicles at transfer points, is
developed for updating vehicle running speed under the fixed single-point encounter scenario
and the flexible road-segment encounter scenario.

Chapter
1

Chapters
2-4
Timetable Synchronization

Transfer Optimization
in PT Networks
Chapters
8-9

Chapters
5-7

New Service-Design Concept

Operations Control

Chapter
10

Figure 1.7 An overview of the structure of the thesis

Chapter 6 develops a communication-based cooperative control (CCC) strategy, which is based
on a library of selected operational tactics, such as skip-stop/station, holding, and changes in
speed, to increase the actual occurrence of synchronized transfers and thus reduce average
passenger transfer waiting time.
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Chapter 7 presents a model predictive control-based optimization procedure to increase the
actual occurrence of synchronized transfers in schedule-based PT networks. The procedure
aims at achieving the real-time deployment of operational tactics so as to reduce the uncertainty
of meetings between PT vehicles.
Chapter 8 investigated a new PT service-design concept, known as customized bus. A detailed
analysis of the operation-planning process of the customized bus service concept, including
elements of online demand collection, network route design, timetable development, vehicle
scheduling, crew scheduling, real-time control, and fare design and collection, is provided.
Chapter 9 assesses and compares the performance of the customized bus-based new commuting
travel mode with the private car, and with conventional PT systems based on data collected
from in Auckland, New Zealand and Paris, France.
Chapter 10 presents the summary of findings, discussion and conclusion of the research. It also
provides suggestions and discusses future research topics.
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2.1. Abstract
In public transport (PT) operations planning, timetable synchronization is a useful strategy
utilized to reduce inter-route or inter-modal passenger transfer waiting time and provide a wellconnected service. Synchronized transfers help to improve PT patronage and revenues. This
work addresses the integrated PT timetable synchronization and vehicle scheduling problem
for a given network, taking into account both the users’ and operators’ interests. A new biobjective integer programming model is developed for the problem. The first objective, from
the perspective of PT users, is to maximize the number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals at the
transfer nodes of the network; the second objective, from the perspective of PT operators, is to
minimize the required fleet size. A novel two-stage deficit function (DF)-based combined
optimization method is developed to solve the resulted mathematical model for generating a
set of Pareto-efficient timetables in a human-machine interactive manner. At the first stage,
some existing optimizers, heuristics or metaheuristics are employed to quickly generate an
initial solution. Then, at the second stage, a DF-based graphical optimization technique is
utilized to generate alternative Pareto-efficient solutions by reducing the fleet size through the
use of a set of DF-based fleet size reduction procedures. Numerical results from a small PT
network demonstrate that the proposed model and solution method are effective and have the
potential to be applied in large-scale real-world networks. The optimization framework
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described in this work can be expected to help improve the integration and service quality of a
PT system with increased connectivity, synchronization, and attractiveness.

2.2. Introduction
The public transport (PT) operations planning process commonly includes five basic
components, usually performed in sequence: (1) network route design, (2) timetable
development, (3) vehicle scheduling, (4) crew scheduling and rostering, and (5) real-time
monitoring and control (Ceder, 2016; Liu et al., 2017b). Since the whole planning process,
especially for medium and large-scale PT agencies, is extremely cumbersome and complex in
practice, the five activities are usually treated separately with the outcome of one fed as an
input into the next component. However, it is preferable that all five activities can be done
simultaneously in order to exploit system capability to the greatest extent and maximize system
productivity and efficiency (Ceder, 2016).
As discussed by Ceder et al. (2001), one of the major decision-making problems in creating
timetables with maximum synchronization is to select one or more objective functions
according to which the scheduling activities will be implemented (e.g., minimizing operator
cost while providing adequate service, minimizing operator and user cost through weighing
factors). In the work of Ceder et al. (2001), only one objective function, i.e., maximizing the
number of simultaneous bus arrivals at the transfer nodes of the network, is considered. The
operation cost, which is very important from the perspective of PT operators, is not taken into
consideration when conducting timetable synchronization optimization.
Another major motivation for this study was to address the operations planning needs of the
Beijing Public Transport Holdings (Group) Co., Ltd. (BPTG), one of the largest bus transit
companies in the world. The BPTG is a large, state owned enterprise and currently consists of
24 subordinate units, namely 14 public service enterprises, 8 market enterprises and 2 affiliated
institutions. By the end of 2015, it operated 1,266 lines and 30,006 vehicles, with
approximately 102,100 employees and an average daily passenger volume of 10.63 million
passengers. Currently, BPTG is switching its operations scheduling mode from the traditional
route-based line-by-line (LBL) mode to the network-based regional multi-line (RML) mode.
Initial research is conducted on RML timetable synchronization between different bus lines or
between other transit modes, such as rail and metro, with the aim of reducing passenger transfer
waiting time and vehicle operating cost. However, the synchronized timetables are currently
developed within a small region. Efficient and effective solution methods that can generate
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integrated synchronized timetables and vehicle schedules for large-scale bus transit networks
are urgently needed for BPTG (Liu et al., 2017b). In addition, the findings of a recent study
conducted by Chowdhury and Ceder (2013a) in Auckland, New Zealand, showed that PT users
have a higher willingness to use routes with transfers when transfer connections are properly
well-coordinated.
This work continues and extends the research of Ceder et al. (2001) by integrating the timetable
synchronization design problem with the vehicle scheduling problem. The objective of this
work is to provide a new bi-objective optimization model and solution method for the
integrated timetable synchronization and vehicle scheduling problem, taking into account both
the PT users’ and operators’ interests. The contribution of this research is threefold. First, a
new bi-objective integer programming model is developed for the problem. Second, a novel
deficit function-based combined optimization method is developed to solve the proposed
mathematical model in a human-machine interactive manner. Third, a detailed numerical
example is provided to illustrate the performance of the mathematical model and solution
method developed, and some promising future research directions are also discussed.
This work is comprised of eight sections including this introductory section. Section 2.3 covers
a literature review and Section 2.4 provides a background on the deficit function. The
mathematical formulations of the problem－a bi-objective integer programming－is provided
in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 presents the deficit function-based combined optimization method
that is used to solve the problem. A detailed example of the model and solution method
developed is provided in Section 2.7. Section 2.8 provides a comprehensive, thorough and indepth discussion of limitations and possible future extensions of the model and solution method
developed. Lastly, conclusions are given in Section 2.9.

2.3. Literature Review
The problem of identifying the optimal synchronized PT timetable is essentially the problem
of deciding on the best dispatching policy for transit vehicles on fixed routes. This has been
dealt with quite extensively in the literature. Several solution approaches and computer-aided
transit scheduling systems have been developed to design synchronized timetables for PT
networks with transfers. According to the different characteristics, the approaches developed
can be categorized into four groups: (i) interactive graphical optimization approach, (ii)
approximate analytical modelling approach, (iii) mathematical programming approach, and
(iv) control theory approach.
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In the first group, interactive graphical optimization techniques, which is recognized as,
perhaps, the earliest approach actually applied in practice to determining synchronized
timetables, have been proposed by a few researchers. Rapp and Gehner (1976) described a
computer-aided, interactive graphic system for transfer optimization in the Basel Transit
System. The system adopts a graphical person-computer interactive approach to reduce transfer
delay and the number of vehicles required. Désilets and Rousseau (1992) and Fleurent et al.
(2004) described the graphical interactive timetable planning tools used in the HASTUS
system. Another graphical optimization method used in the timed transfer system (TTS) for a
PT system in a suburb in Philadelphia was described by Vuchic (2005). This TTS used a clocktype diagram to provide graphical representations of synchronized schedules. Other earlier
theoretical investigations of the PT timetable synchronization problem are mainly focused on
how to set route headways and first departure times, also known as offset times. Salzborn
(1980) studied a special inter-town route connected by a string of feeder routes. Some intuitive
rules are provided to set the departure and arrival times of buses on the feeder routes. Daganzo
(1990) examined the single transfer node case, and provided some intuitive rules for setting the
headways of the inbound and outbound routes.
The second approach to solve the PT timetable synchronization design problem employs
approximate analytical models for idealized PT systems. The underlying working philosophy
of this approach is to formulate various cost components involved with PT passengers and
operators into a combined single objective function, which is treated as the total cost function
of the PT system. Thus, the goal of the schedule design is to minimize this system cost function
by using some elementary methods of calculus. Wirasinghe et al. (1977) and Wirasinghe (1980)
developed approximate analytical models for investigating the optimal design parameters of a
coordinated rail and bus transit system atop rectangular grid or ring-radial networks. A series
of follow-up studies (e.g., Lee and Schonfeld, 1991; Chien and Schonfeld, 1998; Chowdhury
and Chien, 2002; Sivakumaran et al., 2012) have been conducted using the similar analytical
modelling approach. Knoppers and Muller (1995) investigated the impact of fluctuations in
passenger arrival times on the possibilities and limitations of synchronized PT transfers using
analytical modelling approach. They concluded that transfer synchronization is gainful when
the arrival time of the feeder line is within a time window relative in length to the headway of
the connecting line. One advantage of the approximate analytical modelling approach is that it
is easy to conduct sensitivity analysis of various design parameters. However, as pointed out
by Liu and Ceder (2016a), one limitation of the analytical modelling approach is that it can
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only provide nearly, not exactly, optimal solutions, because it fails to accurately calculate the
measures of the cost components used in the considered objective functions.
The third approach widely found in the literature adopts mathematical programming models.
Klemt and Stemme (1988) and Domschke (1989) provided a quadratic programming model of
the problem to minimize passenger transfer waiting time. A set of heuristics, such as regret
methods, improvement algorithms and simulated annealing, are proposed to solve the model
problem. Bookbinder and Desilets (1992) developed an integer programming model and an
iterative improvement heuristic procedure was provided to minimize mean transfer disutility.
Voß (1992) proposed a 0-1 integer programming and a tabu search algorithm to minimize
transfer waiting time. Ceder et al. (2001) developed a mixed integer linear programming model
and several heuristic algorithms to maximize the number of simultaneous bus arrivals at the
transfer nodes of PT networks. Based on this seminal work, a series of follow-up studies have
been conducted (e.g., Shafahi and Khani, 2010; Ibarra-Rojas and Rios-Solis, 2012; IbarraRojas et al., 2014; Ibarra-Rojas and Muñoz, 2016; Fouilhoux et al., 2016). Wong et al. (2008)
developed a mixed integer programming model and an optimization-based heuristic method to
minimize the total passenger transfer waiting time for the MTR system in Hong Kong. IbarraRojas et al. (2014) developed a bi-objective, integer programming model to maximize the
number of passengers benefiting from well-timed transfers and minimize vehicle operating
costs.
In the fourth and last group, control theory based models were utilized at the operations control
level to control the movement of vehicles in order to improve the service reliability, and
schedule adherence and headway regularity of the planned synchronized timetable. This
control approach is based on feasible operational control strategies, such as holding (Dessouky
et al., 2003; Hadas and Ceder, 2010a; Liu et al., 2014a; Daganzo and Anderson, 2016), skipstop (Ceder et al., 2013), short-turn (Nesheli et al., 2015) and a combination of different
selected control strategies (Liu et al., 2015; Nesheli et al., 2015; Liu and Ceder, 2016b).
Generally speaking, a synchronized timetable pre-created at the planning level serves as the
basis of the control theory-based approach.
The above literature review clearly indicates that the integrated PT timetable synchronization
and vehicle scheduling problem is a new and challenging problem that is increasingly important
in PT operations planning. Thus, there is a need for a comprehensive, systematic and multicriteria solution framework that can address this challenging problem. In this research, we
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adopt the third approach, i.e., the mathematical programming approach, for the integrated PT
timetable synchronization and vehicle scheduling problem. This work is an extension of the
previous work of Ceder et al. (2001) by integrating vehicle scheduling activity into timetable
synchronization design activity, taking account of both PT users’ and operators’ interests.

2.4. Background on the Deficit Function
Following is a concise description of a step function approach proposed by Ceder and Stern
(1981) and Ceder (2016) for assigning the minimum number of vehicles to a given timetable.
Linis and Maksim (1967) and Gertsbach and Gurevich (1977) have called this step function a
DF as its value represents the deficit number of vehicles required at a particular terminal in
question in a multi-terminal PT system. The DF is a step function that increases by one at the
time of each trip departure and decreases by one at the time of each trip arrival. To construct a
set of DFs, the only information needed is a timetable of required trips. Its graphical nature and
visual simplicity makes the DF appealing. Let G   g : g  1,, n denote a set of required
trips. The trips are conducted between a set of terminals U  u : u  1,

, q , each trip is

serviced by a single vehicle, and each vehicle is able to service any trip. Each trip g can be
represented as a 4-tuple  p g , tsg , q g , teg  , in which the ordered elements denote departure
terminal, departure (start) time, arrival terminal, and arrival (end) time. It is assumed that each
trip g lies within a schedule horizon T1 , T2  , i.e., T1  tsg  teg  T2 . The set of all trips
S

 p , t
g

g
s



, q g , teg  : p g , q g U , g  G constitutes the timetable. Two trips, g , g  may be

serviced sequentially (feasibly joined) by the same vehicle if and only if (a) teg  tsg  and (b)

q g  p g  . Let d  u, t , S  denote the DF for terminal u at time t for schedule S . The value of

d  u, t , S  represents the total number of departures minus the total number of trip arrivals at
terminal u , up to and including time t . The maximum value of d  u, t , S  over the schedule
horizon T1 , T2  , designated D  u, S  , depicts the deficit number of vehicles required at u .
Let t sg and teg denote the start and end times of trip g , g  G . It is possible to partition the
schedule horizon of d  u, t , S  into a sequence of alternating hollow and maximal intervals.
The maximal intervals  siu , eiu  , i  1,..., n  u  define the interval of time over which d  u, t 
takes on its maximum value. Note that the S will be deleted when it is clear which underlying
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schedule is being considered. Index i represents the i -th maximal intervals from the left and

n  u  represents the total number of maximal intervals in d  u, t  . A hollow interval H lu ,
l  0,1, 2,..., n  u  is defined as the interval between two maximal intervals including the first
hollow from T1 to the first maximal interval, and the last hollow from the last interval to T2 .
Hollows may consist of only one point, and if this case is not on the schedule horizon
boundaries T1 or T2  , the graphical representation of d  u, t  is emphasized by a clear dot. The
sum of all DFs over u is defined as the overall DF, g (t )   d (u, t ) . This function g (t )
uU

represents the number of trips that are simultaneously in operation; i.e., a count, from a bird’seye view at time t , of the number of transit vehicles in actual service over the entire transit
network of routes. The maximum value of g (t ) , G(t ) is exploited for a determination of the
initial lower bound on the fleet size.
Theorem 1 (The deficit function fleet size theorem). If, for a set of terminals U and a fixed set
of required trips G, all trips start and end within the schedule horizon [T1, T2] and no
deadheading (DH) insertions are allowed, then the minimum number of vehicles required to
service all trips in G is equal to the sum of all the deficits.
Min N DF  S    D(u,S)   max d (u, t , S )
uU

uU

t[T1 ,T2 ]

(2.1)

Proof. A formal proof of this theorem can be found in Ceder (2016).
When DH trip insertion and shifting departure times (SDT) are allowed, the fleet size may be
further reduced below the level described in Equation (2.1). The DF graphical modelling
method has been applied to various kinds of PT operations planning activities, including
vehicle scheduling, timetable design, network route design, deployment planning of bus rapid
transit systems, operational parking space design, and crew scheduling (Liu and Ceder, 2017a).

2.5. Model Formulation
2.5.1. Model Assumptions
To facilitate the presentation of the essential ideas, without loss of generality, the following
basic assumptions are made.
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A1.Since we are dealing with a timetable planning problem, not a real-time operation one or
re-timetabling problem, inter-stop vehicle travel times and stop dwell times are assumed to
be deterministic and fixed, i.e., not time-varying, in a planning horizon.
A2.The first departure of each route must be set in a planning horizon [0, T ] which is a discrete
interval in the unit of minute.
A3. It is assumed that passenger demand for each PT route is fixed and does not significantly
change in response to the small changes of a timetable.
A4. It is assumed that a slight shifting of the PT timetable under given shifting tolerances will
not lead to very significant load imbalance that may cause overcrowding and empty spaces
in vehicles.
A5. In-vehicle scheduling activity, vehicle deadheading trips are allowed complying with
given deadheading time constraints.

2.5.2. Notations
The following notations are used in the model formulation of the problem. The given PT
network is represented by a directed graph, G  { A, N} , where A is a set of arcs representing
the traveling link of the bus routes; N is a set of transfer stop/station nodes in the network.
Define T as the planning horizon in minutes, i.e., the terminal departure times of the PT
vehicles can be set in the interval [0, T ] which is a discrete interval in minutes. The set of routes
of the PT network is denoted by K . Define M as the number of bus routes in the network,
and N as the number of transfer nodes in the network. H kmin represents the minimum headway
(operator's requirements) between two adjacent bus departures in route k  K , 1  k  M .

H kmax represents the maximum headway (policy headway) permitted between two adjacent bus
departures in route k  K , 1  k  M . Define Fk as the number of departures to be scheduled
for route k during the interval [0, T ] . Tkj is the traveling time from the starting point of route

k to node j , 1  k  M , 1  j  N . The case where a route k does not pass through a node j
is represented by Tkj  1 . Note that traveling times are considered deterministic, and can be
referred to as the mean traveling times.
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2.5.3. Decision Variables
The decision variables of the problem are represented by two types of variables. The first type
is to set the departure time of the first trip, also known as offset time, of each route. The offset
time variables is defined as discrete variables in minutes as those in the schedules used in
practice. The second type is a binary variable that yields the value 0 if the i -th bus in route k
meets the j -th bus of route q at node n ; otherwise, it yields the value 1. These variables are
represented as follows.
·

X k1 : departure time of the first trip (offset time) of route k .

·

0 if the i-th bus in route k meets the j -th bus of route q at node n,
Dkiqjn  
otherwise.
1

2.5.4. Objective Functions
There are two objective functions in the optimization. The first objective is to maximize the
number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals at the connection (transfer) nodes of the network; the
second objective is to minimize the fleet size that is defined as the number of vehicles needed
to provide all trips along a chosen set of routes. The two objective functions are given by:

Z1  max

M 1

M

 Y
k 1 q  k 1

kq

Z 2  min FS

(2.2)
(2.3)

where Ykq is the number of synchronizations between route k and route q ; FS is the fleet
size. The first objective is from the perspective of PT users, and the second one is from the
perspective of PT operators.

2.5.5. Constraints
The two objective functions are subject to the following six groups of constraints.
The first group of constraints is the departure time constraints:

k  K

0  X k1  H kmax
X kFk 1  X kFk  T
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Constraint (2.4) ensures that the first departure time will not be beyond the maximal headway
from the start of the time horizon, while constraint (2.5) ensures that the last departure is within
the planning horizon.
The second group of constraints is the headway constraints:

H kmin  X k (i 1)  X ki  H kmax

1  i  Fk  1, k  K

(2.6)

where Fk is the frequency of route k that is derived by using passenger load data Lmkp , at the
max-load point and a given (standard) desired occupancy (load factor) d okp for each time
period; that is:
 Lmkp

Fk  max 
, Fmkp 
d

 okp


(2.7)

where Lmkp is the average (over days) maximum number of passengers (max load) observed
on-board of route k in period p , and Fmkp is the given (standard) minimum frequency
required.
The third group of constraints is the synchronization constraints:
X ki  Tkn  ( X qj  Tqn )  M  Dkiqjn

(2.8)

X qj  Tqn  ( X ki  Tkn )  M  Dkiqjn

(2.9)

Ykq 

Fk

Fq

  (1  D

kiqjn

nAkq i 1 j 1

)

(2.10)

where M is a large positive number; Akq represents the set of possible transfer
synchronization nodes defined by:
Akq  n |1  n  N , Tkn  0, Tqn  0

(2.11)

Constraints (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) allow the synchronization variable Ykq to increase by one if
there is a simultaneous vehicle arrival at a transfer node, i.e., Dkiqjn  0 .
The fourth group of constraints is the DF bounds constraints:
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d  u, t   D  u  , t  0, T  , u U

(2.12)

where d  u, t  is the net number of departures less arrivals which occur before or at time t at
terminal u . The value of this function for a given solution is that of an associated DF for
terminal u at time t . This group of constraints ensures that the number of vehicles used at a
given terminal u before and up to time t does not exceed the number of vehicles D  u 
assigned to terminal u .
The fifth group of constraints is the fleet size constraint:

 D  u   FS

(2.13)

D u  

(2.14)

uU

0

, u U

where FS is the total fleet size. This constraint indicates that the sum of vehicles assigned to
all terminals should not be more than the required minimum fleet size FS .
The sixth group of constraints is the decision variable constraints:

X ki 0,1, 2,

, T  1  i  Fk  1, k  K

Dkiqjn 0,1 1  i  Fk  1, k  K , 1  j  Fq  1, q  K , n  Akq

(2.15)
(2.16)

The mathematical formulations in Equations (2.2)-(2.16) constitute the mathematical model of
the integrated PT timetable synchronization and vehicle scheduling problem. The nature of the
mathematical model is bi-objective integer programming with linear constraints, which is a
special case of the single-objective integer programming model developed by Ceder et al.
(2001) that is known to have a complexity, in the worst case, of O  NM 2 F 2  . To reduce the
computation complexity, a new combined optimization approach, which is based on the DF
graphical optimization technique and some existing optimization solvers, such as CPLEX,
GAMS and MATLAB, is developed to solve the model.

2.6. Deficit Function-based Combined Optimization Approach
Based on the special structure of the mathematical model, we developed a novel DF-based
combined optimization (DF-CO) method to generate a set of Pareto-efficient solutions. This
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method uses a two-stage optimization strategy as shown in Figure 2.1. The first stage employs
some existing computer-aided powerful optimizers, heuristics or metaheuristics, e.g., genetic
algorithm, tabu search, and simulated annealing, to quickly generate an initial solution; the
second stage employs DF-based graphical optimization technique to graphically perform
further optimization by using experienced schedulers’ practical scheduling considerations in a
human-machine interactive manner. The proposed DF-CO method is outlined below, in a step
by step manner.
Deficit Function-based Combined Optimization (DF-CO) Method
Step 1 (Initial solution generation): Solve a decomposed timetable synchronization model
of the original model using some existing optimizers, heuristics or metaheuristics
to generate an initial timetable. Denote the number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals
at the transfer nodes of the network as Z10 . Set i  1 .
Step 1.1 (Fleet size upper bound calculation) Based on the initial timetable,
construct the DF for each terminal u and calculate the upper bound of the fleet size
as Z 20   D  u  .
uU

Step 1.2 (Initial objective function values calculation) Set the objective function
values of the initial solution as S0  Z10 , Z 20  .
Step 2 (DF optimization procedure selection): Select a DF optimization procedure from
the three procedures, i.e., shifting trip departure times (SHIFT) procedure, DH
procedure, and combined SHIFT and DH procedure.
Step 3 (DF optimization procedure implementation): Implement the selected DF
optimization procedure to reduce the fleet size from the fleet size upper bound.
Denote the reduced fleet size as Z 2i .
Step 3.1 (New synchronization calculation) Calculate the number of simultaneous
vehicle arrivals at the transfer nodes of the network as Z1i .
Step 3.2 (Alternative solution generation) Denote the current solution as an
alternative solution and set the objective function values as Si  Z1i , Z 2i  .
Step 4 (Solution output): Display all the generated Pareto-efficient solutions in a twodimensional transfer synchronization Z1 and fleet size Z 2 space for PT operators’
selection of the final desirable solutions.
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Step 5 (Stopping rule): If PT operators are satisfied with the resulted solutions or there is
no feasible DF optimization procedure, then stop; otherwise, set i : i  1 and go to
Step 2.

In Step 1, the decomposed timetable synchronization model is described by the following
single-objective integer programming (SOIP) model.
[SOIP]
Objective:

Equation (2.2)

Subject to:

Constraints: Equations (2.4)-(2.11) and (2.15)-(2.16)

Stage 1 Machine
Hard Constraints

Optimizer/Metaheuristics

Decomposition Method

Stage 2 Human
Soft Constraints
Practical Considerations

Shifting Trip Departure
Times (SHIFT) Procedure

Deficient Function

DH Procedure

DF-based Graphical
Optimization

Combined SHIFT and DH
Procedure

Set of Pareto-efficient Solutions

Figure 2.1 Flowchart of the DF-based combined optimization framework

Due to the fruitful progress made by previous studies on PT timetable synchronization
optimization (e.g., Voß, 1992; Ceder et al., 2001; Wong et al., 2008), the SOIP model can be
easy to solve by using some existing optimizers, heuristics or metaheuristics. The solution of
the SOIP model results in the maximum number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals at the transfer
nodes of the network, but also a maximum fleet size.
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Step 2 and Step 3 intend to generate alternative Pareto-efficient solutions by reducing the fleet
size through the use of the DF-based fleet size reduction procedures. The three DF-based fleet
size reduction procedures are described in detail as follows.

2.6.1. Shifting Trip Departure Times (SHIFT) Procedure
A general description of the SHIFT procedure utilized to reduce the fleet size for variable
schedule can be found in Ceder (2002, 2016), Ceder and Stern (1985) and Gertsbakh and Stern
(1978). This technique for vehicle scheduling utilizes the DF representation as a guide for local
u

minimization in maximal intervals, M i , u U . The tolerance time interval of the departure
time of trip g, g  G, is defined as [ts  
g

g ( )

, tsg   g ( ) ] . Δg(+) is the maximum delay from the

schedule departure time (the case of a late departure), and Δg(-) is the maximum advancement
of the scheduled trip departure time (the case of an early departure). According to the
u

u

definitions in the previous section, si and ei , the start and end of the i -th maximal interval

M iu , i =1,2,…,n(u), at terminal u , u U, are associated with tsi and tei , respectively. That is sgu
u
refers to the departure time of a trip designated by g and eg  to the arrival time designated by

g  (where

g and g  can be selected from several trips which depart at time s gu and arrive at
u

egu , respectively). Given the desire to reduce M iu , with its length denoted as M i = eiu - siu , the
following three cases are considered: (a) shift only trip g to the right, (b) shift only trip g  to
the left, and (c) shift both trips g and g  in opposite directions. In the following description,
the subscript on g and g  is dropped for clarity.
·

g

u
Case a: right shift limit. Let trip g arrive at hollow H q-l at some terminal u at time te

u

. Shift trip g to the right as close as possible to ei without increasing the maximal interval

M qu or without exceeding  g(  ) . Let this right shift limit be defined by Equation (2.17):



u

 ()  min squ  teg ,  g (  ) , M i
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u
g
u
If  ()  sq  te , then the shift has reached M q and any further right shift will increase D(u).

If

 ( )   g  (  )

u

the shift is stopped by the tolerance limit of trip g  . If  ()  M i , then a

successful shift has occurred and the D(u) is reduced by one.
·

u
Case b: left shift limit. Let trip j depart from hollow H q-l at some terminal u at time

t sq . Shift trip

g  to the left as close as possible to

siu without increasing the maximal interval

u
M q-l
or without exceeding  g(  ) . Let this left shift limit be defined by Equation (2.18):

u

 ()  min{tsq  equ-l ,  g (-) , M i }

(2.18)



q
u
u
If  ()  ts  eq-l , then the shift has reached M q-l and any further left shift will increase

D(u). If

 ()   g(-)

u

then the shift is stopped by the tolerance limit of trip g  . If  ()  M i

, then D(u) is reduced by one.
·

Case c: shift both trips. Without loss of generality, D(u) can be reduced by shifting both

trips g and g  in opposite directions. Assume that the procedure starts with an attempt to
u

shift trip g to the right and is unsuccessful,  ()  M i . Now perform case b, with the
length of M 'i  M i   () reduced from M i . Similarly the procedure can start with Case b
u

u

u

and continue with Case a.
These three cases are incorporated into the SHIFT procedure.

2.6.2. DH Procedure
A DH trip is defined as an empty trip between two terminals usually inserted into the schedule
in order to transfer a vehicle from one terminal where it is not needed to another terminal where
it is needed to service a required trip so as to minimize the fleet size. The algorithm for the DF
based vehicle scheduling with DH trip insertion is described by Ceder and Stern (1981). The
core of the algorithm is a subroutine called unit reduction DH chain (URDHC) that is inserted
into the schedule to reduce the fleet size. A URDHC is a sequence of DH trips of the form (u1,
DH1, u2, DH2, …uj, DHj, uj+1, DHw, uw+1) , where DHj is a DH from terminal uj to uj+1. The DH
u

trips are inserted into the DFs from hollow to hollow, with DH1 arriving at the first hollow H 0 2
and DHw departing from the last hollow of d(uw, t). The URDHC procedure will not stop until
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there are no longer any more feasible URDHCs that can be inserted into the schedule, or when
the fleet size lower bound is reached.

2.6.3. Combined SHIFT and DH Procedure
The SHIFT procedure can be implemented together with the DH procedure. From the
viewpoint of the PT scheduler, it is better to first perform the SHIFT procedure while hoping
to minimize the operational cost (reducing DH mileage). In effect, this is to first identify small
shifts in departure times, enabling the reduction of the fleet size, without noticeable changes in
the timetable. Second, the combined procedure of DH and SHIFT could be applied. When the
two procedures are combined to be implemented together, a feasibility check of DH trip
insertion is needed.
After performing the DF-based graphical optimization, a set of Pareto-efficient solutions are
displayed in a two-dimensional transfer synchronization

Z1 and fleet size Z 2 space for PT

operators’ selection of final desirable solutions.

2.7. Numerical Example
In this section, a detailed numerical example is provided to illustrate the proposed model and
solution method. The example PT network, which is adapted from the network used in Liu and
Ceder (2016a) and shown in Figure 2.2, has two terminals ( a and b ), two routes ( ra b and

rba

) and one transfer stop (node 1). The numbers on the arcs are travel times (in minutes). The
frequencies of route 1 ( ra b ) and route 2 ( rba ) are 6 and 4 vehicles per hour, respectively. The
minimum and maximum headways of Route 1 are 10 and 15 minutes, respectively. The
minimum and maximum headways of Route 2 are 15 and 25 minutes, respectively. The
planning horizon is [7:00, 8:00].
Route 1

10
15

a

5

Route 2

1

b

15

Figure 2.2 A simple two-route example network with two terminals and one transfer node
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By applying the heuristic algorithm of Ceder et al. (2001) to solve the SOIP model of this
example network, one can easily obtain the optimal timetable with maximum synchronization.
The final results of the heuristic algorithm are summarized in the following Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Timetable with maximum synchronization for the example PT network

Departure Time

Meeting Time at

Total Number of
Meetings

Route 1

Route 2

Transfer Node 1

7:05

7:00

7:15

7:15

7:20

7:35

7:25

7:40

7:55

7:35

8:00

3

7:45
7:55

Based on the initial timetable, the DFs for terminal a and b can be constructed as shown in
Figure 2.3. It

can

be seen from Figure

2.3 that the initial fleet

size is

FS  D(a)  D(b)  4  2  6 . The initial timetable is denoted as a solution S 0 that is

Z 0  3
associated with the objective function values of Z10  3 and Z 20  6 , i.e., S0   10
. The
Z2  6
initial fleet size Z 20  6 is used as the upper bound of the fleet size at the Stage 2 of the DF-CO
method.
Based on the initial solution, the three DF-based optimization procedures are employed to
explore alternative solutions through reducing the upper bound of the fleet size.
First, the SHIFT procedure is applied to the initial network timetable. In this example PT
timetable, the maximum delay Δg(+) and the maximum advancement Δg(-) of the scheduled trip
departure times are both 5 minutes. The right and left shifting limits are actually following the
headway constraints.
It can be seen from Figure 2.4 that the DF of terminal a is reduced from 4 to 3 by performing
a right shifting of trip 6 by 5 minutes. The DF of terminal b does not increase and is still 2.
Thus, the total fleet size is FS  D(a)  D(b)  3  2  5 . The number of simultaneous vehicle
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arrivals at the transfer node 1 keeps as 3. Denote this modified timetable as a solution S1 that

Z1  3
is associated with new objective function values, i.e., S1   11
.
Z 2  5

Figure 2.3 Deficit functions of the initial network timetable
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Figure 2.4 Deficit functions of the network with right shifting of trip 6 by 5 minutes

Similarly, as shown in Figure 2.5, by performing a left shifting of trip 9 by 5 minutes, the DF
of terminal a is reduced from 4 to 3. The DF of terminal b keeps the same as 2. Thus, the total
fleet size is reduced from 6 to 5. However, after shifting the departure time of trip 9, the total
number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals at the transfer node 1 is reduced from 3 to 2. The new
modified timetable is denoted as solution S 2 that is associated with the new objective function

Z 2  2
values, i.e., S2   12
.
Z2  5
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Figure 2.5 Deficit functions of the network with left shifting of trip 9 by 5 minutes

Obviously, solution S1 is a Pareto improvement of the original solution S 0 , and also better
than solution S 2 . Solution S 2 does not dominate the original solution S 0 .
The second procedure of the DF-CO method is the DH procedure for fleet size reduction. In
this example PT network, the DH times for both of the routes are 15 minutes. Figure 2.6 shows
that by inserting one DH trip from terminal b to terminal a , the DF of terminal a is reduced
from 4 to 3 and the DF of terminal b keeps the same as 2. Thus, the required fleet size is
reduced from 6 to 5. From Figure 2.6, it is observed that the required fleet size FS is equal to
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G which is the maximal of the overall DF, meaning that the fleet size cannot be further reduced
by inserting DH trips according to the DF theory. After performing the DH procedure, the total
number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals at the transfer node 1 keeps as 3. Denote this timetable

 Z13  3
as S3 that is associated with the new objective function values, i.e., S3   3
.
Z 2  5

Figure 2.6 Deficit functions of the network; insertion of one DH trip reduces the required fleet size from 6
to 5 vehicles
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Figure 2.7 Deficit functions of the network after performing the combined SHIFT and DH procedure

The third procedure of the DF-CO method is the combined SHIFT and DH procedure for fleet
size reduction. Figure 2.7 shows the DFs of the PT network after performing a right shifting of
trip 6 by 5 minutes, a left shifting of trip 8 by 5 minutes and an insertion of one DH trip from
terminal b to terminal a . By doing so, the required fleet size is reduced from 6 to 4 vehicles.
One can also see from Figure 2.7 that the required fleet size FS is equal to G , meaning that
the fleet size cannot be further reduced by inserting DH trips. After performing the combined
SHIFT and DH procedure, the total number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals at the transfer
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node 1 is reduced from 3 to 2. Similarly, denote this timetable as S 4 that is associated with the

Z 4  2
new objective function values, i.e., S4   14
.
Z 2  4
Finally, all the generated Pareto-efficient solutions are displayed in a two-dimensional (2D)
transfer synchronization Z1 and fleet size Z 2 space for PT operators’ selection of the final
desirable solutions. For the example problem, as shown in Figure 2.8, the three sets of
solutions, i.e., solution S1 , S3 and S 4 , within the dotted line region are the Pareto-efficient
solutions. With this graphical information in hand, the PT schedulers are able to choose a
desired solution or a desired set of solutions, taking both PT user and operator interests into
consideration.

Figure 2.8 Trade-off between transfer synchronization and fleet size of the example problem in a 2D
space

2.8. Discussions
The numerical example has demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed bi-objective model
and solution method. However solving real-world large-scale integrated PT timetable
synchronization with vehicle scheduling problem deserves a discussion. That is, the modelling
framework and solution method, proposed in this work, can be extended further in various
ways.
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The formulations of the objective functions may consider more elaborated cost components
associated with the user and operator. First, a more realistic measure of transfer synchronization
is the total passenger transfer waiting time obtained by the number of transferring passengers
and the waiting time per passenger. The difficulty of using this measure is the need for a more
precise calculation of the arrival, walking and departure times of transferring passengers at
transfer stops, and the arrival and departure times of vehicles. With the increased use of
information, communication, and computation technologies, especially the widespread use of
smartphones, smartcards, automatic passenger counting systems and automatic vehicle
location systems, this waiting time measure may be obtainable. However, it will increase the
computation complexity of the problem.
Second, the cost values of transfer waiting time for different groups of passengers may be
different. Thus, it will be more realistic to assign different weighting factors to different groups
of passengers when conducting the timetable synchronization optimization. Third, the
operating cost should not only consider the cost associated with the fleet size required, but also
consider the cost of additional DH trips. Furthermore, from the operator’s perspective, it is
important to consider drivers’ wages and fringe benefits; this is a major portion of the total
operational cost. Therefore, it is desirable that the integrated analysis of timetable design with
vehicle scheduling consideration will be integrated also with the task of driver scheduling.
Fourth, from the user’s perspective, it is important to measure load imbalances on vehicles.
This can be materialized by a new cost component called passenger load discrepancy cost as
recently proposed by Liu and Ceder (2016a); this cost component measures on one hand
underutilization using moving empty seats, and on the other hand measures overcrowding
scenarios using standees. This cost measure requires the construction of a cumulative loadprofile curve at the maximum load stop of each route considering the desired occupancy for
each vehicle type.
At the second stage of the DF-CO method, PT schedulers need to select a DF-based
optimization procedure, using the DF stepwise configuration, to decide where and when to
apply the selected DF-based fleet size reduction procedure. For large-scale multi-terminal PT
systems, this is a challenging task, especially for schedulers without any background on the DF
optimization principles. Thus, a promising extension of the DF-CO method is to automate the
DF-based procedures. This can be done by allowing the schedulers to select from a set of
computer-suggested alternatives and immediately see the effects on the final schedule through
the visualization of the DFs on computer generated graphical user interfaces.
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In PT operational practices the planned synchronized transfers are not always materialized
because of some stochastic and uncertain factors such as traffic disturbances and disruptions,
random passenger arrivals and inaccurate driver behaviors. One way to address the missedconnection problem is to use robust optimization or stochastic programming models to create
more reliable and robust synchronized timetables at the planning stage. In addition, during
operations some feasible operational tactics can be used such as skip-station/stop, holding, and
changes of speed, to control the movement of vehicles; this will improve schedule adherence
and transfer synchronization in real time.
Finally, it will be interesting to investigate the impact of changes of departure times and
changes in the creation of chains of trips for vehicle scheduling on passengers’ route and trip
choice behaviors. The interaction between timetable synchronization optimization and
passenger demand assignment can be considered simultaneously for generating improved
passenger-oriented synchronized timetables.

2.9. Concluding Remarks
An intelligent design of public transport (PT) timetable synchronization leads to improve the
service quality of a PT system by providing a well-connected, synchronized, and attractive
service. This work extends the work of Ceder, et al. (2001) by integrating the design of PT
timetable synchronization with the modeling of vehicle scheduling. A new bi-objective integer
programming model, taking into account the interests of the user and operator, is developed for
this integration challenge. The first objective, from the user perspective, is to maximize the
number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals at transfer nodes; the second objective, from the
operator perspective, is to minimize the required fleet size. A novel two-stage deficit function
(DF)-based combined optimization method is developed to solve the resulted mathematical
model using a generated set of Pareto-efficient timetables. At the first stage, some existing
optimizers, heuristics or metaheuristics are employed to quickly generate an initial solution. At
the second stage, a DF-based graphical optimization technique is utilized to generate alternative
Pareto-efficient solutions by reducing the fleet size through the use of a set of DF-based fleet
size reduction procedures. Numerical results from a two-route PT network demonstrate that the
proposed model and solution method are effective, in practice, and have the potential to be
applied for large-scale real-world networks.
This work laid the basis for a practical and powerful human-machine interactive optimization
framework for the integrated PT timetable synchronization with vehicle scheduling problem.
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The optimization algorithm is not yet in full operation in practice, but work is continued to
attain this stage. That is, current work is undertaken on developing a computer-aided transit
timetabling and scheduling tool based on the optimization framework described in this work.
This development is being tested in Auckland, New Zealand and Beijing, China.
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Chapter 3. User and Operator Perspectives in Public
Transport Timetable Synchronization Design
Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board, 2667, DOI:
10.3141/2667-15.
(Liu and Ceder, 2017b)

3.1. Abstract
Increased traffic congestion and the adverse environmental impact of private cars, has resulted
in an increasingly pressing need for an integrated public transport (PT) system that is more
attractive than private car use. The intelligent PT timetable synchronization design is one way
to improve the integration and service quality of a PT system with increased connectivity,
synchronization, and attractiveness towards far more user-oriented, system-optimal, smart and
sustainable travel. This work proposes a new multi-criteria optimization modelling framework
using a systems approach for the PT timetable synchronization design problem. A new biobjective model that takes account of both PT users’ and operators’ interests is proposed. The
nature of the overall mathematical formulations of the new model is bi-objective nonlinear
integer programming with linear constraints. Based on the characteristics of the model, a novel,
deficit function (DF)-based sequential search method is proposed to solve the problem so as to
obtain Pareto-efficient solutions. The visual nature of the proposed DF and the twodimensional fleet-cost space graphical techniques can facilitate the decision-making process of
PT schedulers for finding a desired solution. Numerical results from a small PT network
demonstrate that the proposed mathematical programming model and solution method are
effective in practice and have the potential for being applied in large-scale and realistic
networks.

3.2. Introduction
Transfers in public transport (PT) systems, especially those involving buses, are used to create
a more efficient network by the reduction of operational costs and the allowance of more
flexible route planning. However, transfers are cited as a key reason for PT being less attractive
than cars (Ceder et al., 2013; Ceder, 2016). Long transfer waiting time and missed transfer
connections have been found to considerably reduce the attractiveness and reliability of PT
service. Subsequently, the unreliable and irregular PT service will not only frustrate the existing
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passengers, but also deter potential new users. It seems relatively intuitive that reducing the
transfer cost, from the perspective of PT users, and reducing the operations cost, from the
perspective of PT operators, will lead to an increase in PT ridership and competiveness with
private cars. This transfer service improvement scheme will ultimately help to shift a
significant amount of private car users to PT in a sustainable manner.
Among a variety of PT transfer improvement strategies, timetable synchronization is a useful
strategy used by PT schedulers to provide a well-connected smooth transfer service, reduce the
inter-route or intermodal passenger transfer waiting time and improve the network-wide level
of service. The PT timetable synchronization design (PT-TSD) problem is aimed at creating a
timetable for a given network of vehicles so as to maximize their synchronization at transfer
stops and reduce the transfer cost of passengers in the whole network (Ceder et al., 2001). PT
schedulers take user satisfaction and convenience into account, acknowledging the importance
of creating a timetable with maximum synchronization, which enables the transfer of
passengers from one route to another with minimum waiting time at transfer nodes.
A major motivation for this study was to address the needs of the Auckland Transport (AT)
which is responsible for the planning and operation of Auckland’s PT systems, including bus,
ferry and train services. Transfers in the current PT system tend to be criticized for
inconvenience and inefficiency for users. Some routes are operated with a very long headway,
such as 20, 30, and 60 minutes, which makes transferring between lines inconvenient, involving
irregular and often long transfer waiting times for a missed connection. Recently, the Auckland
Regional Public Transport Plan was released with the aim of developing an integrated and wellconnected PT network which can allow Aucklanders to have seamless and smooth transfers
between hierarchical high and low frequency PT routes (Auckland Transport, 2013). AT is now
moving to provide a simpler and more integrated PT network for Auckland. By doing so,
transferring between routes will be supported by improved timetables, better vehicle capacity,
good interchange facilities and simplified zone fares which will be implemented in 2016
(Auckland Transport, 2016). It is anticipated that by 2018, Aucklanders will be able to enjoy
more frequent, more connected travel where they just show up at a bus stop, train station or
ferry terminal, and go. Accordingly, efficient planning and operation tools are needed to help
to develop an integrated multimodal PT system for the future sustainable development of New
Zealand’s largest and busiest city.
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3.3. Literature Review
Several computer-aided systems, mathematical models and algorithms have been developed to
design synchronized timetables for PT networks with transfers. The earliest known approach
which was actually applied is the graphical optimization technique. Rapp and Gehner (1976)
developed a computer-aided, interactive graphic system for transfer optimization in the Basel
Transit System. The system adopts a graphical person-computer interactive approach to reduce
transfer delay and the number of vehicles required. Another graphical optimization method
used in the timed transfer system (TTS) in a Philadelphia suburb was described by Vuchic
(2005). This TTS used a clock-type diagram to provide graphical representations of
synchronized schedules. Other earlier theoretical investigations of the PT-TSD are mainly
focused on how to set route headways and offset times (departure time of the first trip).
Salzborn (1980) studied a special inter-town route connected by a string of feeder routes. Some
intuitive rules are provided to set the departure and arrival times of buses on the feeder routes.
Daganzo (1990) examined the single transfer node case, and provided some intuitive rules for
setting the headways of the inbound and outbound routes.
The second approach to solve the PT-TSD problem employs analytical formulations for
idealized PT systems. Knoppers and Muller (1995) investigated the impact of fluctuations in
passenger arrival times on the possibilities and limitations of synchronized PT transfers. They
concluded that transfer synchronization is gainful when the arrival time of the feeder line is
within a time window relative in length to the headway of the connecting line. Ting and
Schonfeld (2005) provided analytical formulations of cost components in the objective
function, including operating cost, waiting cost, transfer cost. They proposed to use integerratio headways and slack time to minimize the total costs of operations.
The third approach that was widely used in the literature adopts mathematical programming
models. Klemt and Stemme (1988), and Domschke (1989) provided a quadratic programming
model of the problem to minimize passenger transfer waiting time. A set of heuristics, such as
regret methods, improvement algorithms and simulated annealing, are proposed to solve the
model problem. Bookbinder and Desilets (1992) developed an integer programming model and
an iterative improvement heuristic procedure was provided to minimize mean transfer
disutility. Voß (1992) proposed a 0-1 integer programming and a tabu search algorithm to
minimize transfer waiting time. Ceder et al. (2001) developed a mixed integer linear
programming model and several heuristic algorithms to maximize the number of simultaneous
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bus arrivals at the transfer nodes of PT networks. Based on this seminal work, a series of
follow-up studies have been conducted by other researchers, such as Shafahi and Khani (2010),
Ibarra-Rojas and Rios-Solis (2012), Aksu and Akyol (2014). Wong et al. (2008) developed a
mixed integer programming model and an optimization-based heuristic method to minimize
the total passenger transfer waiting time for the MTR system in Hong Kong. Ibarra-Rojas et al.
(2014) developed a bi-objective, integer programming model to maximize the number of
passengers benefited by well-timed transfers and minimize vehicle operating costs.
The objective function of the aforementioned work (except Ting and Schonfeld, 2005; Aksu
and Akyol, 2014; Ibarra-Rojas et al., 2014; Ceder, 2016) is either to minimize the total
passenger transfer waiting time or maximize the number of direct transfers. One limitation of
these works is that they failed to consider other system performance measures. For example,
the minimization of passenger transfer waiting time may lead to impaired performance of other
system measures, such as increased fleet size, increased travel time and more empty seat-hours.
Therefore, a comprehensive, systematic and multi-criteria approach that can take all of the
system performance measures into consideration is needed.

3.4. Objectives and Contributions
The objective of this work is to provide a new multi-criteria optimization model and solution
methods for the PT-TSD problem taking into account both passenger and operator interests.
The contribution of this research is threefold. First, we have developed a new bi-objective,
integer programming model for the PT-TSD problem considering five system-performance
measures, i.e., total passenger in-vehicle travel time, total initial waiting time, total transfer
waiting time, empty seat/space-hours, and fleet size. Secondly, we have systematically and
mathematically defined these performance measures used in the model. Finally, we developed
a novel deficit function-based sequential search method for solving the proposed mathematical
model.

3.5. Background on the Deficit Function
Following is a concise description of a step function approach proposed by Ceder (2016) and
Ceder and Stern (1981) for assigning the minimum number of vehicles to allocate for a given
timetable. The step function is called the deficit function (DF), as it represents the deficit
number of vehicles required at a particular terminal in a multi-terminal transit system. The DF
is a step function that increases by one at the time of each trip departure and decreases by one
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at the time of each trip arrival. Linis and Maksim (1967) and Gertsbach and Gurevich (1977)
have called this step function a DF as its value represents the deficit number of vehicles
required at a particular terminal in question in a multi-terminal PT system. To construct a set
of DFs, the only information needed is a timetable of required trips. The DF has its appeal in
its graphical nature and visual simplicity.
Let G = {g: g = l, ..., n} denote a set of required trips. The trips are conducted between a set of
terminals U = {u: u = l, …, q}, each trip to be serviced by a single vehicle, and each vehicle
able to service any trip. Each trip g can be represented as a 4-tuple  p g , tsg , q g , teg  , in which the
ordered elements denote departure terminal, departure (start) time, arrival terminal, and arrival
(end) time. It is assumed that each trip g lies within a schedule horizon [T 1, T2], i.e.,
T1  tsg  teg  T2 . The set of all trips S 

 p , t
g

g
s



, q g , teg  : p g , q g U , g  G constitutes the

timetable. Two trips g1, g2 may be serviced sequentially (feasibly joined) by the same vehicle
if and only if (a) teg1  tsg2 and (b) q g1  p g2 .
Let d(u, t, S) denote the DF for terminal u at time t for schedule S . The value of d(u, t, S)
represents the total number of departures minus the total number of trip arrivals at terminal u,
up to and including time t. The maximum value of d(u, t, S) over the schedule horizon [T1, T2],
designated D(u, S), depicts the deficit number of vehicles required at u. Note that S will be
deleted when it is clear which underlying schedule is being considered.
Theorem 1 (The fleet size theorem). If, for a set of terminals U and a fixed set of required trips
G, all trips start and end within the schedule horizon [T1, T2] and no deadheading (DH)
insertions are allowed, then the minimum number of vehicles required to service all trips in G
is equal to the sum of all the deficits.
Min N  S    D(u,S)   max d (u, t , S )
uU

uU

t[T1 ,T2 ]

(3.1)

Proof. A formal proof of this theorem can be found in Ceder (2016).
The DF theory has been applied to various kinds of PT operations planning activities, including
vehicle scheduling, timetable design, network route design, deployment planning of bus rapid
transit systems, operational parking space design, and crew scheduling. A detailed summary of
the major developments and innovations in the application of the DF theory in PT planning and
operations can be found in the recent work of Liu and Ceder (2017a).
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3.6. Notations and Mathematical Formulations
The mathematical programming formulations presented in this section are mainly inspired from
the work of Ceder (2001, 2016) on PT network-route design, the work of Ceder and Stern
(1984) on PT timetable design, and the work of Liu and Ceder (2016a) on transit coordination
using integer-ratio headways.

3.6.1. Notations
Consider a connected network composed of a directed graph G = {N, A} with a finite number
of nodes N connected by A arcs. The following notations are used:
Route

=

Progressive path initiated at a given PT terminal and terminated at a certain
node while traversing given arcs in sequence.

Transfer path =

Progressive path that uses more than one route.

R = {r}

=

Set of PT routes.

S = {s}

=

Set of PT route segments on which the expected load is more than the
desired occupancy.

M = {m}

=

Set of departure numbers.

TR = {tr}

=

Set of all transfer paths.

N

=

Set of nodes located on route r.

N tr

=

Set of nodes located on transfer path tr.

dr
ij

=

Passenger demand between i and j, i, j, N, riding on route r.

d tr
ij

=

Passenger demand between i and j along the transfer path tr.

Fr

=

Vehicle frequency associated with route r.

Fmin

=

Minimum frequency (reciprocal of policy headway) required.

tr
ij

=

Average travel time between i and j on route r.

t tr
ij

=

Average travel time between i and j on transfer path tr (do not include

r

transfer penalties).
t sr

=

Average travel time of route segment s of route r on which the expected
load is more than the desired occupancy.
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tr

=

Overall travel time on route r between its start and end.

pr

=

Maximum passenger load on route r.

wr

=

Passenger initial waiting time on route r.

do

=

Desired occupancy on each vehicle (load standard).

a rtr

=

xrm

=

tr moves throught route r
 10 ,, transfer
otherwise.
m even-headway departures are selected for route r
 10 ,, ifotherwise.

3.6.2. Two Principal Objective Functions
The PT-TSD problem is based on two principal objective functions, minimum Z1 and
minimum Z2 , across the different sets of PT routes:
Z1  1  PH  i, j    2
i , jN

 IWT i, j     TWT i, j     LD
3

i , jN

i , jN

4

rR

r

Z 2  FS

(3.2)
(3.3)

where
PH (i,j) =

Passenger hours between nodes i and j, i, j  N (defined as passenger riding time
in a PT vehicle on an hourly basis; it measures the time spent by passengers in
vehicles between the two nodes);

IWT (i,j) = Initial waiting time between nodes i and j, i, j  N (defined as the amount of time
passengers spend at the boarding stops between the two nodes);
TWT (i,j) = Transfer waiting time between nodes i and j, i, j  N (defined as the amount of
time passengers spend at the transfer stops between the two nodes);
LDr =

Passenger load discrepancy cost on route r (defined as the difference between the
expected load and the desired occupancy multiplied by the corresponding route
segment travel time; passenger load discrepancy cost measures the overcrowding
on vehicles);

FS

=

Fleet size (defined as the number of PT vehicles needed to provide all trips along
a chosen set of routes);

k

=

Monetary or other weights, k=1, 2, 3, 4.
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For given weights of 1 or without units, Equation (3.2) results in units of passenger hours (passh). Equation (3.3) is simply the minimum fleet size required.

3.6.3. Objective Function Components
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) essentially combine five objective function components. The first
objective component is to minimize total passenger in-vehicle travel hours in the system. This
is strictly from the perspective of PT users. The formulation of this objective component takes
the following form:
Min 1  PH  i, j 

(3.4)

i , jN

where 1 is the monetary value of 1 hour’s (h’s) in-vehicle travel time. Specifically, its
formulation is:

 PH  i, j     d t

i , jN

rR i , jN r

r r
ij ij



 

trTR i , jNtr

dijtr tijtr

(3.5)

The second objective component is to minimize passengers’ total initial waiting time at
boarding stops. This too is strictly from the perspective of the PT users. The following is the
formulation of this objective component:
Min  2

 IWT i, j 

(3.6)

i , jN

where  2 is the monetary value of 1 h’s initial waiting time. Different formulations of the
expected initial waiting time for PT passengers can be found in Marguier and Ceder (1984).
Assuming that PT passengers are arriving randomly at the stops and that the vehicle headways
are relatively short and distributed in a deterministic manner (with no variation of the
headways, i.e., Var  H   0 ), this expected initial waiting time on route r is the half headway:
wr 

1
, for all r  R
2 Fr

(3.7)

where Fr can be calculated using the maximum-load point method (Ceder, 2016):

L

Fr  max  r , Fmin 
 do
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where Lr is the average (over days) maximum number of passengers (max load) observed on
route r . If Fr  Fmin , then the load profile will have no influence on the frequency
determination. Therefore, passengers’ total initial waiting time can be calculated by:
1 

 IWT  i, j    2F   d

i , jN

rR

r



i , jN r

r
ij




dijtr a rtr 
i , jNtr




(3.9)

The third objective component is to minimize passengers’ total transfer waiting time at transfer
stops. Yet again, this is strictly from the PT users’ perspective. The formulation of this
objective component takes the following form:
Min 3

 TWT i, j 

(3.10)

i , jN

where  3 is the monetary value of 1 h’s transfer waiting time.
Consider a group of passengers pkni q j  transferring from the k  i  -th trip of the route where
node i is, to the q  j  -th trip of the route where node j is, at transfer stop n . Let q j 
represent the set of feasible transfers connecting trip patterns as defined by:





q j   q  j  | Dq j   Ak i   Wk i q j n    0, k  i   K  i  , q  j   Q  j  , n  Ntr i, j 

(3.11)

where Ak i  is the arrival time of the k  i  -th trip of the route where node i is at transfer stop

n ; Dq j  is the departure time of the q  j  -th trip of the route where node j is at transfer stop
n ; Wk i q j n is the transfer walking time needed from the arrival place of the k  i  -th trip of
the route where node i is, to the departure place of the q  j  -th trip of the route where node

j is at transfer stop n ;  is the constant time needed for alighting and boarding; and Ntr  i, j 
is the set of transfer nodes located on path tr with the route of node i and the route with node

j . It is assumed that the same group of passengers has the same transfer walking time and
constant time needed for alighting and boarding, and passengers will board the first feasible
transfer connecting trip (i.e., the vehicle capacity is enough). Subsequently, the transfer waiting
time for the passenger group pkni q j  can be given as follows:
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Tkni q j   Dq j   Ak i   Wk i q j n  , k  i   K  i  , n  Ntr  i, j 

(3.12)

where q  j  , the first feasible transfer connecting trip, is given by:

q  j   arg min q  j 

(3.13)

q j q j 

Thus, passengers’ total transfer waiting time can be given by:

 TWT i, j   

i , jN



nNtr  i , j  k  i K  i , q  j Q j 



pkni q j  Dq j   Ak i   Wk i q j n  



(3.14)

The fourth objective component is to minimize the total passenger load discrepancy. This is
from the perspectives of both PT users and operators. The formulation of this objective
component takes the following form:
Min  4  LDr

(3.15)

rR

where  4 is the monetary value of 1 h’s in-vehicle crowding travel time.
Define pr as the total number of passengers observed at the maximum load point of route r .

pr is a common service measure used by PT agencies worldwide, as described by Ceder (2016)
and Liu and Ceder (2016a). The passenger load discrepancy cost of route r associated with
xrm is defined as:

LDrm   max  pr  mdo  ,0  trs

(3.16)

sS

Thus,

 LD    x
rR

r

rR mM

m
r

LDrm

(3.17)

The fifth objective component is to minimize the number of vehicles required. This is strictly
from the perspective of PT operators seeking to administer all PT trips using a minimum
number of vehicles. This objective component takes the form:

Min FS
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Estimation of the minimum fleet size can utilize the DF theory described in the former section.
Note that it may be sufficient to use the DF modelling and optimization technique to determine
the stronger FS lower and upper bounds for this estimation. Practically speaking, the PT-TSD
usually involves vast computations of sets of routes. Thus, the lower and upper bound-based
FS calculation can ease the computation effort for each route considered.
Objective function components (3.4), (3.6), (3.10), and (3.15) are all in terms of passengerhour cost. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, they can be summed up to Min Z1 as shown in
Equation (3.1). Objective function component (3.18) stands alone to some extent and is termed
Min Z2 in Equation (3.2).

3.6.4. Constraints
The mathematical mode includes four groups of constraints. The first group of constraints is
the bundle departure constraints:
Ur

x

m  Lr

m
r

 1, r  R

(3.19)

where m is an index running from Lr to U r , i.e., m  Lr , Lr  1, Lr  2, U r  1,U r ; Lr and

U r are respectively the lower and upper bounds of the number of vehicle departures for a given
route r . This group of constraints ensures that only one bundle of departures is selected for a
given route.
The second group of constraints is the DF bounds constraints:
d  u, t   D  u  , t  T1 , T2  , u U

(3.20)

where d  u, t  is the net number of departures less arrivals which occur before or at time t at
terminal u as determined by the value of xrm . Thus, the left hand side of Equation (3.20) can
be represented as a linear function of the xrm variables. The value of this function for a given
solution is that of an associated DF for terminal u at time t . This group of constraints ensures
that the number of vehicles used at a given terminal u before and up to time t does not exceed
the number of vehicles D  u  assigned to terminal u .
The second group of constraints is the fleet size constraint:
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 D u   N

uU

D u  

0

 FS

(3.21)

, u U

(3.22)

0

where N 0 is the total fleet size. This constraint indicates that the sum of vehicles assigned to
all termini should not be more than the required minimum fleet size FS  N0 .
The fourth group of constraints is the decision variable constraints:
xrm 

 10 ,,

if m even-headway departures are selected for route r
, m  M , r  R (3.23)
otherwise.

The optimal solution set  xrm  indicates the optimal number of departures. From  xrm  , an
optimal timetable can be constructed. Given the timetable, a vehicle schedule can be easily
derived using the first-in-first-out (FIFO) rule [See Ceder (2016) and Ceder and Stern (1981)
for details] or the chain-extraction procedure [See Gertsbach and Gurevich (1977) for details].
The vehicle schedule indicates the sequence of departures (trips) assigned to each vehicle in
the fleet.

3.6.5. Overall View
The nature of the mathematical model is nonlinear integer programming with linear constraints,
which is a special case of the integer quadratic programming problem that is known to be a
NP-hard problem. The complexity of the model (the possible number of solutions) is  M r .
rR

Here, M r is the number of possible departures of route r .
For small and medium-sized PT networks, a decomposition version of this model (described
in the following section) can be solved by using some existing optimization solvers, such as
CPLEX, GAMS and MATLAB. In this study, the lower and upper bounds of the vehicle fleet
which can significantly reduce the computation time are first identified.

3.7. Solution Method
Based on the special structure of the model, we developed a novel DF-based sequential search
(DF-SS) method to generate Pareto-efficient solutions. The key point behind the DF-SS method
is to decompose the original bi-objective programming model to a series of one-objective
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programming models. The decomposition is achieved by estimating the lower bound and upper
bound of objective function Z 2 , i.e., the fleet size, which can be accomplished by using the DF
theory. The proposed DF-SS method is outlined below in a step by step manner.
Deficit Function-based Sequential Search (DF-SS) method
Step 1 (Lower bound and upper bound calculation): Construct the DF for each route r
with m  Lr , r  R , and calculate the lower bound of the fleet size as
N L   D  u  ; construct the DF for each route r with m  U r , r  R , and
uU

calculate the upper bound of the fleet size as NU   D  u  .
uU

Step 2 (Initialization): Set v  1 , Z 21  1 , Z  0
N

U

 N L 1 2

, X   0 N

U

 N L 1  R

.

Step 3 ( Z1v Calculation): Decompose the original bi-objective model to a single objective
model with Z 2v known. Solve the resulting single objective integer programming
model. This yields the value of Z1v and a solution set of  xrm1 ,v , xrm2 ,v ,


, xrmR,v  .


Replace the v-th row of Z with  Z1v , Z 2v  ; replace the v-th row of X with

 xrm,v , xrm,v ,
2
 1

, xrmR,v  .


Step 4 (Move): Set Z 2v1  Z 2v  1 .
Step 5 (Stopping rule): If Z 2v 1  NU , go to Step 6; otherwise, set v : v  1 and go to Step
3.
Step 6 (Solution output): Generate Pareto-efficient solutions from matrix X with
associated objective function values  Z1 , Z 2  generated by matrix Z .

In Step 3, some available integer programming solvers or existing numerical optimization
methods, such as interior point method, trust region method, active set method and branch and
bound algorithm (Nocedal and Wright, 2006), can be employed to efficiently solve the resulting
one objective integer programming model.

3.8. Numerical Example
A numerical example is now provided to illustrate the proposed model and solution method.
The example PT network, which is adapted from the network used in Liu and Ceder (2016a)
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and shown in part (a) of Figure 3.1, has two terminals ( a and b ), two routes ( ra b and rba )
and one transfer stop (node 3). The input data during the given time period (7:00-8:00) consist
of average travel times (in minutes) and an estimated origin-destination (O-D) demand matrix
in part b of Figure 3.1. Based on the input data, the passenger load profiles presented in Figure
3.1, part (c) and part (d) are constructed for route ra b and rba , respectively. To route ra b ,
the load on route segment 3-2 is the maximum load (360 passengers) of the O-D demand: 1-2,
1-5, 3-2, 3-5, 5-2 (see part (b) of Figure 3.1). Similarly, to route rba , the load on route segment
3-4 is the maximum load (340 passengers) of the O-D demand: 5-4, 5-1, 3-4, 3-1, 1-4.
Other input data for this example network are presented in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. The average
route travel times for route ra b and route rba are set as 30 minutes and 20 minutes,
respectively. The desired occupancy for both of the two routes is set as 70 passengers. In
addition, the vehicle dwell times at transfer stop 3 for vehicles from both of the two routes are
1 minute. For both of the two routes, the transfer walking time Wk i q j n needed from the arrival
place to the departure place is set as 0.5 minutes; the constant time  needed for alighting and
boarding is also set as 0.5 minutes. The four weights  k , k  1, 2,3, 4 take the values of 1.
(a)

(b)

2
8

10
2
a

2

8
1

3

5
5

2
6

5

b
2
ra b
rba

4

Example network with average travel time in minutes (given)

Origin-destination (O-D) matrix in passenger per hour (given)

(c)

(d)

360

Passenger load

Passenger load

340
300

190

0

8

18
26
Average travel time (min)

260
190

0

The load profile of route ra b (derived)

5

11
16
Average travel time (min)
The load profile of route rba (derived)

Figure 3.1 Example network, its demand data, and the construction of load profiles

The input data result in three sets of number of departures ( q  4 , q  5 and q  6 ) for route

ra b , and two sets of number of departures ( q  4 and q  5 ) for route rba . Thus, there are
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five associated variables, namely x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and x5 , as shown in Table 3.1. The LD cost is
calculated by using Equation (3.16) based on the maximum load data, route segment travel
time, desired occupancy and number of departures. For example, for decision variable x1 , its





associated LD cost is max  360  4  70  ,0 10 / 60  13.33 pass-h. The LD costs for other
decision variables, as displayed in Table 3.1, are calculated in this way.
The passengers’ initial waiting time is calculated by using Equation (3.9). For this example
problem, for passengers taking route ra b with q  4 departures, the initial waiting time is
IWT  rab , x1   1/  2  4    50  100  80  70    20  60   50   100   66.25 pass-h.

For other decision variables, the passengers’ initial waiting time can also be calculated in this
way. Thus, we have:

IWT  rab , x2   53.00 pass-h,

IWT  rab , x3   44.17 pass-h,

IWT  rba , x4  =65.00 pass-h and IWT  rba , x5   52.00 pass-h.
The passengers’ total transfer waiting time cost is calculated by using Equation (3.14), which
is based on the number of transferring passengers and the transfer waiting time. In this example
problem, we assume a uniform distribution of transferring passengers during the time period.
Thus, the passengers’ total transfer waiting time cost can be calculated by using the average
transfer waiting time of different groups of transferring passengers. Therefore, we have:

 1/ 60   70  12 x1 x4  4.5 x1 x5  6 x2 x4  9 x2 x5  7 x3 x4  6 x3 x5 


 
4  4.5 x2 x4  5.5 x3 x4  6 x1 x5  3 x2 x5  5 x3 x5  

 TWT  i, j     1/ 60 100  3x x

i , jN



1

19 x1 x4  29.25x1 x5  14.5x2 x4  15.5x2 x5  17.33x3 x4  15.33x3 x5 .
The passengers’ in-vehicle riding time is calculated using Equation (3.5). For this example,
Equation (3.4) yields

 300  8  360 10  140  8  
  190.17 pass-h.



 PH  i, j   1/ 60   260  5  340  6  190  5

i , jN

Adding the four passenger hour cost components yields the objective function

13.33x1  1.67 x2  6 x4  66.25 x1  53.00 x2  44.17 x3  65.00 x4  52.00 x5 


 LDr
 IWT i , j 


rR
i , jN
Z1  
.

19
x
x

29.25
x
x

14.5
x
x

15.5
x
x

17.33
x
x

15.33
x
x

190.17
1
4
1
5
2
4
2
5
3
4
3
5


 PH i , j  

 TWT i , j 
i , jN
i , jN
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Table 3.1 The basic input data for the numerical example

Route

rab
rba

Average
Route
Travel
Time (min)

Time Span Number of Desired
Passengers Occupancy

P

do

Number of Departures
q4

q3

30

7:00-8:00

360

70

LD Cost
(pass.h)
−

20

7:00-8:00

340

70

−

58

Variable
−

LD Cost
(pass.h)
13.33

−

6

q5

Variable

x1
x4

LD Cost
(pass.h)
1.67
0

q6

Variable

x2
x5

LD Cost
(pass.h)
0

Variable

−

−

x3
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Table 3.2 Departure and arrival times at terminal nodes and node 3 and passenger ready for departure times at node 3

Departure
Terminal
Arrival
Terminal
Variable
Departure
Time
Arrival
Time
Arrive
Time at
Node 3
Departure
Time
From
Node 3
Passenger
Ready for
Departure
Time at
Node 3

x1

a

b

b

a

x2

x3

x4

x5

7:15

7:30

7:45

8:00

7:12

7:24

7:36

7:48

8:00

7:10

7:20

7:30

7:40

7:50

8:00

7:15

7:30

7:45

8:00

7:12

7:24

7:36

7:48

8:00

7:45

8:00

8:15

8:30

7:42

7:54

8:06

8:18

8:30

7:40

7:50

8:00

8:10

8:20

8:30

7:35

7:50

8:05

8:20

7:32

7:44

7:56

8:08

8:20

7:25

7:40

7:55

8:10

7:22

7:34

7:46

7:58

8:10

7:20

7:30

7:40

7:50

8:00

8:10

7:22

7:37

7:52

8:07

7:19

7:31

7:43

7:55

8:07

7:26

7:41

7:56

8:11

7:23

7:35

7:47

7:59

8:11

7:21

7:31

7:41

7:51

8:01

8:11

7:23

7:38

7:53

8:08

7:20

7:32

7:44

7:56

8:08

7:26

7:41

7:56

8:11

7:23

7:35

7:47

7:59

8:11

7:21

7:31

7:41

7:51

8:01

8:11

7:23

7:38

7:53

8:08

7:20

7:32

7:44

7:56

8:08
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The even headway departure and arrival times of each of the five

xi , i  1,2,3,4,5 are listed in

Table 3.2, which are used to construct the DF bounds constraints. The example problem can
now be formulated as the following bi-objective nonlinear integer programming model with
linear constraints.
19 x1 x4  29.25 x1 x5  14.5x2 x4  15.5x2 x5  17.33x3 x4  15.33x3 x5 
Min Z1  

 79.58 x1  54.67 x2  44.17 x3  71.00 x4  52.00 x5  190.17


(3.24)

Min Z2  FS  N0

(3.25)

x1  x2  x3  1

(3.26)

x4  x5  1

(3.27)

2 x1  2 x2  3x3  D  a 

(3.28)

2 x1  3x2  4 x3  x4  2 x5  D  a 

(3.29)

3x1  4 x2  5x3  2 x4  2 x5  D  a 

(3.30)

4 x1  5x2  6 x3  2 x4  3x5  D  a 

(3.31)

2 x4  3x5  D  b 

(3.32)

 x1  x2  x3  3x4  3x5  D  b 

(3.33)

 x1  x2  2 x3  3x4  4 x5  D b 

(3.34)

2 x1  2 x2  3x3  4 x4  5x5  D  b 

(3.35)

D  a   D  b   N0

(3.36)

D  a  , D b 

(3.37)

s.t.

0

xi  0 or 1; i  1, 2,3, 4,5

(3.38)

Equation (3.24) and (3.25) are the two principal objective functions. Equations (3.26)-(3.27)
are the bundle departure constraints. Equations (3.28)-(3.35) are the DF bound constraints,
which are based on the information given in Table 3.2. Accordingly, each possible combination
of the net number of departures for a given terminal is restricted so as not to exceed the number
of vehicles (maximal value of the DF) assigned to that terminal. For example, the constraint in
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Equation (3.28) refers to 7 : 00  t  7 : 32 regarding the net number of departures in terminal

a . Equations (3.29)-(3.35) are constructed in the same way. For a detailed description of the
procedure for constructing the DF bounds constraints, readers are referred to (Ceder, 2016) and
(Liu and Ceder, 2017a). Equations (3.36)-(3.37) are the fleet size constraints. Equation (3.38)
represents the decision variable constraints.
The first step of applying the DF-SS method to solve the above example problem is to estimate
the fleet size lower bound N L and upper bound NU . To determine N L and NU , the DFs are
constructed for the minimum Lr and maximum U r number of departures for trip bundles. By
applying this fleet size estimation step to the example problem, the fleet size lower bound and
upper bound are obtained by the DFs shown in Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b). Figure 3.2(a) is based
on the minimum number of departures for trip bundles, i.e.,  x1 , x4  , which yields the fleet size
lower bound

NL  D  a   D b  2  2  4

(3.39)

Figure 3.2(b) is based on the maximum number of departures for trip bundles, i.e.,  x3 , x5  ,
which yields the fleet size upper bound

NU  D  a   D  b   3  3  6

(3.40)

Based on the calculated fleet size lower bound and upper bound, the original bi-objective
nonlinear integer programming problem is decomposed to three one-objective integer
programming problems with known objective function Z2  FS  N0  4,5,6 . The resulting
three one objective integer programming problems can be easily solved by using some existing
commercial optimization software packages. This yields the following three sets of Paretoefficient solutions.
 Z1  359.75 
Set 1   x1 , x4   

 Z2  4


(3.41)

 Z1  312.34 
Set 2   x2 , x5   

 Z2  5


(3.42)

 Z1  301.67 
Set 3   x3 , x5   

 Z2  6


(3.43)
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Time
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b

d(a,t)

a
b

3
2
1

d(b,t)

8:30

a
D(a)=2

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

2
1
0

9:00
D(b)=2

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

8:30

9:00

Time

(a)
7:00

Time
8:00

7:30

b

Schedule

a
a

b
a

b
a

b

a
b

b
a
a

b

b
a
a

b
d(a,t)

b
a

b

a

3
2
1
d(b,t)
3
2
1
0

D(a)=3

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

D(b)=3

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

Time

(b)
Figure 3.2 Deficit function for estimating fleet size lower bound and upper bound of the example network
timetable
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In addition, another three sets of solutions, which are not Pareto-efficient solutions are also
generated. These six alternative sets of solutions are summarized in Table 3.3. It shows that
solution set 1 produces a solution with the minimum value of Z 2  4 vehicles, and solution set
3 produces solution with the minimum value of Z1  301.67 pass-h. The marginal benefit
(MB) of passenger-hour cost with the increase of one vehicle can also be obtained; that is MB
( Z 2  4 )=359.75-312.34=47.41 pass-h; MB( Z 2  5 )=312.34-301.67=10.67 pass-h.
Table 3.3 Alternative sets of departures and solutions in the example problem

Set

Sets of
Departures in
the Solution,

D  a  D  b  Min Fleet
Size Z 2

Min PassengerHour Cost Z1

ParetoEfficient
Solution?

Remarks

xi  1
1

 x1 , x4 

2

2

4

359.75

Yes

Min Z2

2

 x2 , x5 

2

3

5

312.34

Yes

3

 x3 , x5 

3

3

6

301.67

Yes

Compromise
Solution
Min Z1

4

 x1 , x5 
 x2 , x4 
 x3 , x4 

2

3

5

351.00

No

−

3

2

5

330.34

No

−

4

2

6

322.67

No

−

5
6

7

Z2

Fleet Size (# of Vehicles)

6

3

5
4

Set #

6

4

5

2
Min Z1

1

Compromise Solution

3

Min Z2

2
Pareto-Efficient Solutions

1
0
290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

Passenger-Hour Cost Measure (pass-h)
Z1
Figure 3.3 Trade-off between passenger-hour cost and vehicle fleet size of the example problem in a fleetcost 2D space
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To facilitate the multi-criteria decision making process of PT schedulers, a graphical display
of alternative sets of solutions and the associated objective functions in a fleet-cost twodimensional (2D) space are provided. For the example problem, the six alternative sets of
solutions are depicted in Figure 3.3. The three sets of solutions within the dotted line region
are the Pareto-efficient solutions. PT schedulers need to make a trade-off between passengerhour cost Z1 and vehicle fleet size Z 2 displayed in a fleet-cost 2D space. With this graphical
information in hand, the PT schedulers are able to choose a desired solution or a desired set of
solutions, taking both PT user and operator interests into consideration.

3.9. Conclusions
This work provides a new multi-criteria optimization modelling framework using a systems
approach for the public transport (PT) timetable synchronization design (PT-TSD) problem. A
new bi-objective model that takes into account both PT users and operators interests is
proposed. The nature of the overall mathematical formulations of the new model is bi-objective
nonlinear integer programming with linear constraints. Based on the characteristics of the
model, a novel deficit function (DF)-based sequential search (DF-SS) method is proposed to
solve the problem to obtain Pareto-efficient solutions. The graphical features of the DF and the
two-dimensional fleet-cost space can facilitate the decision-making process of PT schedulers
in finding a desired solution. Numerical results from a two-route PT network demonstrate that
the proposed model and solution method are effective in practice and have the potential to be
applied in large scale and realistic networks.
One limitation of this study is the need for accurate calculations of the time dependent number
of transferring passengers at transfer stops. With the increased use of information and
communication technology, especially the widespread use of smartphones, smartcards and
automatic vehicle counting systems, the number of transferring passengers’ data will not be
very difficult to obtain in practice.
Future research, on which the authors have already begun working, includes: (a) incorporation
of sensitivity analysis of the values of weights

 k , k  1,2,3,4 since PT users do not value

different travel components of their trip equally; (b) incorporation of heuristics developed by
previous researchers for setting route headways and offset times; and (c) testing the model and
solution method in cases of more routes and transfer stops with increased complexity, and takes
different vehicle sizes into consideration (Liu and Ceder, 2016c).
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4.1. Abstract
Public transport (PT) timetables play an important role in bridging between the PT agency
and/or the community/municipality and the passengers who seek a reliable, comfortable and
attractive PT service. Inadequate/inaccurate PT timetables will not only confuse the passengers,
but will also reinforce the unfavourable image of PT service as a whole. Therefore, a prudent
timetabling strategy can help these issues economically- and image-wise. This work addresses
the problem of PT timetabling synchronization taking into consideration the fluctuating
passenger demand and multi-size vehicle types for better matching between supply and
demand. This problem is formulated as an integer programming, bi-objective optimization
problem. A decomposition method integrating route’s headway, vehicle trip offset time, and
vehicle’s type selection and assignment, is developed to synchronize timetables of different PT
routes. The goal set forth is to develop a maximum synchronized timetable using a mixed-size
fleet for a given PT network. The bi-objective function is to minimize both the expected total
passenger waiting time and the observed passenger load-discrepancy, from a desired
occupancy level, on-board vehicles at the max-load points. The elaborated methodology is
applied to a numerical PT network example and to a real-life PT network in Auckland, New
Zealand. The results show that compared with the current timetables, the total passenger
waiting time and vehicle’s load-discrepancy can be reduced by 68-72%, and 59-65%,
respectively, by adopting the new multi-vehicle-types timetabling synchronization strategy.

4.2. Introduction
Public transport (PT) timetables play an important role in bridging the PT agency (and/or the
community) and the passengers seeking a reliable, comfortable and attractive PT service.
Inadequate and/or inaccurate PT timetables will not only confuse the passengers but also
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reinforce the bad image of PT service as a whole. As pointed out by Ceder (2016) that the
assumption of passengers adjusting themselves to a given timetable instead of adjusting the
timetable to passenger demand, constitutes a major source of unreliable service. The
unbalanced matching between vehicle supply and passenger demand may lead to undesirable
PT service problems, such as vehicle bunching. Therefore, it is important for PT operators to
derive better timetables that can improve the matching between vehicle supply and fluctuating
passenger demand through a prudent use of different PT vehicle sizes and determination of
departure times. The previous studies on the PT timetabling problem can be classified into two
categories: single-line timetabling and multi-line (network) timetabling.
The single-line timetabling is aimed at developing a timetable for a single PT line following
some predetermined criteria, such as even headway, even load, and clock headway. Newell
(1971) investigated the optimal dispatching policy for a single PT line with a given number of
vehicles to minimize the total waiting time of all passengers. Taking into consideration of the
spatially and temporally varying passenger demand patterns, Ceder (1984) developed a range
of four different demand-based frequency-setting methods, through point check and ride check,
to derive frequencies for a single PT line that may be chosen by PT operators with respect to
their data collection system available and dispatching policies. Based on the derived
frequencies, in a follow-up study Ceder (1987) provided a set of alternative procedures to
develop timetables with either evenly spaced headway or unevenly spaced headway but even
average loadings. Recently, a new methodology using different vehicle sizes was proposed by
Ceder et al. (2013) to approach both even-headway and even-load timetables for a single line.
The multi-line (network) timetabling is mainly aimed at designing a synchronized timetable
for different PT lines so that the transfer cost of passengers in the whole network will be
minimized. In the past few decades, the PT synchronization timetabling problem has been
extensively studied by researchers around the world. For the convenience of readers, we have
summarized in Table 4.1 some main characteristics of previous studies on the PT
synchronization multi-line (network) timetabling problem, in terms of models, solution
methods, objectives, decision variables, headways, travel time, whether consider transfer flow
or not, whether consider vehicle capacity or not, period, and study area. The table clearly shows
that the decision variables of all the previous related studies have mainly focused on
determining terminal offset time, i.e., first vehicle departure times, headways, dwell times or
slack times, little attention has been paid to the selection issue of vehicle types. This means that
all the previous related studies assumed that only one single vehicle type was used in designing
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Table 4.1 Summary of the main characteristics of the literature reviewed on PT timetable synchronization, by categories and in chronological order

Sources

Models

Solution
methods

Objectives

Decision
variables

Headways a

Travel
time b

Rapp and
Gehner,
1976

Interactive
graphic
approach

Iterative
improvement
heuristic
procedure

Terminal
offset
times

HoE or HeE

Domschke,
1989

0-1 integer
programming

Departure
times

Daganzo,
1990

Non-linear
mixed integer
programming

Heuristics,
branch and
bound
algorithm
Decomposition
method and
relaxationbased
approximation
Iterative
improvement
heuristic
procedure
Heuristics,
tabu search

(1) reduce
transfer delay;
(2) reduce the
number of
vehicles
required
Minimize
transfer waiting
time
Minimize total
logistics cost

Bookbinder Integer
and
programming
Desilets,
1992
Voß, 1992 0-1 integer
programming
Ceder et
al., 2001

Mixed integer
programming

Heuristic,
FIRSTMIDDLECHOOSE

Consider
vehicle
capacity?
No

Period c

Study area

D

Consider
transfer
flow?
Yes

S

Basel,
Switzerland

HoE or HeE

D

Yes

No

S

West Berlin

Departure
times and
headways

HoE, HeE
and U

D

Yes

No

S

Numerical
example

Mean transfer
disutility

Terminal
offset
times

HoE or HeE

R

Yes

No

S

Winnipeg,
Canada

Minimize
transfer waiting
time
Maximize the
number of
synchronizations

Departure
times

HoE or HeE

D

Yes

No

S

Berlin,
Germany

Departure
times

U with
given
tolerance
interval

D

No

No

S

Tel Aviv,
Israel
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Sources

Models

Solution
methods

Objectives

Decision
variables

Headways a

Travel
time b

Ting and
Schonfeld,
2005

Analytical
mathematical
models

Minimize the
total costs of
operation

Headways
and slack
times

HeE with
integer-ratio
headways

Cevallos
and Zhao,
2006
Wong et
al., 2008

Integer
programming

Sequential
search
heuristic
algorithm
Genetic
algorithm

Mixed integer
programming

Optimizationbased heuristic
method

Shafahi
and Khani,
2010

Mixed integer
programming

CPLEX,
genetic
algorithm

IbarraRojas and
Rios-Solis,
2012

Integer
programming

Multi-start
iterated local
search

Aksu and
Yılmaz,
2014

Integer
programming

Genetic
algorithm

Time
HoE or HeE
shifting
for routes
Run/
U with
dwell/
given
dispatch/
tolerance
turnaround
interval
times and
headways
Minimize
Departure
HoE
transfer waiting times,
time
extra
stopping
times/hold
ing time
(1) maximize
Departure
U with
the number of
times
given
synchronizations
tolerance
; (2) reduce bus
interval
bunching
Minimize
Departure
U with
waiting times
times,
given
and transfer
headways
tolerance
penalty
interval

Minimize the
total transfer
time
Minimize
transfer waiting
time
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Consider
vehicle
capacity?
No

Period c

Study area

D

Consider
transfer
flow?
Yes

S

Numerical
examples

R

Yes

No

S

Florida, US

D

Yes

No

M

Hong Kong

D

Yes

No

S

Tel Aviv,
Israel and
Mashhad,
Iran

D

No

No

S

Monterrey,
Mexico

D

Yes

No

S

Istanbul,
Turkey
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Sources

Models

Solution
methods

Objectives

Decision
variables

Headways a

Travel
time b

Aksu and
Akyol,
2014

Integer
programming

Genetic
algorithm

Minimize the
total costs of
operation

Departure
times,
headways

HeE with
integer-ratio
headways

Wu J.J. et
al., 2015

Integer
programming

Genetic
algorithm

Wu Y. et
al., 2015

Stochastic
integer
programming

Departure/
run/dwell
times,
headways
Departure
times,
slack
times
Departure
times

Headways
, departure
times,
vehicle
sizes

IbarraInteger
Rojas et al., programming
2015

This study

Notes:

Integer
programming

Minimize the
maximal
passenger
waiting time
Genetic
Minimize the
algorithm with total waiting
local search
time costs of all
passengers
Meta-heuristic (1) maximize
algorithms
the number of
synchronizations
; (2) reduce bus
bunching
Decomposition (1) minimize the
method,
expected
headway first, passenger
departure
waiting time; (2)
second, and
minimize the
vehicle third
observed loadheuristic
discrepancy
algorithm

a

Consider
vehicle
capacity?
No

Period c

D

Consider
transfer
flow?
Yes

HoE or HeE

D

Yes

No

S

HoE or HeE

R

Yes

No

S

Numerical
example

U with
given
tolerance
interval

D

No

No

M

Monterrey,
Mexico

HoE or HeE

D

Yes

Yes

S and M

Auckland,
New
Zealand

HoE=homogenous even headways; HeE=heterogeneous even headways; U=uneven headways.
D=deterministic vehicle travel time; R=random vehicle travel time.
c
S=single-period; M=multi-period.
b
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S

Study area

Tel Aviv,
Israel and
Istanbul,
Turkey
Beijing,
China
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synchronized network PT timetables. However, in practice, more than one vehicle type can be
used; e.g., a bus operation may employ minibuses, standard buses, articulated buses and
double-decker buses with varying degrees of comfort and different numbers of seats (TRB,
2013; Ceder, 2011; Hassold and Ceder, 2014). The issue of what vehicle type to choose to
better match the passenger demand arises when designing timetables for both a single PT line
and a PT network with multi-lines. The justification for this consideration is that a prudent
selection of vehicle types can bring twofold benefits. First, from the perspective of PT
passengers, it can reduce overcrowding and uncomfortableness when passenger demand
exceeds vehicle capacity; second, from the perspective of PT operators, it can reduce vehicle
empty-seats hours, assure more economical operation when vehicle capacity exceeds passenger
demand.
The above literature reviewed in Table 4.1 clearly indicates that the use of a mixed fleet of
different vehicle sizes in PT synchronization timetabling is a new research issue with both
theoretical and practical importance. However, to the best of our knowledge, this problem has
not been addressed in the literatures. In the recent studies, Ceder et al. (2013), and Hassold and
Ceder (2012) considered a new timetabling strategy of using a mixed fleet of vehicle sizes to
approach both even-headway and even-load timetables so as to reduce passenger waiting times
(user perspective) and empty-seats hours (operator perspective). This work continues and
extends this new timetabling strategy by applying it to the multi-line (network) PT
synchronization timetabling problem.
The objective of this study is to develop a maximum synchronized timetable for a given
network so as to: (a) minimize the expected passenger waiting time; (b) minimize the observed
load-discrepancy from a desired occupancy level on the vehicles. This means complying with
a certain level of service for a trip: degree of comfort, seat availability, and other operational
features (Ceder, 2011; Ceder, 2016).

4.3. Model Assumptions
To facilitate the presentation of the essential ideas, without loss of generality, the following
basic assumptions are made.
A1. At each transfer stop, transferring passengers are assumed to board the first available
vehicle of the target route in order to minimize their transfer waiting time.
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A2. Since we are dealing with an timetable planning problem, not an operation one or realtime re-timetabling, vehicle travel times between stops, and stop dwell times are assumed
to be deterministic, i.e., not time-varying, in a planning period.
A3. Passengers are assumed to arrive at stops randomly. This assumption holds for relatively
short headway PT systems since passengers usually tend to time their arrival for longheadway timetables.
A4. Vehicle dwell time at a transfer stop is assumed to be equal to the transfer time needed for
transferring passengers to successfully making a transfer.
A5. It is assumed that no passengers will fail to board the first available vehicle of the target
route because of limited vehicle capacity.

4.4. Model Formulations
4.4.1. Notations
The given PT network is represented by a directed graph, G  { A, N} , where A is a set of
arcs representing the traveling link of the bus routes; N is a set of stop/station nodes in the
network, which can be further classified into two categories: transfer nodes N * and nontransfer nodes N  , i.e., N  N *

N .

Define T as the planning period in minutes, i.e., the

terminal departure times of the PT vehicles can be set in the interval [0, T ] which is a discrete
interval in minutes. The set of lines (routes) of the PT network is denoted by K . For each line

k  K , we define
[0, T ] ,

I k as the set of trips i  I k for line k during the planning period interval

N k as the number of stop/station nodes in the line k , which can be represented by

Nk  Nk* Nk . The set of lines that may have synchronization nodes with line k is denoted by

Qk . For each line q  Qk , we define I q as the set of trips j  I q . All the synchronization nodes
n* of line k and

headway. Set

q  Qk is denoted by N kq , n*  Nkq . For each line k  K , define H k as its

nk as the maximum passenger load node of line k in a planning period. The

accumulative-load function, at the max-load point, for a departure at t is denoted as Lknk  t  .

Lkm is the observed maximum load representing the average number of passengers for the
given planning period. The travel time from the starting node of line k to transfer node n* is
represented by Tkn* The set of all vehicle types with different sizes is denoted as S .
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4.4.2. Decision Variables
The decision variables of the problem are represented by three types of variables. The first type
is to determine the headway of each line. The second type is to set the departure time of the
first trip, also known as offset time, of each line. The third type is to select the vehicle type for
each trip of each line. Both the headway variable and offset time variable are defined as discrete
variables in minutes as those in the schedules used in practice. These variables are represented
as follows.
·

H k : headway of line k .

·

X k1 : departure time of the first trip (offset time) of line k .

·

S ki : vehicle size of the i -th trip of line .

4.4.3. Objective Functions
There are two objective functions in the optimization. The first objective is to minimize the
observed load-discrepancy from a desired occupancy level on the vehicles; the second
objective is to minimize the total expected passenger waiting time. The two objective functions
are given by:
Min Z1   d kink

(4.1)

1
Min Z 2    Lkin H k      Lkiqjn*Wkiqjn*
kK iI k nN k 2
kK iI k qQk jI q n*N kq

(4.2)

kK iI k

where d kink is the observed load-discrepancy from a desired occupancy level on the vehicle of
the i -th trip of line k at its maximum load node nk ; Lkin is the number of passengers boarding
the i -th trip of line k at its stop/station node n ; Lkiqjn* is the number of transferring
passengers, i.e., transfer flow, from the i -th trip of line k to the j -th trip of line q at the
transfer node n* ; Wkiqjn* is the transfer waiting time of passengers transferring from the i -th
trip of line k to the j -th trip of line q at the transfer node n* .

4.4.4. Constraints
The two objective functions are subject to the following five types of constraints.
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The first type of constraints is the offset time constraints. The departure time of the first trip of
each line cannot be beyond the maximum headway from the beginning of the planning period:

0  X k1  H kmax

k  K

(4.3)

Fk of line k should be within the planning period:

The departure time of the last trip

X kFk 1  X kFk  T

k  K

(4.4)

The second type of constraints is the headway constraints. The headway should satisfy the
minimum and maximum headway limits:

H kmin  H k  H kmax
min

where H k

max

and H k

k  K

(4.5)

are the minimum headway and maximum headway, respectively. They

can be calculated as follows:

where d ou

min

and dou

max

H

min
k

  d u min  T  min 
 max   o
,h 
  Lkm  k 




k  K

(4.6)

H

max
k

  d u max  T  max 
 min   o
,h 
  Lkm  k 




k  K

(4.7)

are, respectively, the desired occupancy of the smallest and largest
min

vehicles in the planning period; hk

max

and hk

are the minimum headway (from a productivity

perspective) and the maximum headway (from the policy requirement perspective).
With the departure time of the first trip and the headway available, the rest trip departure times
of a line, thus, can be determined by:

X ki  X k1  (i  1) H k

k  K ,

i  Ik

(4.8)

The third type of constraints is the load constraints. Based on the accumulative-load function

Lknk  t  , an expected load for the i -th trip of line k can be obtained by:
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Lkink  Lknk  iH k 

k  K ,

i  I k , nk  Nk

(4.9)

The desired occupancy is defined as a function of the size of the vehicle used:

doki  D  Ski 

k  K ,

i  I k , Ski  S

(4.10)

A common way is to define the desired occupancy the same as the number of seats of the
vehicle used, i.e.,

doki  Ski . On the selecting and assigning the bus type to the associated

expected load, Ceder et al. (2013) provided three strategies (strategy C1, C2, and C3). In this
study, we adopt strategy C3. That is selecting the vehicle whose size is the closest to the
expected load, per vehicle, at the max-load node, such that the following load discrepancy is
minimum.

k  K ,

dkink  doki  Lkink

i  I k , nk  Nk

(4.11)

The transfer flow is defined by:

Lkiqjn*   Lkin*

k  K ,

i  I k , q  Qk , j  I q , n*  Nkq

Lkin*  Lkn*  iH k 

k  K ,

i  I k , n*  Nkq

(4.12)

(4.13)

where  is the proportion of transfer flow in the total in-vehicle passengers.
The fourth type of constraints is the transfer constraints. The transfer waiting time of passengers
transferring from the i -th trip of line k to the j -th trip of line q at the transfer node n* is
defined as follow:





1
Wkiqjn*  X qj  Tqn*  DTqjn*  H qYqjn2 *  X ki  Tkn*  TTkiqjn*  H kYkin
*



k  K ,

i  Ik ,

q  Qk , j  I q , n*  Nkq (4.14)
Wkiqjn*  0
1
2
Ykin

* , Y
qjn
*

0

k  K ,

 0,1, 2,



i  I k , q  Qk , j  I q , n*  Nkq
k  K ,
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(4.15)
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where DTqjn* is the dwell time of the j -th trip of line q at the transfer node n* ; TTkiqjn* is the
transfer walking time needed to make a transfer from the i -th trip of line k to the j -th trip of
1
2
line q at the transfer node n* ; Ykin* and Yqjn
* are integer variables used to achieve a minimum

transfer waiting time.
The fifth type of constraints is the variable constraints. Except the headway constraints
(Equation 4.5), the following offset time constraints and vehicle size constraints are added.
X k1 0,1,

Ski  S

H kmax 

k  K ,

k  K

i  Ik

(4.17)

(4.18)

The model in Equations (4.1) - (4.14) constitutes the mathematical formulation of the multiplevehicle-types PT synchronization timetabling problem. It is an integer programming problem.
The PT synchronization timetabling problem is a complex combinatorial optimization
problem. Ibarra-Rojas and Rios-Solis (2012) proved that the case of single vehicle type, uneven
headways with given tolerance interval PT synchronization timetabling problem is NP-Hard.
It has been known that even the single vehicle type even-headway PT synchronization
timetabling problem, which is a special case of the multiple-vehicle-types even-headway PT
synchronization timetabling problem, is NP-Complete. Because the single vehicle type evenheadway PT synchronization timetabling problem can be formulated as a special case of the
quadratic assignment problem, which can be further transferred to be an equivalent maximum
edge-weighted clique problem in complete multipartite graphs that is NP-Complete
(Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982; Domschke, 1989; Aksu and Akyol, 2014). Therefore, the
multiple vehicle types PT synchronization timetabling problem with more computational
complexities is also NP-Hard. In the next section, we provided a decomposition method to find
good feasible solutions of the problem in a reasonable computation time.

4.5. Heuristic Algorithm
The decomposition method is based on some headway properties of optimal synchronized
timetables. Using these good headway properties, the computational complexities of the
multiple vehicle types PT synchronization timetabling problem can be significantly reduced to
the extent that we can find the optimal or suboptimal solutions using some heuristic algorithms.
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4.5.1. Headway Properties
Consider a single transfer node in the PT network,  n*  N * , where there are m PT lines
cross it and each line has its own headway. Define H lcm as the least common multiple of the

m PT line headways, i.e., Hlcm  lcm( H1 , H 2 ,

, H m ) . Define N m as the maximum number of

simultaneous arrivals of vehicles from the m lines.

 T 
Proposition 1. N m  
  1.
 H lcm 
Proof. Define M 1 as the first meeting time of vehicles from the m lines at the transfer node,

M F as the last feasible meeting time, and F the total number of feasible meetings. The
maximum number of simultaneous arrivals of vehicles N m thus can be obtained by solving
the following integer programming problem.
N m  max F

(4.19)

s.t.
M1  X k1  Tkn*  k  H k , k  1, 2,

,m

M F  M1   F  1 Hlcm

(4.21)

M F  X kF  Tkn* , k  1, 2,
0  X k1  H kmax , k  1, 2,

(4.22)

,m

(4.23)

,m

X kFk 1  X kF  T

(4.24)

H kmin  H k  H kmax , k  1, 2,

k 

0

 0,1, 2,

(4.20)

(4.25)

,m

 , k  1, 2,

,m

(4.26)

From Equations (20), (21), (22) and (24), we have X kF  ( F  1) Hlcm  X k1  k H k  T . That is
F

 T  X k1   k H k 
T  X k1   k H k
 1 . Therefore, we have N m  max F  
  1 using the
H lcm
H lcm



 T 
integer part function. Obviously, N m can achieve the possible maximum value 
  1 , if
 H lcm 
and only if X k1  k  0, k  1, 2,

, m . This completes the proof. □
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Remark 3. Define H min  max H1min , H 2min ,
If H min  H max , then set headways of the

m

H mmin  and H max  min H1max , H 2max ,

H mmax  .

lines as H min so as to maximize the number of

simultaneous arrivals of PT vehicles; otherwise set headways to multiples of a base headway

H B , i.e., H1  R1  H B , H 2  R2  H B , H m  Rm  H B , Rk 



 1, 2,3,

 , k  1, 2,

m.

These headway setting rules for a special single-transfer-node case are also discovered by
Daganzo (1990), and can be also found in the optimization results of the research works of
Ceder et al. (2001), Ting and Schonfeld (2005), Shafahi and Khani (2010) and Aksu and Akyol
(2014).

4.5.2. Headway First, Departure Second, and Vehicle Third Heuristic
Algorithm
The components, along with their inputs and outputs, of the decomposition method are
systematically shown in the flowchart in Figure 4.1.
Input

Component

Output

Cumulated demand function, set
of vehicle types, headway
constraints and setting rules

Headway First --- determination of
candidate headways for PT lines

Set of candidate line headways

Offset time constraints, time
period, vehicle travel times,
procedure for offset times setting

Departure Second --- calculation
of offset times for lines

Set of trip departure times

Set of vehicle types, size and
number of each vehicle types,
vehicle assignment strategy,
cumulated demand function

Vehicle Third --- selection and
assignment of vehicle types of
vehicle trips

Loads on vehicles, total load
discrepancy, total passenger
waiting time

Result: a computerized method
for multiple-vehicle-types PT
synchronization timetabling

Figure 4.1 Flowchart of the decomposition method

There are three main components. The headway first component includes characterizations of
PT network attributes to derive a set of candidate line headways. The departure second
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component determines the initial vehicle trip offset times for all lines to generate the maximum
synchronized timetable using even headway for each line. The vehicle third component finds
and assigns the appropriate vehicle types to vehicle trips based on some vehicle assignment
strategies. The result of this method is a computerized procedure for multiple-vehicle-types PT
synchronization timetabling. The algorithm components are outlined in detail in Algorithm 4.1
in a step-by-step manner.
Algorithm 4.1. Creating the multiple-vehicle-types PT synchronization timetables
Input:

Instance of multiple-vehicle-types PT synchronization timetabling problem

Output:

Set of Pareto-efficient timetables

Step 1:

Calculate the minimum headway H k

min

max

and the maximum headway H k

for

each PT line in the given network based on a given range of vehicle sizes S and
an accumulative-load function Lknk  t  at the max-load point

nk .

Step 2:

Calculate H min and H max . If H min  H max , go to Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 8.

Step 3:

Set the headways of all lines in the PT network to the smallest common headway:

H1  H 2 
Step 4:

 H m  H min .

Determine the offset times of PT lines using the FIRST-MIDDLE-CHOOSE
heuristic procedures to maximize the synchronization of vehicle trips using the
even headway for each line.

Step 5:

Find the vehicle size

Ski with the desired occupancy d oki closest to Lkin using
k

vehicle assignment strategy C3 for all vehicle trips within the planning period.
Step 6:

Compute and record the total load-discrepancies, total initial waiting times and
total transfer waiting times.

Step 7:

If max H1 , H 2 ,

H1  H 2 

, H m   H max , go to Step 9; otherwise, increase the headways

 H m by 1 for the case of using common headway or choosing new

Rk for the case of using integer-ratio headways, and go to Step 4.
Step 8:

Set the headways to multiples of a base headway based on the policy requirement:

H1  R1  H B , H 2  R2  H B ,

H m  Rm  H B , Rk 



 1, 2,3,

 , k  1, 2,

m.

Go to Step 4.
Step 9:

Display all Pareto-efficient timetables with respect to the total load-discrepancies
and passenger waiting times.
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4.5.3. Extension to Multi-period
A smooth transition between subsequent periods can be achieved by the implementation of
some procedures proposed by Ceder et al. (2013) and Ceder (2016). These procedures are based
on some prudent shifting and modifications of the end and start times of planning periods, and
thus enable smooth transitions. Each period thus can be treated by using Algorithm 4.1 with
the consideration of its next period.

4.6. Numerical Example
A numerical example is used to illustrate the multiple-vehicle-types PT synchronization
timetabling problem and to better understand the solution algorithm. Figure 4.2 presents the
example network with two routes and two transfer stops. The numbers besides the arcs are
vehicle travel times (in minutes).

Route 1 1

11
5

3
6
3

9
4

7
5

6

7

8
8

6

4

4

4
10

7
6

6

Route 2 2

12

Figure 4.2 The basic two-route network for the numerical example

The necessary passenger demand information and data for a 1-hour period example is shown
in Table 4.2. In the current timetable, three departures are observed for Route 1 and four
departures are observed for Route 2. The average observed onboard passengers at each stop
and the hourly demand are displayed in Table 4.2. To Route 1, the hourly average maximum
load point is stop 3 with 180 passengers, and to Route 2 it is stop 6 with 315 passengers. The
minimum and maximum headways for both routes are set as 3 minutes and 30 minutes,
respectively. The set of vehicle types used in the analysis has the following number of seats

S   20,35,50,75 . The desired occupancy is set the same as the number of vehicle seats. For
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the sake of simplicity, transfer walking times are set as 0. The proportion of transfer flow 
is set as 20%.
The solution algorithm can be demonstrated as follows. First, the headway ranges of the two
routes are calculated as follow:
  20  60  
  75  60 

6  max  
,3   H1  min  
,30   25


  180  
  180 

  20  60  
  75  60 

3  max  
,3   H 2  min  
,30   14


  315  
  315 


Thus, H min  max 6,3  6 and H max  min 25,14  14 . Because H min  H max , a common
headway H 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14 can be used for the two routes.
Table 4.2 Input and observed data of the single-period example problem

Time
7-8
a.m.

Time
7-8
a.m.

Observed
Departure
Time at
Route Stop 1
7:20
1
7:40
8:00
Hourly
Demand
Observed
Departure
Time at
Route Stop 2
7:15
7:30
2
7:45
8:00
Hourly
Demand

Average Observed Number of Passengers
On Board the Vehicle
at 1 at 3 at 5 at 7 at 8 at 9
at 11
32
25
53
110

20
100
60
180

35
25
52
112

40
20
40
100

50
45
55
150

62
43
58
163

33
56
72
161

Average Observed Number of Passengers
On Board the Vehicle
at 2 at 4 at 5 at 6 at 8 at 10 at 12
55
43
62
25
185

40
30
50
60
180

64
73
61
42
240

60
90
45
120
315

46
58
69
72
245

56
84
76
66
282

Hourly
Average
Maximum
Load Point

70
52
64
85
271

3
Hourly
Average
Maximum
Load Point

6

Second, to a headway selected, determine the offset times for the two routes by using the
heuristic procedures in Ceder et al. (2001) to maximize the synchronization of vehicle trips at
transfer stops.
Third, according to the resulted vehicle departure times and the accumulative-load at the hourly
average maximum load points 3 and 6, select and assign vehicle types for vehicle trips based
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on strategy C3. Calculate and record the corresponding vehicle load discrepancies and
passenger waiting times. The final results of the algorithm are graphically displayed in Figure
4.3 to facilitate the decision-making of PT planners. It shows that all the 9 solutions are better
than the current solution, which has a load discrepancy of 110 passengers and a passenger
waiting time of 86.625 passenger hours. Among the 9 solutions, solution 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 are
the Pareto-efficient solutions. Solution 1 results in the lowest passenger waiting time of 27.47
passenger hours, which is an improvement of about 68.29%, compared to the current timetable.
Solution 8 results in the smallest load discrepancy of 45 passengers, which is an improvement
of 59.09% of the current timetable.
Waiting Time (WT) (Passenger*Hours)

100
90

80

Current
9

8

70
60

6

7

50

5

40
30

4

Pareto Efficient Frontier

3

20

2

1

10
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Load Discrepancy (LD) (Passengers)

Figure 4.3 Pareto efficient frontier of the example problem
Table 4.3 Summary of Pareto-efficient timetables in terms of vehicle departure requirements

Pareto-

Number of vehicle departure required

efficient

Size 1(=20

Size 2(=35

Size 3(=50

Size 4(=75

timetables

seats)

seats)

seats)

seats)

Timetable 1

11

9

0

0

20

Timetable 2

7

8

1

0

16

Timetable 3

5

7

1

1

14

Timetable 4

6

2

4

1

13

Timetable 5

2

5

4

1

12

Timetable 6

2

4

4

1

11

Timetable 8

2

1

4

2

9

81
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To each solution, the resulted vehicle departure requirements are summarized in Table 4.3. It
can be seen that solutions with smaller headways have more vehicle departures. However, it
should be noted that more vehicle departures do not necessarily mean more vehicles are
required. A further reduction of the number of vehicles required can be achieved by using the
deadheading and shifting departure procedures based on the deficient function theory in the
vehicle scheduling process (Ceder, 2011; Ceder, 2016).

4.7. Case Study
The proposed methodology has been applied to a real-life PT network in Auckland, New
Zealand. Auckland metropolis is New Zealand’s largest and most cosmopolitan region with a
population of about 1.5 million. The Auckland Regional Public Transport Plan was recently
released with the aim of developing an integrated and well-connected PT network which can
allow Aucklanders to have seamless and smooth transfers between hierarchical high and low
frequency PT routes.
A small existing bus network in one section within the North Shore and Auckland central
business district (CBD) area was selected as the case study routes, as depicted in Figure 4.4.
The PT network selected as the case study is mainly comprised of three bus routes, namely the
Northern Express (NEX), Route 858 and Route 880, with two transfer nodes. The NEX has a
segregated bus lane with two-way and dedicated park and ride facilities along the Northern
Motorway corridor. It provides efficient service from Albany in North Shore city to the
Britomart Transportation Centre in Auckland CBD. The NEX has a very large volume of users
during peak hours. Route 858 runs north–south (parallel and to the east of the NEX for much
of its route) from Long Bay to Auckland CBD. Route 880 is feeder loop that transfers with the
NEX and Route 858 at transfer node 1 and node 2, respectively.
The data used in the case study is collected from the Auckland Transport (AT). The buses in
the current AT are equipped with smart card system, namely the AT HOP Card, which provides
a very good way to collect data on the number of boarding/alighting passengers at each stop.
Since the proportion of passengers using cash payment is very small, in this case study we used
the smart card data as the actual passenger demand data. The max-load stops are identified
based on these passenger data provided. Missing data at some stops are simulated based on
historical data. The inter-stop travel times are taken from the current timetables published by
AT. Timetables of the three bus routes are currently not synchronized. All three routes are
using vehicles with a single vehicle type.
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Figure 4.4 Bus route NEX, 880 and 858 in public transport systems of Auckland city and North Shore

The analysis of the timetabling is performed by using a set of bus types with the following
number of seats S   20,35,50,75 . The desired occupancies of all periods are set the same as
the number of vehicle seats. The minimum headways and the maximum headways for the three
routes are set as 5 minutes and 60 minutes, respectively. The base headway is set as 5 minutes.
Transfer walking times are set as 0 and the proportion of transfer flow  is set as 30%.
0.8

Reduction (%)

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
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1

2

3
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7
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Pareto-efficient Timetables
Waiting time (WT)

Load Discrepancy (LD)

Figure 4.5 Reduction of waiting time and load discrepancy per Pareto-efficient timetables, compared to
the current timetable
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The algorithm finally results in 12 Pareto-efficient timetables. The reduction of waiting time
and load discrepancy per Pareto-efficient timetables, compared to the current timetable, are
shown in Figure 4.5. It indicates that the total passenger waiting time can be reduced at most
by 72% and the total load-discrepancy can be reduced at most by 65%. A trade-off between
the decrease of the total waiting time and the saving of vehicle empty-seat hours should be
made when selecting the timetable for final implementation.

4.8. Conclusions
This work has described the development of a methodology for the multi-vehicle-types PT
timetabling synchronization problem taking into consideration the fluctuating passenger
demand and multi-size vehicle types for better matching between supply and demand. Some
previous results of single-vehicle-type PT timetabling synchronization are incorporated in the
methodology and extended to the multi-vehicle-types scenario. The bi-objective function is to
minimize both the expected total passenger waiting time and the observed passenger loaddiscrepancy, from a desired occupancy level, onboard vehicles at the max-load points. The
methodology elaborated has been applied to a numerical example and to a real-life PT network
example in Auckland, New Zealand. The results show that compared with the current
timetables, the total passenger waiting time and vehicle’s load-discrepancy can be reduced by
68-72%, and 59-65%, respectively, by adopting the new multi-vehicle-types timetabling
synchronization strategy.
One of the concerns of introducing different PT vehicle sizes is of the associated cost incurred
to the operator. However, a recent study by Hassold and Ceder (2014) analyzed two cases
using real data: (𝑖) trips are performed by a given vehicle type and (𝑖𝑖) the substitution of a
vehicle type is allowed given that the new capacity is greater than or equals the original
capacity. In this study it is shown that vehicle substitution can improve the results by reducing
the total scheduling cost by more than 35%.
There are a lot to do in future studies. First, a shifting departure time procedure can be
investigated and employed to further improve the results of the current method. Second, the
deficient-function vehicle scheduling procedure, described by Ceder (2016), can be
incorporated in the vehicle third component to determine the number of vehicles needed for
each vehicle type of a final Pareto-efficient timetable. Third, a sensitivity of transfer flow and
real-time transfer flow-based optimization of the timetable can be further studied. Finally, the
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effect of different vehicle selection and assignment strategies on the final results can be further
studied.
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5.1. Abstract
Synchronized transfers in public transport (PT) networks play an important role in reducing
transfer walking time, increasing PT network connectivity, and improving PT reliability and
the attractiveness of the PT service. However, because of the dynamic, stochastic, and uncertain
nature of traffic, planned synchronized PT transfers do not always materialize. Missed
connections frustrate the PT passengers and reduce potential new users. This research proposed
an inter-vehicle communication (IVC)-based scheme to optimize the synchronization of
planned transfers in PT networks. A semi-decentralized control strategy was developed for the
IVC systems to make the optimization a parallel process. Two operational tactics, changing
vehicle speed and holding vehicles at transfer points, were used in the optimization with realtime vehicle speed and location information. A distance-based dynamic speed-adjustment
model was developed for updating vehicle running speed under the fixed single-point
encounter scenario and flexible road-segment encounter scenario. The impact of the proposed
IVC scheme on the total number of direct transfers and the total passenger travel time (TPTT)
was investigated with a case study of a PT network from Beijing. Results showed that by
applying the proposed methodology, the number of direct transfers was considerably increased
by 1,100%, and the TPTT was significantly reduced by 13.2%.

5.2. Introduction
With the rapid growth of travel demand in many cities around the world, transport problems,
such as traffic congestion, traffic deaths and injuries, and traffic air pollution, are becoming
more and more serious. Public transport (PT) as a safe, sustainable, and cost-effective travel
mode contributes to improving urban mobility, reducing road traffic accidents, decreasing
overall green gas emissions, and fostering more livable cities.
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Advanced, reliable, convenient and comfortable PT systems can attract more private car users,
increase the number of PT users and result in a virtuous cycle, and conversely, poor level-ofservice PT systems may lose potential PT users, reduce the PT usage rate and lead to a vicious
cycle (Mohring, 1972). One of the most challenging problems of PT operations planning is
how to improve the attractiveness, and thus shift a significant amount of private car users to
PT in a sustainable manner (Ceder, 2016).
In this study, we propose an inter-vehicle communication (IVC)-based scheme to optimize
transfer synchronization of PT networks. By using this scheme, transit drivers can share their
real-time information, such as vehicle location, vehicle speed, and the number of passengers,
with each other through a central communication coordinator. This scheme is especially useful
for transit drivers from different routes and driving towards a same transfer point because they
can communicate and collaborate with each other, and thus dynamically adjust their running
speed on transit route segments or holding time at transit stops. Through this cooperative
driving approach, the frequency of simultaneous arrivals of transit vehicle at a transfer point
can be improved. In addition, we extend the traditional fixed single-point encounter transfer
conception to a new road-segment encounter transfer conception, which means that transit
vehicles can meet in any feasible point along the road segment at any feasible time, not only at
planned transfer stops. We will examine how the proposed IVC scheme can improve the
synchronization of transfers under both fixed single-point encounter scenario and flexible roadsegment encounter scenario.

5.2.1. Overview of PT Transfer Synchronization
To comply with passenger demand, a timetable with even-load or even-headway is first created
for a single transit route. For a transit network with several transfer points, based on the initial
single-route timetables, synchronized timetable is then developed to improve the level of
service. Synchronized PT transfer contributes to reducing transfer waiting time, improving the
convenience, smoothness and reliability of PT systems. Early transfer synchronization studies
(Domschke, 1989; Ceder et al., 2001; Voss, 1992; Fleurent et al., 2007; Shafahi and Khani,
2010) formulated this problem as a mathematical programming problem with the aim of
creating a maximum synchronized timetable. The objective is to maximize the total number of
direct transfers, and thus minimize the total passenger transfer waiting times. However, because
of the variability of traffic conditions, the need to comply with passenger demand and the
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stochastic running time of vehicles, this approach is not realistic in practice, and pre-planned
scheduled transfers are not always materialized.
Another efficient approach (see Hadas and Ceder, 2008; Hadas and Ceder, 2010a; Ceder et al.,
2013 for detail) to alleviate the uncertainty of simultaneous arrival of vehicles is to use some
operational tactics, such as holding, skip-stop, short-turn. Studies showed that by applying
some selected operational tactics, the frequency of simultaneous transfers can be significantly
improved and also the total passenger travel time can be reduced.
The rapid development of information and communication technology modernizes the image
of PT systems and opens the door to dispatch transit vehicles in real time (Dessouky et al.,
1999). With the availability of real-time vehicle location, vehicle speed, the number of
passengers, the number of transferring passengers and departure and arrival time information,
operational tactics can be used online and in real time. This can make the use of some
operational tactics more practical and effective in a dynamic traffic environment, and
contribute to further improving the number of direct transfers. Thus, the service reliability and
efficiency of PT systems can be considerably enhanced.

5.2.2. Overview of Inter-Vehicle Communication
Inter-vehicle communication (IVC) enables drivers to communicate with other drivers that
locate outside the range of line of sight and share real-time traffic information with each other.
IVC has the ability to extend the horizon of drivers and on-board devices, and thus has the
potential to significantly improve road traffic safety, efficiency and comfort (Luo and Hubaux,
2006). It is recognized as an important component of intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
and has attracted significant research attention around the world. Since the 1980s, a number of
research projects focusing on IVC have been set up, such as CarTalk 2000, Fleetnet, PATH,
Car-to-Car Communication Consortium (C2C-CC), Network on Wheels (NoW), and
COMeSafety (Reichardt et al., 2002; Sichitiu and Kihl, 2008). Recent research focuses mainly
on vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), which are a kind of mobile ad hoc networks and can
offer direct communication between vehicles (Hartenstein and Laberteaux, 2008).
The main applications areas of IVC are collision warning, traffic monitoring, traffic
coordination, traveller information support, traffic light scheduling, traffic coordination,
targeted vehicular communications and car to land communication (Sichitiu and Kihl, 2008).
These appealing applications have attracted many researches. However, the majority of current
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research is focused on cars. To the best of our knowledge, there has been little research about
PT vehicles. Xu et al. (2001) studied the transit holding problem with real-time information
available and showed that with the availability of real-time vehicle location information, the
total passenger waiting time could be reduced.
This work applies the IVC scheme to PT systems with the aim to optimize the PT transfers
synchronization problem. We analyse how this scheme can increase the number of direct
transfers, reduce the total passenger travel time, and improve the efficiency of the PT networks.

5.2.3. Overview of the Case Study Location and Characteristics
The case study of this work uses a PT network of Beijing, the capital of China. Beijing is one
of the most congested cities in the world with more than 20 million inhabits and 5 million motor
vehicles at the end of 2012 (Beijing Municipal Bureau of Statistics, 2013). Average vehicle
speed is lower than 20 kph during peak hours with considerable traffic-related pollution and
high accident rate. Thus, PT is the best choice for Beijing (Peng et al., 2012). To alleviate the
increasingly traffic-related problems the People’s Government of Beijing Municipality
provides financial subsidies to the PT systems with more than 15 billion RMB annually which
accounting for about 5% of the gross domestic product (GDP); this is to promote the PT
systems and make it more attractive. Generally speaking, the PT systems in Beijing can be
classified into two categories: the road surface (bus, tram, trolley, etc.), and the subway system
(Xu et al., 2012). According to the statistics of Beijing Public Transport Holdings, Ltd., the
largest state-owned road surface PT agency of Beijing, there are currently 28, 343 operating
vehicles, 948 operating routes, with an annual mileage of about 1.753 billion kilometer and
4.888 billion passenger trips. The BPT consists of 25 subordinate units, namely 14 branch
companies, 9 share-holding subsidiaries and 2 affiliated institutions, with a staff of 116,158
people (Beijing Public Transport Holdings Ltd., 2013). As for the subway PT system, the
Beijing Mass Transit Railway Operation Co. Ltd. and the Beijing MTR Co. Ltd. are currently
together in charge of the operation of its 17 lines and 270 stations.
In recent years Beijing experienced significant PT developments so as to attract more users as
is demonstrated in Figure 5.1 (Beijing Transportation Research Center, 2011). The percentage
of the number of trips has increased from 28.0% in 2003 to 40.9% in 2011. Recently, the
People’s Government of Beijing Municipality released a new transport development plan
(People’s Government of Beijing Municipality, 2009) with the purpose to make Beijing a
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“public-transport city” having advanced and attractive PT systems. According to the plan, the
percentage of trip to use PT systems will increase to 45% in 2015. In peak hours, this figure
will be 50% (People’s Government of Beijing Municipality, 2009).
In large PT systems, like Beijing, transfers are often used to cut down operational costs and
introduce more flexible and efficient routing. However, transfers are perceived by the
passengers as an inconvenient move, thus contributing to the reduction of the PT level of
service (Guo and Wilson, 2011; Chowdhury and Ceder, 2013b). To alleviate the disadvantages
caused by PT transfers, synchronized transfers are employed. However, because of the
dynamic, stochastic, and uncertain nature of traffic, pre-planned synchronized transfers are not
always materialized. This may lead to missed connections and to an increase of transfer waiting
time and the total passenger travel time. This work introduced a methodology to improve this
undesirable outcome.

100%
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70%
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10%
0%

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Taxi&Others
10.90% 10.40% 10.10% 10.50% 9.90% 9.30% 9.00% 9.70% 10.10%
Car
26.20% 28.10% 29.80% 31.60% 32.60% 33.60% 34.00% 34.20% 32.70%
Bike
34.70% 32.00% 30.30% 27.70% 23.00% 20.30% 18.10% 16.40% 16.30%
Public Transport 28.20% 29.50% 29.80% 30.20% 34.50% 36.80% 38.90% 39.70% 40.90%
Figure 5.1 Travel mode share of Beijing between 2003 and 2011
Source: Beijing Transportation Research Center (2011)

The remaining parts of this work are organized as follows. First, PT transfers are categorized
by different types. Second, the methodology of work is presented with an optimization
framework based on IVC systems. Third, a distance-based dynamic speed-adjustment model,
together with the holding tactic at transfer points, is developed using semi-decentralized control
strategy. Fourth, a case study using PT network of Beijing, China is used to assess the benefits
of the IVC scheme. This work ends with conclusions and possible future research.
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5.3. Transfer Types
For any given PT network transfers can be classified into three categories: (a) adjacent transfer
points, (b) nonadjacent transfer points, and (c) shared road-segment transfer points, as is shown
in Figure 5.2. At adjacent transfer points passengers need to walk across a street to board the
next transit vehicle. At nonadjacent transfer points passengers usually need to walk a certain
distance to make a transfer. At shared transfer points passengers just wait for the next vehicle
(Hadas and Ceder, 2010b).

Shared road segment
(a)
Stop of route 1
Route 1

(b)
Stop of route 2
Route 2

(c)
Shared stop
Transfer walking

Figure 5.2 Public-transport transfer types

The transfer points can also be looked at from a different operational perspective and be divided
into two groups: single-point encounter transfer points and flexible road-segment encounter
transfer points. Traditional single-point encounter transfer points are at fixed stops. The new
road-segment encounter transfer concept proposed by Ceder (2016) extends the conventional
fixed single stop encounter to any feasible encounter points along the shared road segment,
shown as (c) in Figure 5.2. The new concept directs two vehicles to meet in feasible time and
space, not only at stops, so as to reduce the uncertainty of meeting and eliminate the need for
waiting at transfer points; under this scenario, it is easier to achieve PT transfer
synchronization.

5.4. Methodology
The methodology of work is described in two phases. First, a semi-decentralized control
strategy is proposed for the network-wide PT transfer synchronization based on the distribution
of transfer points in a PT network. Second, a simple example is used to illustrate graphically
how the IVC scheme can synchronize a fixed single-point encounter PT transfer and reduce
the transfer waiting time.
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5.4.1. Semi-Decentralized Control Strategy
Consider a directed PT network G= (N, R) with a set N of stops and a set R of routes. The PT
routes are divided into a few route segments by transfer points, as is shown in the upper part
(a) of Figure 5.3. A communication control center is assigned to an intersection point or a
shared route segment where passengers make a transfer. The communication control center is
responsible for the communication coordination of vehicles on the route segments leading to
it.

Route 1

Route 4
S4

S1
Route 2 S9

S7

S10

S11

C1

C2

S2
S15

S14
C4

S8
S8

C5

S3

S6
S17

Route 3 S16

C3

S5

S13

S12

S18

C6
(a)

Section 1

Section 2

Stop 1

Section N

Stop 2

Stop N-1

C
Stop N

Segment
(b)
Figure 5.3 Public-transport network example illustrating network-level semi-decentralized control
strategy

A route segment is divided into a few route sections determined by PT stops along it, as shown
in the lower part (b) of Figure 5.3. The route section is further divided into a few smaller
intervals. An interval is a basic unit controlled by the communication control center which
delivers advisory speed information to a PT vehicle when it arrives to each interval. New
information is sent to the driver when moving to the next interval.
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A simple example is shown in Figure 5.3(a). In this example network there are four PT routes
Ri (i=1,2,…,4) and the whole network is divided into eighteen route segments Sj (j=1,2,…,18).
The segments S15 and S17 are shared road-segment encounter transfers while the other segments
direct to a fixed single-point encounter transfer. Six communication control centers Ck
(k=1,2,…,6) are assigned to the corresponding transfers and are responsible for their own route
segments. For example, C1 is in charge of the coordination of vehicles on route segments S1
and S9, while C5 is in charge of S6, S8 and S15.
PT vehicles controlled by a same communication control center are in the same group and can
communicate with their peers to share traffic information. The communication coordinator in
the control center delivers advice on the real-time optimal running speed. Drivers then can
adjust their running speed in a cooperative manner in order to achieve a simultaneous arrival.
Once a PT vehicle passes the communication control center it automatically joins another group
of vehicles. The communication group is autonomous and self-organized.
It is to note that, from the entire PT network perspective, different communication groups can
be performed at the same time. That is, the process is a decentralized and parallel process.
However, from a single route segment perspective, the communication activity is severely
governed by the communication control center, and thus it is a centralized process. Thus, this
control strategy is termed semi-decentralized. By doing so, drivers in a same communication
group drive in a cooperative manner and the opportunity of simultaneous arrivals improves.

5.4.2. Conceptual Illustration
A simple example is used as an explanatory device to show the main components of the
proposed IVC systems and to outline its potential benefits. The example is shown schematically
in Figure 5.4, in which two PT vehicles are moving toward the same fixed single-point transfer.
Both vehicles belong to the same communication group and are controlled by a same
communication control center. The center comprises mainly a central server and a
communication coordinator.
An on-board device (OBD) is installed on the PT vehicle to receive signals from GPS satellites.
The OBD can record information about vehicle ID, vehicle location, vehicle speed, time, route
direction, and route ID. A Sim card is embedded in the OBD. By using so the recorded data
can be transmitted to the database in the communication control center through GSM/GPRS
networks. These data is visualized in GIS maps. The communication coordinator has
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knowledge about the relatively accurate location, and speed information of the vehicles of the
same group. Based on the knowledge, advisory optimal speed information is disseminated to
the drivers in the group so as to meet simultaneously or within a given time window at the same
transfer point. The advisory information can be displayed online to the driver on the on-board
variable message sign (VMS) installed in the vehicle. This will allow for a peer-cooperative
communication. It is to note that the basic assumption of the IVC system is that drivers will
comply with the recommended (feasible) speed and holding time so as to materialize the direct
transfers of passengers without waiting time. The control center will have a record of this
compliance to help minimizing issues associated with driver behaviour.

Figure 5.4 Graphical illustration of transfer synchronization of two public-transport routes based on the
IVC systems

The benefits of the IVC systems can be demonstrated using this example. Suppose that
the information about the number of passengers boarding, alighting, and transferring at
each PT stop, together with the running time in each route section is known by using IC
card and GPS data, as is shown in Table 5.1. The initial number of on-board passengers
of Route 1 is 40. The number of passengers boarding at stop 1B is 10 and alighting is 5.
Thus, the number of on-board passengers is 45 at stop 1B. The number of passengers
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boarding at stop 1C* is 10 and alighting is 26 with 20 passengers wishing to transfer from
Route 1 to Route 2. The average running time of the first and second route sections is 10
and 15 minutes, respectively. Similarly figures can be drawn for Route 2.
Table 5.1 Input data and calculated total passenger travel time of the example

1B

1C*

Route 1
10↑

5↓

10↑
5↖

N1(pass) 40

45

29

T1(min)

10

15

2A

2B*

0

5↑

Route 2

0↓

N2(pass) 20

25

35

T2(min)

20

20

0

PTWT

TPTT

(min)

(min)

(min)

300

2275

26↓
5←

6↘

20→
1075

25↑
5↖

PTT

15↓
20←

10↘

5→

900

Note:↑= boarding, ↓= alighting, ↖ = pure boarding, ← =transferring boarding,
↘ = pure alighting, → =transferring alighting, * = transfer point indicator.
Without using any operational tactics, the time-based (passenger-minute) load profile is shown
in Figure 5.5(a) in which vehicles of Route 1 and 2 do not meet at the pre-planned transfer
point; there is a time gap: △t=15 minutes. The passenger transfer waiting time (PTWT) for
passengers transferring from Route 1 to 2 is 20×15=300 minutes. The passenger travel time
(PTT) for the two routes is (40×10+45×15)+(20×20+25×20) = 1975 minutes. Therefore, the
total passenger travel time (TPTT) is PTWT +PTT = 300+1975= 2275 minutes.
With the employment of the IVC systems, drivers can communicate with each other through
their communication coordinator, and can dynamically adjust their route-section travel speed
(average section running time). For instance, in this example, the adjusted average running
times are shown in Figure 5.5(b). For the new time-based (passenger-minute) load profile, of
the first section of Route 1, the average running time is changed from 10 to 15 minutes; the
speed of the second section is unchanged. On Route 2 the average running time of the two
sections changes from 20 to 15 minutes given feasibility associated with the road traffic
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condition. Under these circumstances a direct transfer will be achieved and the PTWT will be
eliminated, i.e., PTWT=0. The new PTT then will be (40×15 + 45×15)+(20×15+25×15) = 1950
minutes, and the change in passenger waiting times (△PWT) will be 5×(10+5)-5×(5+5)-5×5 =
0 minute. The new TPTT* will be PTWT+PTT+△PWT = 0+1950+0 =1950 minutes. Therefore,
the change of the TPTT (△TPTT) is TPTT*-TPTT= 1950-2275=-325 minutes. That is, the total
travel time will be reduced by 325 minutes by the use of the IVC scheme given drivers’
compliance with the recommended speed and holding time.
N

45

Passenger
load

N

N1  t 

Passenger
load

40
25

N2 t 

25

N2 t 

20
Transfer
point

5

N1  t 

40
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0
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Transfer
point

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 t
t  15

(a)

Average running
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0

5

t  0

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 t
(b)

Average running
time (min)

Figure 5.5 Load profiles of the graphic example transfer with two routes directing to it
(a) missed direct transfer; (b) direct transfer

The simple example only demonstrates the potential involved with the implementation of IVS
system. However, one can ask if this is the optimal solution? Can the total passenger travel
time be further reduced while, at the same time, realizing the direct transfer? The following
section introduces an optimization framework for handling these issues.

5.5. Model
The model developed assumes given GPS information of PT vehicle speed and location. It is a
distance-based dynamic speed-adjustment model based on IVC systems for vehicle running
speed update under both fixed single-point encounter and flexible road-segment encounter
scenarios. In this model drivers of different routes can share their real-time travel speed and
location information through the IVC communication control center. They can adjust their
travel speed or holding time at transfer points dynamically and cooperatively in order to
achieve a pre-planned direct transfer. The main objective of the model is to increase the number
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of simultaneous arrivals at all transfer points. This approach analyses the impact of the changes
on the total passenger travel time, in-vehicle travel time, out-of-vehicle waiting time at stops
and transfer waiting time. These impacts are studied on a network-wide scale using the
proposed optimization model.

5.5.1. Notations
R

set of all PT routes r  R

S

set of all segments s  S of all routes r  R

N sr

set of all stops on segment s of route r , n  N sr

N sr

total number of stops on segment s of route r

PI nsr

positional index  k  of a stop n on segment s of route r

qksr

vector listing all stops on segment s of route r in order defined by positional
index  k 

M sr

set of intervals on segment s of route r , m  M sr

M sr

total number of intervals on segment s of route r

pinsr

number of passengers assumed to be arriving in vehicle i at stop n on segment

s of route r ; this is derived from a previous OD matrix; the number of the first
stop on route r is the initial number of passengers on the vehicle
einsr

number of passengers entering vehicle i at stop n on segment s of route r

linsr

number of passengers leaving vehicle i at stop n on segment s of route r

disi ri

length of segment s of route r on which vehicle i is moving

dis,imri

distance of vehicle i on segment s of route r in interval m to the nearest
transfer point

s r s j rj

ds i i

length of shared road-segment s between segment si of route ri and segment s j
of route rj

tinsr

average running time of vehicle i on section between stop n  1 and stop n of
segment s of route r , post-tactics

sr

t in

average running time of vehicle i on section between stop n  1 and stop n of
segment s of route r , pre-tactics
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average running time difference of vehicle i on section between stop n  1 and

tinsr

stop n of segment s of route r between post-tactics and pre-tactics, i.e.
sr

tinsr  tinsr  t in

A(t )iqsi rsiiri

arrival time of vehicle i of segment si of route ri at transfer stop

si ri

, post-

qk

k

tactics

D(t )iqsi rsiiri

departure time of vehicle i of segment si of route ri at transfer stop

si ri

qk

, post-

k

tactics

Dqmsiri

dwell time of vehicle i of segment si of route ri within the interval m , that is

k

Dqmsiri  D(t )iqsi rsiiri  A(t )iqsi rsiiri
k

q

hi

si ri
N si ri

k

k

holding time of vehicle i of segment si of route ri at transfer stop

q

si ri

si ri
N si ri

A(t )iqsi rsiiri

arrival time of vehicle i of segment si of route ri at transfer stop

D(t )iqsi rsiiri

departure time vehicle i of segment si of route ri at transfer stop

qk

, pre-tactics

k

si ri

qk

, pre-

k

tactics
vimsr

average speed of vehicle i in interval m on segment s of route r

Vmin is,imri

minimum average speed of vehicle i in interval m on segment s of route r

Vmax is,imri

maximal average speed of vehicle i in interval m on segment s of route r

s r s rj

p i siiri j
iq

N si ri

jq

s jrj
s r
N j j

number of passengers wishing to transfer from vehicle i of segment si of route

ri at transfer stop
twt

si ri s j r j
sr

iq i is r jq
N ii

s jrj
s r
N j j

q

si ri
N si ri

to vehicle j of segment s j of route rj at transfer stop

q

s jrj
s r
N j j

transfer walking time required from vehicle i of segment si of route ri at
transfer stop

q

si ri
N si ri

to vehicle j of segment s j of route rj at transfer stop

follows that if transfer stop
twt

si ri s j r j

iq

si ri
N si ri

jq

s jrj
s r
N j j

q

si ri
N si ri

and

q

s jrj
s r
N j j

q

s jrj
s r
N j j

. It

are a shared transfer stop, then

0.

5.5.2. Assumptions
Without loss of generality, the following assumptions are made.
A1. It is assumed that the transfer control center has full information of each route leading to
it, including planned departure time, passenger demands, transferring passenger, running
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time and dwell time; passenger demands would not change with a varying bus arrival time.
A2. The PT drivers comply with the speed-change and holding instructions provided by their
communication coordinator.
A3. GPS devices embedded on the PT vehicles can provide real-time accurate vehicle location
information to the transfer control center.
A4. Drivers can receive timely instructions and implement the operational tactics on time.
A5. Direct transfer occurs when vehicles arrive at the same transfer stop within an interval of
t minutes; that is, the transfer walking time is not included in the transfer time considered.
A6. If the arrival time difference, at the transfer stop, is less than t, an arrived vehicle will not
depart until its peers arrive to make direct transfers.
A7. Transferring passengers will board the first arrived vehicle in order to minimize their
transfer waiting time.

5.5.3. Distance-based Dynamic Speed-Adjustment Model
Consider a transfer point of two PT routes. The time-distance diagram of vehicles for fixed
single-point encounter scenario and flexible road-segment encounter scenario are shown in
Figure 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), respectively. The time horizon of each route segment is divided into
M sr intervals of equal size. The length of each interval is  . Drivers will receive real-time

advisory speed-adjustment information by a communication coordinator for each interval and
holding time information for the last interval based on their distance to the transfer point.
d sr

d sr
disi ri

disi ri

s r

Distance

s r

djj j

djj j

Distance

Feasible direct
transfer points
Direct transfer point
s r s j rj

ds i i

Shared route sections
0

0

t
Time
(a)

Route 1

t
Route 2

Time
(b)

Figure 5.6 Time-distance diagrams of two vehicles moving to a same transfer point
(a) fixed single-point encounter transfer; (b) flexible road-segment encounter transfer
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Fixed Single-Point Encounter Scenario
The update rules for average running speed adjustment, for the fixed single-point encounter
scenario, are given as follows:
sr
j j
if di ,imi  d j , m
sr

vis,imri 1  vis,imri  a ; v j ,jmj 1  v j ,jmj  b .
sr

sr

sr
j j
else if di ,imi  d j ,m
sr

vis,imri 1  vis,imri  b' ; v j ,jmj 1  v j ,jmj  a' .
sr

sr

sr
j j
else di ,imi  d j , m
sr

sr
j j
if vi ,imi  v j , m
sr

















1


 sr 1

s r
s r
s r
s r
vis,imri 1  max  vis,imri  vis,imri  v j ,jmj , Vmin is,i mri 1  ; v j ,jmj 1  min  v j ,jmj  vis,imri  v j ,jmj , Vmax j j,mj 1  .
2
2




sr
j j
else if vi ,imi  v j , m
sr

1 sr


 sr 1 sr

s r
s r
vis,imri 1  min  vis,imri  v j ,jmj  vis,imri , Vmax is,i mri 1  ; v j ,jmj 1  max  v j ,jmj  v j ,jmj  vis,imri , Vmin j j,mj 1  .
2
2




sr
j j
else vi ,imi  v j , m
sr

vis,imri 1  vis,imri ; v j ,jmj 1  v j ,jmj .
sr

sr

end
where

a and

a ' are accelerations and b and b ' are decelerations. The average running speed

of vehicle i in interval

m

on segment

v 
sr
im

s

sr

of route r , vim is defined as follows:

dis,imri 1  dis,imri

A(t )im1  A(t )im   Dqmsiri
k
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sr

sr

For distance di ,imi larger than distance d j ,jmj , vehicle i will be accelerated by

a and vehicle

j

sr

sr

will be decelerated by b . If distance di ,imi is less than distance d j ,jmj , then vehicle i will
sr

sr

decelerate by b ' and vehicle j will accelerate by a ' . For distances di ,imi and d j ,jmj equal and
s r

sr

s r

sr

speeds vi ,imi and v j ,jmj not equal, the next speeds vi ,imi 1 and v j ,jmj 1 are to be adjusted to attain
equal speeds. If both the distance and speed are equal, the speeds remain unchanged.
The values of a , b , a ' and b ' for each case are determined as follows:
sr
j j
Case Ⅰ: di ,imi  d j , m
sr

dis,imri  d j ,jmj
s r

Let  







 vis,imri  v j ,jmj , where
s r



is the length of interval. The values of a , b are

obtained by solving the following minimization problem.
min a  b  

(5.2)

subject to:

vis,imri  a  Vmax is,imri 1

(5.3)

v j ,jmj  b  Vmin j j,mj 1

(5.4)

sr

sr

a0

(5.5)

b0

(5.6)
sr

s r

The objective function of the model is to minimize the distance gap between di ,imi 1 and d j ,jmj1
in interval m  1 , where di ,imi 1  di ,imi  vi ,imi and d j ,jmj1  d j ,jmj  v j ,jmj  , in order to achieve a direct
sr

sr

sr

sr

sr

sr

transfer. The constraints are of minimum and maximum speed limits.



 



j j
j j
Let   Vmax i ,imi 1  Vmin j ,m1  vi ,imi  v j ,m . Certainly the optimal solution for the above

sr

sr

sr

sr

problem is a  b   . The rules for determining the values of a , and b , to minimize total
passenger travel time, are as follows:
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if   

a  Vmaxis,imri 1  vis,imri ; b  v sj ,mr  Vmin sj ,rm1 .
j j

j j

else   
if Vmax i ,imi 1  vi ,imi  
sr

sr

a   ; b  0.
else Vmax i ,imi 1  vi ,imi  
sr

sr

a  Vmaxis,imri 1  vis,imri ; b     Vmaxis,mr 1  vis,mr  .
i i

i i

end
sr
Case Ⅱ: di ,imi  d j ,jmj
sr



Similarly, let   v
'

si ri
i ,m

v



s j rj
j ,m

dis,imri  d j ,jmj
s r



, and a ' , b ' are obtained by solving the following

minimization programming problem.
min a '  b'   '

(5.7)

subject to:

v j ,jmj  a'  Vmax j j,mj 1

(5.8)

vis,imri  b'  Vmin is,imri 1

(5.9)

sr

sr

a'  0

(5.10)

b'  0

(5.11)

The rules for determining the values of a ' , and b ' , to minimize total passenger travel time,
are same as those of Case Ⅰ.
Flexible Road-Segment Encounter Scenario
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The update rules for average running speed adjustment, for the flexible road-segment encounter
sr

sr

scenario, when the distances di ,imi and d j ,jmj are not equal, are same as for the fixed single-point
sr

sr

encounter scenario. However, when the distances di ,imi and d j ,jmj are equal, the update rules for
travel speed adjustment are a bit different. New rules for average running speed update are
given as follows:
sr
if di ,imi  d j ,jmj  d s
s r

sr
if vi ,imi  v j ,jmj
s r

















1


sr
vis,imri 1  max  vis,imri  vis,imri  v j ,jmj , Vmin is,imri 1  ;
2


 sr 1

sr
sr
sr
v j ,jmj 1  min  v j ,jmj  vis,imri  v j ,jmj , Vmax j j,mj 1  .
2


sr
else if vi ,imi  v j ,jmj
s r

1 sr


vis,imri 1  min  vis,imri  v j ,jmj  vis,imri , Vmax is,imri 1  ;
2


 sr 1 sr

sr
sr
v j ,jmj 1  max  v j ,jmj  v j ,jmj  vis,imri , Vmin j j,mj 1  .
2


sr
else vi ,imi  v j ,jmj
s r

vis,imri 1  vis,imri ; v sj ,mr 1  v sj ,mr .
j j

j j

end
sr
else di ,imi  d j ,jmj  d s
sr

vis,imri 1  Vmaxis,imri 1 ; v sj ,mr 1  Vmax sj ,rm1 .
j j

j j

end
The change of scenario occurs when the distances of the two vehicles to the end of their shared
road-segment are equal and less than the length of the shared road-segment. In next intervals
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the vehicles will run by their maximum speeds in order to minimize the total passenger travel
time.

5.5.4. Holding vehicles at Transfer Point
Holding vehicles at transfer points can improve the opportunity of direct transfers. However,
it will increase the dwell time. It has both positive and negative impacts on the total passenger
travel time. There is a trade-off between the number of transferring and on-board passengers.

5.5.5. Evaluation of Performance
Evaluation of the performance of the proposed distance-based dynamic speed-adjustment
model, IVC scheme based, takes place using two main measures: (i) total number of
simultaneous arrivals, (ii) change of total passenger travel time.
The total number of simultaneous arrivals of an observation time horizon can be obtained
directly by comparing the arrival times of vehicles at a transfer point.
For the i-th vehicle, the change in total passenger travel time ( TPTTi ) includes four elements:
the change of in-vehicle passenger travel time ( PTTi ), the change of passenger waiting time
( PWTi ), the change of passenger transfer waiting time ( PTWTi ), and the holding time at
transfer points (Hi). The change of total passenger travel time of all vehicles is defined as:

TPTT    PTTi  PWTi  PTWTi  H i 

(5.12)

i

The change of in-vehicle passenger travel time ( PTTi ) is calculated by:

PTTi  PTTi*  PTTi    pinsr  einsr  linsr  tinsr
r

*

where PTTi and

s

(5.13)

n

PTTi denote the total in-vehicle passenger travel time of post-tactics and

pre-tactics, respectively.
The change of downstream passenger waiting time

PWTi is calculated by:

 N sr

PWTi     eiksr tinsr

r
s
n  k  PI nsr
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The change of passenger transfer waiting time is defined by the following equation:

PTWTi  PTWTi*  PTWTi
*

where PTWTi and

(5.15)

PTWTi denote the passenger transfer waiting time at the transfer point of
*

post-tactics and pre-tactics, respectively. The PTWTi and

PTWTi are obtained by the

following Equations (5.15) and (5.16), respectively.



 p si rsirs j rj s jrj  D(t ) s j rsjjrj  A(t ) si rsiiri  twt si rsirs j rj s j rj  ,
iq s r
iq i si r jq s r 
jq s r
iq i si r jq s r 

N ii
N ii
N ii
N j j
N j j
N j j



*
PTWTi  

 s rs r
s r
s rs r
 piqi siiri j j jqs jrj  D(t ) jqj sjjrj   hrj  A(t )iqsi rsiiri  twtiqi siiri j jjqs jrj
s
r

s
r
s
r
s
r
s r
i
i
N
N si ri
 N ii N j j 
N j j
N j j


if A(t )iqsi rsiiri  twt

si ri s j r j

iq

N si ri

si ri
N si ri

jq

s jrj
s r
N j j


,



 D(t )

s j rj
jq

s j rj
s r
N j j

otherwise;

(5.16)



 p si rsirs j rj s jr j  D(t ) s j rsjjrj  A(t ) si rsiiri  twt si rsirs j rj s jr j  ,
iq s r
iq i si r jq s r 
jq s r
iq i si r jq s r 

N ii
N ii
N ii
N j j
N j j
N j j



PTWTi  

 s rs r
s r
s rs r
 piqi siiri j j jq s jrj  D(t ) jqj sjjrj   hrj  A(t )iqsi rsiiri  twtiqi siiri j jjqs jrj
s
r

s
r
s
r
s
r
s r
i
i
N
N si ri
 N ii N j j 
N j j
N j j


if A(t )iqsi rsiiri  twt
N si ri

si ri s j r j

iq

si ri
N si ri


,



jq

s jrj
s r
N j j

 D(t )

s j rj
jq

s jrj
s r
N j j

otherwise;

(5.17)
Where hrj is the headway of route j , and  is a integer variable that is used to minimize the
passenger transfer waiting time.
The holding time at transfer points ( H i ) is defined by:


H i   piqsi rsiiri  eiqsi rsiiri  liqsi sriiri
 N siri
N si ri
N si ri


 q Ni isiri
 hi


sr

(5.18)

By substituting Equations (5.16) and (5.17) into Equation (5.15), and combining Equations
(5.13), (5.14) and (5.18), the change of total passenger travel time is attained.

5.6. Case Study
The effectiveness of the optimization model and its potential for implementation is assessed by
a case study. This case study relates to a real-life public-transport network of Beijing, China.
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The PT network of the case study is illustrated in Figure 5.6; it comprises three bus routes with
five transfer points. Route 658 and 694 run from north to south and route 728 runs from west
to east. Transfer point 1, 2, 3, and 4 are fixed single-point encounter transfers and transfer point
5 is a road-segment encounter transfer.
Transfer point 2
Transfer point 1

Transfer point 3

Transfer point 4

Legend
Route 658

Transfer point 5

Route 694
Route 728

Figure 5.7 A bus network of Beijing with three bus routes and five transfer points
(Note: Blue lines represent the road network)

5.6.1. Data Collection
Data of the three routes were collected from the Beijing Public Transport Holdings, Ltd. The
data include information of routes, vehicles, and passengers.
Route Information
Route information comprises of route ID, route direction, number of stops, stop ID, stop
latitude and longitude, distance between stops, and pre-planned timetable.
Vehicle Information
All vehicles are equipped with GPS device and can share their real-time speed and location
information with the control center. The information was updated using intervals of 30 seconds.
The collected vehicle information comprises of vehicle ID, driver ID, departure and arrival
time at each stop, planned headway, vehicle location, and average running speed.
Passenger Information
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Passenger information, collected from IC cards, comprises of the number of passengers
boarding and alighting at each stop, and the number of passengers transferring at each transfer
stop. The collected data is shown in parts in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
Table 5.2 Route information, vehicle arrival and departure times, and the number of boarding and
alighting passengers of three bus routes

(a) Route 658, headway=10 minutes, Vehicle ID: 13524
Arrival time

Departure time

Boarding

Alighting

Stop

Distance between
stops (km)

1

8:06:00

8:07:00

24

0

0

2

8:09:56

8:10:44

17

2

0.612

3

8:14:00

8:14:53

18

16

0.953

4

8:16:58

8:18:04

19

9

0.67

5

8:23:11

8:23:51

0

19

1.052

6

8:27:00

8:27:32

7

3

1.208

7

8:29:22

8:29:42

0

2

0.486

8

8:32:32

8:33:31

18

5

1.57

9

8:34:52

8:35:10

8

10

0.452

10

8:36:31

8:37:02

5

7

0.496

11

8:39:00

8:39:32

4

13

0.555

12

8:40:47

8:41:10

3

1

0.649

13

8:42:01

8:42:13

0

2

0.273

14

8:44:39

8:45:37

12

7

0.741

15

8:47:10

8:48:01

3

6

0.838

16

8:49:31

8:49:50

1

7

0.955
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17

8:51:33

8:52:10

4

5

0.452

18

8:53:53

8:54:51

7

10

0.7

19

8:57:51

8:58:42

0

2

0.937

20

9:00:38

9:01:24

0

6

1.417

21

9:03:00

9:03:29

1

0

0.641

22

9:05:20

9:05:38

2

1

1.316

23

9:07:09

9:07:39

3

5

0.89

24

9:09:00

9:09:42

1

2

0.861

25

9:12:40

9:12:58

0

1

2.158

26

9:14:52

9:15:08

2

2

1.318

27

9:16:45

9:17:16

2

1

1

28

9:18:29

9:19:00

0

1

0.872

29

9:20:16

9:20:25

1

1

0.785

30

9:23:09

9:23:36

0

2

0.983

31

9:26:48

9:27:43

2

4

0.745

32

9:29:50

9:30:35

1

3

1.062

33

9:31:36

9:32:20

1

5

0.501

34

9:38:54

9:40:02

0

6

1.985

(b) Route 694, headway=10 minutes, Vehicle ID: 13984
Stop

Arrival time

Departure time Boarding

Alighting

Distance between
stops (km)
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1

8:01:00

8:04:00

27

0

0

2

8:07:00

8:08:00

16

0

0.496

3

8:10:33

8:11:07

7

15

0.792

4

8:15:24

8:16:35

13

9

1.114

5

8:19:50

8:20:25

0

3

1.247

6

8:23:26

8:25:00

19

7

1.151

7

8:28:59

8:29:55

5

2

0.857

8

8:33:58

8:35:10

19

20

1.55

9

8:38:19

8:40:15

13

8

1.493

10

8:47:39

8:48:48

10

24

2.553

11

8:52:10

8:52:39

0

3

2.245

12

8:54:40

8:55:08

8

16

1.133

13

8:57:36

8:58:09

4

15

1.619

14

9:06:27

9:07:36

6

8

4.255

15

9:10:50

9:11:00

2

2

1.871

16

9:17:01

9:17:20

3

4

4.454

17

9:18:46

9:18:59

0

3

0.465

18

9:20:52

9:21:46

1

5

1.173

19

9:24:39

9:25:20

1

5

1.44

20

9:29:31

9:30:19

0

3

0.729

21

9:35:32

9:38:34

0

2

0.828
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(c) Route 728, headway=9 minutes, Vehicle ID: 64431
Stop

Arrival time

Departure time

Boarding

Alighting Distance between
stops (km)

1

8:17:00

8:18:00

5

0

0

2

8:22:06

8:24:00

21

2

0.986

3

8:26:50

8:27:20

3

2

1.2

4

8:32:40

8:32:40

0

0

1.756

5

8:44:50

8:46:00

10

3

2.52

6

8:49:50

8:50:48

0

0

0.782

7

8:53:50

8:53:50

0

0

1.031

8

8:58:21

9:00:52

1

2

2.46

9

9:05:16

9:06:42

0

7

2.308

10

9:09:57

9:12:00

1

4

2.022

11

9:14:43

9:15:04

1

5

1.198

12

9:19:43

9:20:00

1

6

1.219

13

9:24:00

9:25:00

2

4

2.51

14

10:02:44

10:03:12

0

5

16.103

15

10:05:48

10:06:12

2

3

0.245

16

10:11:12

10:12:57

2

0

0.676

17

10:20:37

10:21:54

0

6

3.406

18

10:25:37

10:27:45

0

0

0.725
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Table 5.3 Transferring passengers of the case study network

Transfer point

From route

To route
658

694

728

1

658

－

10

－

1

694

2

－

－

2

658

－

3

－

2

694

6

－

－

3

658

－

－

3

3

728

2

－

－

4

694

－

－

10

4

728

－

1

－

5

658

－

1

－

5

694

2

－

－

5.6.2. Analysis and Results
The optimization model developed was applied to the case study. In what follows is a
comparison between the operation without using tactics, and the operation with tactics.
The optimization procedure for updating average running speeds, for all the five transfer points,
is implemented using MATLAB Version R2011a (7.12.0.635) on a PC with 3.20 GHz and 2.00
GB memory. The original time-distance diagram, of the case study, without using any
operational tactics is depicted on the left hand side of Figure 8 at all the five transfer points.
The adjusted time-distance diagram, using the proposed operational tactics (model outcome),
are shown on the right hand side of Figure 5.8.
The interval of speed adjustment, in this case study, is five minutes. The average transfer
walking time is assumed to be one minute. The arrival time difference t is one minute, thus,
when this difference is equal or less one minute holding tactics are employed to increase the
opportunity of direct transfers. The results of holding times of vehicles on each route at each
transfer points are shown in Table 5.4 and it ranges between zero (simultaneous arrivals of
vehicles) and 47 seconds.
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4

Vehicle on route 658
Vehicle on route 694

3

2.5

2.5

2
1.5

Vehicle on route 658
Vehicle on route 694

3.5

3

1

With tactics

4

Distance (km)

Distance (km)

3.5

Without tactics

2
1.5

Missed direct
transfer

1

0.5

Direct transfer
Direct transfer

0.5

0
08:00:00 08:10:00 08:20:00 08:30:00
Time

0
08:00:00 08:10:00 08:20:00 08:30:00
Time

(a) Transfer point 1.
8

8

Vehicle on route 658
Vehicle on route 694

7

6

6

5

5

Distance (km)

Distance (km)

7

Without tactics

4
3
2

Missed direct
transfer

Vehicle on route 658
Vehicle on route 694

4
3
2

1

With tactics

Direct transfer
Direct transfer

1

0
08:15:00 08:30:00 08:45:00 09:00:00
Time

0
08:15:00 08:30:00 08:45:00 09:00:00
Time

(b) Transfer point 2.
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Without tactics
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Vehicle on route 658
Vehicle on route 728

8
6
4

Vehicle on route 658
Vehicle on route 728

10

Distance (km)

Distance (km)

10

With tactics

12

8
6
Direct
transfer

4

Missed direct
transfer

Direct transfer

2

2

0
08:30:00 08:45:00 09:00:00 09:15:00
Time

0
08:30:00 08:45:00 09:00:00 09:15:00
Time

(c) Transfer point 3.
Without tactics

5

Vehicle on route 694
Vehicle on route 728

4

4

3.5

3.5

3
2.5
2
1.5
1

Direct
transfer

3
2.5
2
1.5

Missed direct transfer

1

0.5
0
08:45:00

Vehicle on route 694
Vehicle on route 728

4.5

Distance (km)

Distance (km)

4.5

With tactics

5

Direct
transfer
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(d) Transfer point 4.
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Without tactics

7

Vehicle on route 658
Vehicle on route 694

6

3
Distance (km)

Distance (km)

Vehicle on route 658
Vehicle on route 694

3.5

5
4
3
2

With tactics

4

Direct
transfer

2.5
2

Direct transfer without
transfer walking

1.5
1.4
1

Missed direct transfer

1.4
1

Direct transfer

0.5

0
08:30:00

09:00:00
Time

0
08:45:00

09:30:00

09:00:00
Time

09:15:00

(e) Transfer point 5.
Figure 5.8 Time-distance diagrams of the five transfer points with and without tactics
Table 5.4 Holding times of vehicles on each route at each transfer point

Transfer point

Route 658

Route 694

Route 728

1

7 sec

38sec

－

2

3 sec

4 sec

－

3

34 sec

－

10 sec

4

－

47 sec

0 sec

5

0 sec

0 sec

－

The results of the two main measures of comparison are shown in Table 5.5. These results
indicate that without using any operational tactics, pre-planned direct transfers do not always
occur. There is only one direct transfer occurred at transfer point 4 for passengers transferring
from route 694 to route 728. By implementing the proposed operational tactics (model
outcome) the number of successful direct transfers becomes twelve, an increase of 1,100%. It
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is to note that at transfer point 5 (see Figure 5.8), which is a road-segment encounter transfer,
simultaneous arrivals of vehicles occur at a shared road segment and contribute largely to this
significantly improved result.
Table 5.5 Results of the number of direct transfers and change in total passenger travel time without and
with using tactics

Without tactics

With tactics

Number of direct transfers

1

12

Change of total passenger travel time

0

-83,236 sec

The total passenger travel time with tactics is 547,340 seconds and reduced by 83,236 seconds,
which is a reduction of 13.2% compared with the figure 630,576 seconds related to without
using tactics. No doubt that both results will make the service more attractive and reliable.

5.7. Conclusions
The stochastic nature of traffic flow, fluctuations of public-transport (PT) demand and PT
driver behaviour are among the major reasons that pre-planned synchronized PT transfers do
not always occur. Missed direct transfer increases the transfer waiting time, the total passenger
travel time, and thus reducing the attractiveness of PT systems.
This work presents an inter-vehicle communication (IVC) based optimization scheme to
improve the number of simultaneous vehicle arrivals at transfer points. With the availability of
real-time vehicle location, vehicle speed, number of boarding and alighting and transferring
passengers and arrival time information, operational tactics can be used online and in real time.
Two operational tactics, changing vehicle speed and holding vehicles at transfer points, are
employed using optimization framework. A semi-decentralized control strategy is developed
to allow for the optimization program to be a decentralized with parallel processing. A distancebased dynamic speed-adjustment model is developed for updating vehicle running speed under
both fixed single-point encounter scenario and flexible road-segment encounter scenario. The
developments proposed are applied to a case study of PT network in Beijing, China. The case
study focuses on the examination of the total number of direct transfers and the total passenger
travel time. The results show that by applying the proposed methodology, the number of direct
transfers can be considerably increased by 1,100%, and the total passenger travel time can be
significantly reduced by 13.2%. These encouraging results demonstrate the potential benefits
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existed for public transport systems with the implementation of IVC scheme and online
operational tactics. Future studies may expand the operational tactics, IVC-scheme based,
using both simulation and optimization tools.
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6.1. Abstract
Synchronized transfers in public transport (PT) networks are utilized to reduce the inter-route
or inter-modal passenger transfer waiting time and provide well-connected PT services.
However, in practice, it is a well-known phenomenon that synchronized transfers are not
always materialized because of some stochastic and uncertain factors, such as traffic
disturbances and disruptions, fluctuations of passenger demand and erroneous behaviour of PT
drivers. This work proposes a communication-based cooperative control (CCC) strategy, which
is based on a library of selected operational tactics, such as skip-stop/station, holding, and
changes in speed, to increase the actual occurrence of synchronized transfers and thus reduce
average passenger transfer waiting time. The performance of the CCC strategy is compared
with other three control strategies, namely the without-control strategy, the conventional
schedule-based control strategy and the communication-based non-cooperative control
strategy, according to various system performance indicators. A Monte Carlo method-based
simulation procedure is developed to address the endogenous randomness in vehicle travel
time, passenger demand and driver behaviour. The proposed methodology has been applied to
a detailed example network and a case study in Auckland, New Zealand. The simulation and
optimization results show that, compared to other three control strategies, the CCC strategy has
the best performance in improving the actual occurrences of planned synchronized transfers,
reducing average passenger transfer waiting time and reducing vehicle bunching percentage.
Therefore, the CCC strategy has large potential for increasing the efficiency of PT networks
which involves synchronized transfers and ultimately improving the attractiveness of PT
service.
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6.2. Introduction
Improving public-transport (PT) service reliability is one of the most important tasks in PToperations planning. Unreliable PT service found as one of the main reasons to reduce
considerabley the attractiveness of PT service (Ceder, 2016). As a result, continued unreliable
PT service will not only frustrate the existing passengers, but will also cause a loss of potential
new users. Transfer synchronization is an instrument commonly used by PT planners and
operators to increase the connectivity of PT service. In New Zealand for example, the Public
Health Advisory Council lists good service connectivity as a major point in improving
accessibility to PT (Public Health Advisory Committee, 2010). The goal of developing an
integrated and better-connected PT network which can allow seamless and smooth transfers
between hierarchical high and low frequency lines was recently proposed for Auckland
(Auckland Transport, 2013). Synchronized PT transfers are utilized to reduce the inter-route or
inter-modal passenger transfer waiting time and provide a well-connected service. This paper
focuses on the PT transfer synchronization problem by using a communication-based
cooperative control strategy.
The PT transfer synchronization problem can be analysed at the planning level and at the
operation level. At the planning level, planning tools of maximal synchronized timetable
(MST) and timed transfer system (TTS) were introduced to planners in order to maximize the
number of simultaneous arrivals of PT vehicles at transfer nodes (Domschke, 1989; Ceder et
al., 2001; Vuchic, 2005). However, in practice, it is a well-known phenomenon that
synchronized transfers are not always materialized as planned because of some stochastic and
uncertain factors, such as traffic disturbances and disruptions, fluctuations of passenger
demand and erroneous behaviour of PT drivers. This missed-connection problem can be mostly
avoided, if the movement of vehicles on PT routes is well-controlled in real time, at the
operation level, by using some selected online operational tactics, such as skip-stop/station,
holding, and changes in speed (Ceder, 2016).
To date there are three main decision-making problems that were not well addressed yet about
using operational tactics. First, in the previous studies, researchers examined the effect of only
one or two operational tactics while, in fact, there is a group of operational tactics that can be
used. The combinatorial effect of these operational tactics is not well investigated yet. Second,
the PT network structure of previous studies includes only one route or a small unidirectional
network with link travel time and passenger demand assumed to be deterministic; certainly not
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fully a realistic assumption. Third, operational tactics of previous studies are used in a static,
not dynamic, manner; that is, without real-time communication among PT drivers and
dispatchers. The rapid development of information and communication technology, especially
the current vehicle-to-vehicle communication technology, opens the door to use operational
tactics in real time. This study, in comparison with others, uses the availability of real-time
information to quickly correct schedule deviations and allows for increasing the chances of
simultaneous (without wait) transfers.
To solve these challenging decision-making problems efficiently, a comprehensive
optimization framework is required to analyse, in real time, the combinatorial effect of various
operational tactics on the whole PT network under dynamic and stochastic conditions. In order
to do so, this study develops a communication-based decentralized cooperative optimization
framework to support the dynamic decision-making process of PT operators in choosing
operational tactics and determining the optimal values of the selected operational tactics. Based
on this decision-making framework, various control strategies for increasing PT transfer
synchronization are investigated and compared in this study.
The PT transfer synchronization problem has been extensively studied in the literature. The
problem attempts to maximize the number of simultaneous arrivals of PT vehicles at transfer
points so that passengers will have minimum waiting time when transferring from one route to
another (Ceder, 2016). In general terms, measures usually utilized by PT planners and
operators to achieve maximum synchronized transfers can be classified into two stages:
planning stage and operation stage (Hadas and Ceder, 2010).
The planning stage aims at developing synchronized (coordinated or timed) PT timetables
(schedules) for given networks and passenger demand so as to minimize transfer waiting time
of all passengers. In the literature, the PT timetable synchronization problem is usually
formulated as integer-programming problems (e.g., Klemt and Stemme, 1988; Domschke,
1989; Bookbinder and Desilets, 1992; Voß, 1992; Ceder et al., 2001; Eranki, 2004; Wong et
al., 2008; Shafahi and Khani, 2010; Ibarra-Rojas and Rios-Solis, 2012; Wu et al., 2015).
Knoppers and Muller (1995) investigated the impact of fluctuations in passenger arrival times
on the possibilities and limitations of synchronized PT transfers. They concluded that transfer
synchronization is gainful when the arrival time of the feeder line is within a time window with
a length relatives to the headway of the connecting line. In most of previous studies, route
departure times are usually chosen as decision variables. In addition, Wong et al. (2008) and
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Wu et al. (2015) also treated running times and headway as decision variables. Some studies
extended the concept of simultaneous arrival of vehicles into arrival within a time window
(Eranki, 2004), and also including consideration of avoiding bus bunching and oriented
synchronization (e.g., Ibarra-Rojas and Rios-Solis, 2012). Ginkel and Schöbel (2007) studied
the transfer synchronization between a train and its feeder bus service on the condition that the
scheduled train service is behind of schedule due to some unexpected disturbances. They
termed this train-bus transfer synchronization problem as delay management problem (DMP).
A bi-criteria integer programming model was proposed for the DMP, aiming to minimize both
the total delays of all vehicles across all stations and the weighted number of missed
connections.
Most of these previous studies assumed that all the input variables, e.g., vehicle travel time,
dwell time, passenger demand and route structure, are static and deterministic, i.e., not subject
to uncertainty. Another approach for modelling this problem by taking into consideration of
uncertainty is the use of stochastic programming. Lee and Schonfeld (1991) considered the
stochastic arrivals of PT vehicles at transfer nodes and proposed to add slack times into
schedule to reduce the missed connection. Wu et al. (2015) recently developed a stochastic
integer programming model to capture the stochastic property of vehicle travel times. Slack
times are inserted in the timetable to mitigate the randomness caused by random traveling
times. However, it is known that adding slack time will reduce the average vehicle running
time, and thus increase the total passenger travel time. In some worst cases, it may cause service
deteriorations further along the route. As pointed by Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011), this
medicine (slack) is sometimes worse than the illness (irregular headways).
Because of the NP-hard complexity of the optimization models, it is impossible for large PT
networks to obtain exact solutions efficiently by using exsisting commercial optimization
software. Therefore, various kinds of heuristic solution algorithms were proposed, such as
regret methods and improvement algorithms (Domschke, 1989), iterative improvement
algorithm (Bookbinder and Desilets, 1992), first-middle procedure (Ceder et al., 2001),
optimization-based heuristic method (Wong et al., 2008) and other meta-heuristic algorithms,
e.g., tabu search (Voß, 1992), genetic algorithm (Shafahiand and Khani, 2010; Wu et al., 2015)
and multi-start iterated local search algorithm (Ibarra-Rojas and Rios-Solis, 2012). All in all,
the main objective is to develop a maximum synchronized timetable so as to minimize transfer
waiting time and improve transfer service reliability.
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Nonetheless, it has been known for more than 50 years (Newell and Potts, 1964) that if no
control strategies are used, even a very small disturbance can cause serious off-schedule
running; this schedule deviation may be amplified and propagated along the route, causing
serious service disruptions and deteriorations. In order to control the inherent randomness in
PT operation, control actions such as holding, skip-stop/segment and changes in speed are
utilized (Ceder, 2007). Osuna and Newell (1972), Barnett (1974) and Newell (1974) showed
how holding vehicle at a chosen stop can be used to reduce both the average passenger waiting
time and average in-vehicle passenger delay. However, control actions, in these studies, are
used in a static, not dynamic, fashion; that is without considering real-time vehicle location and
passenger demand information.
The rapid development of information and communication technology (ICT), such as
automatic vehicle location (AVL), geographic information systems (GIS) and automated
passenger counters (APC), opens the door to use operational tactics to improve the performance
of PT systems in real time. In the context of transfer synchronization, the importance of using
ICT has been addressed by Dessouky et al. (1999, 2003) and Chowdhury and Chien (2001),
who investigated how holding vehicles at timed transfer terminals can improve service
connectivity and reduce transfer delay when using bus tracking and passenger counting
technologies. In addition, some researchers investigated how real-time holding (Eberlein et al.,
2001; Fu and Yang, 2002; Daganzo, 2009; Daganzo and Pilachowski, 2011; Xuan et al., 2011;
Cats et al., 2012), skip-stopping (Sun and Hickman, 2005) and boarding limits (Delgado, 2012)
can be used to reduce vehicle bunching and improve service reliability.
Recent studies focused on examining the combinatorial effects of selected operational tactics
(control actions) on alleviating the uncertainty of simultaneous arrival of PT vehicles at transfer
nodes and correcting schedule deviations. Hadas and Ceder (2010) developed a dynamic
programming-based optimization model to improve transfer synchronization and minimize the
total passenger travel time through deploying a set of preferred operational tactics. Ceder et al.
(2013) developed an optimization and simulation-based model to investigate the impact of
holding and skip-stop tactics on total passenger travel time and the number of simultaneous
transfers. Nesheli and Ceder (2014) extended and refined the work of Ceder et al. (2013) by
introducing the possibility of skip-segment tactics compared with only skip an individual stop.
Later, Nesheli et al. (2015) further added another tactic, short-turn, in the previous study to
investigate the combinatorial effect of three tactics. Liu et al. (2014a; 2014b) proposed a
communication-based vehicle control system (CBVC) for bus transit system to coordinate the
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movement of buses along their routes in a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication
environment. A case study of a PT network in Beijing showed that by applying the proposed
methodology, the number of direct transfers can be considerably increased and the total
passenger travel time can be significantly reduced. Taking into consideration of the stochastic
and time-varying characteristics of vehicle travel times and passenger demand, Liu et al. (2015)
further developed a predictive control methodology to dynamically optimize, in a receding
horizon control manner, the PT vehicle movement process in schedule-based networks.
The above literature review clearly indicates that the communication-based cooperative control
strategy for public-transport transfer synchronization is a new research issue with both
theoretical and practical importance. The purpose of this study is to develop a communicationbased cooperative control strategy, used in the current CBVC system, for increasing the actual
occurrences of planned synchronized transfers and reducing passenger transfer waiting time
through the use of a library online operational tactics. The contribution of this research is
threefold. First, we systematically defined the elements and components used in the
communication-based decentralised cooperative optimization framework. Second, the control
logics of four different control strategies are clearly explained. Third, the performance of these
control strategies are compared and illustrated through a detailed numerical example and a case
study in Auckland, New Zealand.

6.3. Optimization Framework
The working principles of each operational tactics are described in detail by Ceder (2016). This
optimization framework was first described by Liu et al. (2014a; 2014b), for synchronizing
transfers in dynamic PT operations. In a connected vehicle environment, Liu et al. (2014a;
2014b) provided the communication mechanism between different vehicles. For the sake of
simplicity and presentation, the following notations are used.

N

set of transfer nodes in the network

R

set of routes in the network

Sr

set of route segments of route

U Sr 

set of transit stops in route segment

G

set of communication groups including vehicles moving towards the same transfer node

T

set of tactics deployment decision epochs of a vehicle belonging to a communication group

I

set of required vehicle trips,

r , r  R in the network
Sr

i  1, 2,

n, i  I
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S

set of possible states of a vehicle at a transit stop

A

set of available tactics

As

set of available tactics in state

t

a decision epoch at a stop

s

a state at a stop

a

a tactic

P

a state propagation process

vt  a 

value of tactic a  As at decision epoch

dt  s 

decision rule of state



control strategy

MST

maximal synchronized timetable of a network

SATi ,u

scheduled arrival time of vehicle trip

AATi ,u

actual arrival time of vehicle trip

SDTi ,u

scheduled departure time of vehicle trip

ADTi ,u

actual departure time of vehicle trip

NBi ,u

number of boarding passengers of vehicle trip

i at stop u

NAi ,u

number of alighting passengers of vehicle trip

i at stop u

s

sS

a A

t

s at decision epoch t

i at stop u

i at stop u
i at stop u

i at stop u

An example of the optimization framework is illustrated in Figure 6.1 (a) using a simple fourroute PT network with four transfer nodes and twelve route segments. Under the optimization
framework, the whole network is divided into a set of route segments S r by the transfer nodes

ni distributed in the network. Vehicles moving on route segments that lead to the same transfer
nodes belong to the same communication group. As it is shown in Figure 6.1 (b), the simple
PT network is divided into four communication groups. Each communication group is assigned
a central server with a communication coordinator.
Using this optimization framework, a central server with a communication coordinator is
responsible for the communication coordination of vehicles on the route segments leading to a
same communication group. It is assumed that the global positioning system (GPS)-based AVL
devices embedded in the PT vehicles can provide the control centre with real-time vehicle
location information. Thus, the control centre can continuously monitor the vehicles on the
route segments leading to the group. The recorded vehicle data, including location, speed, time,
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etc., information, can be transmitted to the database in the communication control centre in real
time through GSM/GPRS networks. These data are visualized in geographic information
system (GIS) maps. In addition, the transfer control centre can communicate with PT drivers
in real time via the wireless communication system. The control centre has information on each
route leading to it, including planned departure time, passenger demands, transferring
passengers, running time, and dwell time. Based on that knowledge, advisory optimal control
actions are disseminated to the drivers in the group so they can arrive simultaneously or within
a given time window at the same transfer point. The advisory information can be displayed
online to the driver on the on-board variable message sign (VMS) installed in the vehicle,
allowing for peer-cooperative communication.
ROUTE 3

ROUTE 4

S14

S13
S11

ROUTE 1

S 21

n1

S31

n2

g1

g2

Bus of Route 1
Bus of Route 2

S 23
2
1

S 24
S 22

S

ROUTE 2

n4

Bus of Route 3
Bus of Route 4

S32

n3

Central Server

S34

S33

g3

(a)

g4

(b)

A1

A2

A3

AN 1

AN

s1

s2

s3

sN 1

sN

r1

r2

r3

rN 1

rN

Period 1

Period 2

Period N-1
Time

Decision Epoch 1

Decision Epoch 2

Decision Epoch 3

Decision Epoch N-1

Decision Epoch N

(c)

Figure 6.1 Decentralised communication-based cooperative optimization framework:
(a) an example PT network, (b) communication groups of the example network, and (c) symbolic
representation of the dynamic decision-making process
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The basic assumption of the communication-based cooperative control framework is that
drivers will comply with the recommended (feasible) control actions so as to materialize the
direct transfers of passengers without long waiting time. The control centre will have a record
of this compliance to help minimize issues associated with driver behaviour. The main
advantages of dosing so are that operational tactics can be used in real time and drivers can
drive in a cooperative manner. This decentralized control approach also reduces the complexity
of the control problem, and enables control strategies can be applied in practice.
As shown in Figure 6.1 (c), a route segment is further divided into several small route sections
by the stops u distributed in the route segment. The last stop sN is the transfer stop that the
route segment leads to. The route section is further divided into a few smaller intervals. An
interval is a basic unit controlled by the communication control centre, which delivers advisory
control action a, a  A to a PT driver when the vehicle arrives at each interval. New
information is sent to the driver when the vehicle moves to the next interval.
Definition 1 (Control Action). A control action a is defined as an operational tactic that is
used by the PT driver at a decision epoch t .
Definition 2 (Decision Rule). A decision rule dt  s  prescribes how to select an operational
tactic from the available library of tactics for a vehicle trip in a specific state s at a specific
decision epoch t .
The time of the vehicle moving on the route segment is comprised of a set of decision epochs.
At each decision epoch, the state of the vehicle is monitored through the communication center.
There are three possible states at each decision epoch: ahead of schedule, AATu  SATu ; on
schedule, AATu  SATu ; and behind schedule, AATu  SATu . Based on the state of the vehicle
at the stop, suggested control action a with optimal value vt  a  is disseminated to drivers.
Once the driver chooses a suggested control action and deploys it appropriately with the
optimal value, the current schedule deviation can be mostly corrected. Figure 6.2 describes
how control actions are used to maintain a planned vehicle trajectory. It illustrates the case in
which traffic conditions cause the vehicle to slow down before stop 2, together with a passenger
overflow at stop 2. This makes the current vehicle running behind schedule. Thus, a real-time
responsive control action, e.g., speed up, is needed to keep the vehicle running on schedule or
correcting the schedule deviation to the utmost at the next stop. This real-time response can
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help to return service to schedule and avoid the further propagation of schedule deviation along
the route and keep service reliable.
Space
Past

Future

Stop N

Stop N-1
Scheduled vehicle trajectory
Actual vehicle trajectory

Stop 3

Control actions needed

Stop 2

Stop 1

t
Current

Time

Figure 6.2 Time-space diagram for dynamic PT operations

Definition 3 (Control Strategy). A control strategy  is defined as a sequence of decision
rules, i.e.,  i  d1  s  , d2  s  ,

dn  s  for the whole decision epoch. Each decision rule

dt  s  is associated with a decision epoch t and a decision state s . The control strategy 
specifies the decision rule used at each decision epoch.
Definition 4 (State Propagation Process). A state propagation process P is defined as a set
of states of all decision epochs, i.e., P  s1 , s2

sn  for the whole decision horizon T . Each

state st is associated with a decision epoch t .
Vehicles in a PT network are treated as dynamic random elements. Their movements on the
route segment are controlled by some selected dynamic control actions/operational tactics in
real time. The main purpose of controlling these selected moving elements in a PT network
with random variables is to maximize their encounter probability at predefined transfer nodes.
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The dotted line in Figure 6.3 illustrates a possible state propagation process of a vehicle from
stop 1 to stop N on a PT route segment. A stable state propagation process P*  s1 , s2

sn  is

defined as a state propagation process that the states of its each decision epochs are on schedule,
i.e., s1  s2 

 sn  on schedule. This means that all the green nodes in Figure 6.3 are

connected.
An optimization procedure is thus needed to support both PT operators and drivers to
efficiently search and deploy an optimal decision policy  i   d1  s  , d2  s  ,

d n  s   , defined

from a library of feasible operational tactics, with respect to some predetermined systemperformance criteria, e.g., a stable or quasi-stable state propagation process. The optimal
decision policy is the collection of all the optimal decision rules dt  s  at each decision epoch.



The optimal solution of the whole network   1 ,  2 ,

 s

r

 is the collection of all the

optimal decision policies.
Stop 1

Stop 2

Decision epoch 1

Decision epoch 2

Ahead of schedule

Stop 3

Decision epoch 3

On schedule

Stop N-1

Stop N

Decision epoch t-1

Decision epoch t

Behind schedule

At transfer node

Figure 6.3 Graphical representation of the dynamic vehicle state propagation process
(Note: this is of the movement of a vehicle on a route segment)

It can be seen that the proposed optimization framework for the PT transfer synchronization
problem is decentralized, dynamic and cooperative. This communication-based cooperative
control strategy is based on a predetermined maximum synchronized timetable MST . It
intends to keep each vehicle individually on schedule, increase the number of direct transfers
and reduce the total deviation of total passenger travel time from the planned maximal
synchronized timetable MST .
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6.4. Formulation of Control Strategies
The first part of this section presents the proposed communication-based cooperative control
(CCC) strategy. In addition, other three control strategies, i.e., without control (WC) strategy,
conventional schedule-based control (CSC) strategy and communication-based noncooperative control (CNC) strategy, are also presented here mainly as comparisons purposes.
The second part then introduces some evaluation criteria that are used to evaluate the
performance of these four control strategies.

6.4.1. Control Strategies
The underlying principles of the four control strategies are explained in detail as follows. These
strategies are presented in an order that the latter strategy is based on and integrated some
control rules of the former strategy.
Without control (WC) strategy
The without control strategy means that no control actions are applied at each decision epoch.
PT operators and drivers do not adopt any corrective measures for the current PT systems.
Vehicles are just left to their own devices, and move freely and randomly along their route
segments. This is the most common situations in current practice. Intuitively, it will have the
worst performances. This control strategy is mainly used for comparison purpose.
Conventional schedule-based control (CSC) strategy
In the conventional schedule-based control strategy, a planned timetable is usually released to
PT drivers privately or publically in advance. Then, at some predetermined control points, the
driver needs to apply a holding control action in order to keep the vehicle on schedule. Denote

CDTi ,u as the current time which would be the actual departure time of vehicle trip i at stop u
if no control actions are used. Then, the actual departure time of the vehicle ADTi ,u is defined
as follows:
if
CDTi ,u  SDTi ,u

then
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ADTi ,u  SDTi ,u

else
ADTi ,u  CDTi ,u

The conventional schedule-based control strategy only uses holding tactic, and based on the
current departure time and scheduled departure time information. It can be seen that this control
strategy does not make use of any real-time communication between drivers and control centre.
It mostly depends on the pre-planned timetable and drivers’ control efforts at stops/stations.
Usually, this control strategy is used for a single route to regularize its headway, i.e., reducing
vehicle bunching.
Communication-based non-cooperative control (CNC) strategy
The CSC strategy only considers station control with holding tactic, and do not consider other
inter-station control tactics, e.g., possible changes in speed or traffic signal priority. Under the
communication-based control framework, the real-time vehicle location information and the
schedule deviation between the actual vehicle trajectory and the scheduled vehicle trajectory
can be continuously monitored and disseminated to drivers through the control centre. This
information can be displayed online on the VMS installed on the vehicle. Thus, PT drivers can
dynamically adjust their running speed so as to reduce the schedule deviations from the planned
maximum synchronized timetable MST . Under this communication-based non-cooperative
control (CNC) strategy, the actual arrival time AATi ,u of vehicle trip i at stop u is defined as
follows:
AATi ,u  SATi ,u    CATi ,u  SATi ,u

(6.1)

where CATi ,u is the current arrival time of vehicle trip i at stop u if no inter-station control
actions are applied;  is a randomization parameter describing the drivers’ random schedule
recovery behaviour. This parameter is defined as control strength with a random value ranging
from 0 to 1. It is used to capture the inter-station control strength of drivers’ schedule recovery
behaviour on reducing the schedule deviation. If   0 , it means a very strong control effort of
the driver that completely eliminates the schedule deviation and keep the vehicle arriving on
time. On the contrary, if   1 , the vehicle will arrive at time CATi ,u . It means that there is no
drivers’ schedule recovery effort or the effort is futile.
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This drivers’ schedule recovery effort can be realized through automatically and continually
deploying the speed change control action by drivers themselves while driving between
stations. The underlying principle of the station control in the CNC strategy is the same as that
in the CSC strategy. That is the control logic used to determine the actual departure time is the
same. Also only holding tactic is used in the station control. The CNC strategy further considers
the inter-station control by taking advantage of the real-time vehicle trajectory and schedule
deviation information provided by the control centre. However, one potential limitation of this
strategy is that the vehicle trajectory and schedule deviation information are just shared
between the control centre and the driver himself, not shared with other drivers who are in the
same communication group. It means that a driver has only his/her own vehicle travel
information, and does not know any other vehicle travel information of his/her peers. To
remedy this undesirable “illness”, the “medicine” of a communication-based cooperative
control (CCC) strategy is developed.
Communication-based cooperative control (CCC) strategy
In the CCC strategy, vehicle trajectory information is not only disseminated to the vehicle itself,
but also to its peers in the same communication group. Thus, drivers have full information on
both his/her own vehicle trajectory and his/her peers’ vehicle trajectories. By doing so, drivers
can drive in a cooperative, coordinated and adaptive manner. Thus, the collective motion of
vehicles in a PT network will be self-organized. Intuitively, this strategy, with more real-time
information available, may have better performance than the CNC strategy.
The proposed control logic for the CCC strategy is formulated as follows:
if
station u is not a transfer station; NBi ,u  0 and NAi ,u  0
then

vt  skip  station   1
else
if
station u is not a transfer station and max  NBi ,u , NAi ,u   0
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then
compute the actual arrival time AATi ,u and the actual departure time ADTi ,u as follow
AATi ,u  SATi ,u    CATi ,u  SATi ,u
ADTi ,u  max CDTi ,u , SDTi ,u 

else (station u is a transfer station)
compute the actual arrival time AATi ,u and the actual departure time ADTi ,u as follow
AATi ,u  SATi ,u    CATi ,u  SATi ,u





ADTi ,u  max CDTi ,u , SDTi ,u , AATj ,u  max   j ,i 
jRi

where vt  skip  station   1 means skip-station;

Ri is the set of vehicle trips that are planned

to be synchronized with vehicle trip i ;  j ,i is the required walking time from vehicle trip j to
vehicle trip i .
The CCC strategy comprises of three control actions, namely skip-station/stop, holding and
changes in speed. Under this CCC strategy, whether to hold a vehicle at the transfer station or
not depends not only on its own current departure time if without using tactics and the
scheduled departure time, but also on the actual arrival times of its peer vehicles and the
associated transfer walking time needed. It should be pointed out that if there are large
disruptions happened, which will cause a very long delay to some of the peer vehicles, then the
total travel time of the vehicle may increase. However, taking into consideration of the schedule
recovery behaviour of drivers, it is assumed that this long delay situation can be mostly
avoided.

6.4.2. Evaluation of Control Strategies
The examination of the four control strategies calls for criteria in evaluating their performance
and also in selection of the best control actions for implementation. The four control strategies
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are compared with indicators concerned with the transfer waiting time, the transfer connection,
vehicle travel time and the schedule adherence of vehicles.
Transfer waiting time indicator
The transfer waiting time refers to the difference between the actual departure time and the
time that passengers are ready for departure at the boarding platforms. It has an important factor
on passengers’ perception of transfer service reliability. Let RDTi ,u denote the time that
passengers are ready for departure for vehicle trip i at transfer station u . The average transfer
waiting time wt for a PT network with | I | vehicle trips and | N | transfer stations is:
|I |

wt 

|U |

  ADT

i ,u

i 1 u 1

 RDTi ,u 

| I | |U |

(6.2)

Transfers connection indicator
The transfer connection measures the connectivity of the PT service. Using this performance
indicator, it can clearly see how good or bad the planned transfers are materialized. Two criteria
are used in the analysis: the number of connected transfers and the number of missed transfers.
A transfer from vehicle trip j to vehicle trip i is defined as a connected transfer if

RDTi,u  ADTi ,u ; otherwise, it is defined as a missed transfer.
Vehicle travelling indicator
Two measures, the average vehicle travel time and the average vehicle travel speed, are used
in the analysis of vehicle travelling. The average vehicle travel time tt for a PT network with
| I | vehicle trips is defined as:
|I |

tt 

 tt
i 1

i

(6.3)

|I|

where tti is the travel time of vehicle trip i from the beginning of the route to the end of the
route. Let Lr denote the length of route r and I r denote the set of vehicle trips of route r ,
then the average vehicle travel speed ts is defined as:
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ts 

1
| R|

| I
r 1

r

|

| R| | I r |

Lr

r 1 i 1

i

 tt

(6.4)

Both the operators and passengers are concerned with these two measures since they are
directly related to the operation costs and service efficiency.
Schedule adherence indicator
Schedule adherence measures are associated with the headways and the deviations from the
planned maximum synchronized timetable. Three measures are used in the analysis: the
average schedule deviation, the average standard deviation of headways and vehicle bunching
percentage. Although the transfer waiting time and transfer connection indicators are the most
important two indicators of the transfer reliability, the schedule adherence indicator is also very
important since it evaluates the effectiveness of control strategies from a system-wide point of
view, i.e., not just focues on trasnfer stations.
The average schedule deviation refers to the average difference between the actual departure
time and the scheduled departure time. It is defined as:
|I |

sd 

|U |

  ADT

i ,u

i 1 u 1

 SDTi ,u 
(6.5)

| I | |U |

A large variation of headways will lead to long waiting time for randomly arriving passengers.
Let H i ,u denote the headway of vehicle trip i between its former vehicle, and
number of stations in a route r . For a given route
deviation of headways

r

with

| U r | denote the

| I r | vehicle trips, its average standard
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(6.6)

The vehicle bunching percentage is defined as the percentage of vehicle headways that are less
than a threshold headway (h) .
Pr  Hi ,u  (h)  , i  I r , u U r , r  R
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6.5. Monte Carlo Method for Network Simulation
For a given PT network, the travel times between each two stops are treated as random variables,
and also the numbers of boarding/alighting passengers at each stop are not deterministic.
Computation of the system-performance measures requires a proper simulation model. To
understand and investigate the potential effects of the four control strategies, a Monte Carlo
method-based simulation procedure is used. The Monte Carlo method is a useful method used
to simulate the random behaviour of a system. It has been widely used in traffic and
transportation systems simulation (e.g., Papacostas, 1987; Yin et al., 2004; Yan et al., 2012;
Liu et al., 2013). The Monte Carlo method-based simulation procedure used in this study is
outlined as follows:
Step 1 (Initialization): Set the sample number k  1 .
Step 2 (Sampling): For a given PT route, the inter-station travel time rm is assumed to be a
random variable with a given mean and variance. For each vehicle trip, generate a
vector of travel times based on the associated inter-station travel time distribution
functions. For each station, sample the control strength  within a given range.
Step 3 (Calculating parameters): Based on the passenger boarding/alighting rate and the
sampled interstation travel times for each vehicle trip, calculating parameters used for
constructing vehicle trajectory, which include vehicle arrival/departure time at each
stop, headways, the number of boarding/alighting passengers, dwell time at each stop.
Step 4 (Deploying control strategies): The four proposed control strategies are applied to
optimize the motion processes of vehicles. After the optimization, a set of new vehicle
trajectories is obtained for each route.
Step 5 (Collecting performance indicators): Based on the modified new vehicle trajectories,
the values of the performance indicators are collected.
Step 6 (Termination): If sample number k  kmax , where kmax is the predetermined sample
size, then increase sample number k : k  1 and go to step 2; otherwise, stop.
After the termination of the simulation, the values of performance measures can be collected.
Then, the mean value of these parameters can be calculated and thus comparisons of the
performances of the control strategies can be conducted.
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6.6. Numerical Example
In this section, a detailed numerical example is used to investigate the performances of the four
control strategies. The example PT network, shown in Figure 6.4, is adapted from the Example
1 in Ceder et al. (2001).

6.6.1. Data Settings
The simple example PT network has two routes with two transfer stops, namely, stop 8 and 14.
Route Ⅰ has 10 stops and route Ⅱ has 11 stops. The lengths of route Ⅰ and route Ⅱ are set
as 11.5km and 15.75 km, respectively. The numbers on the arcs represent the travel times

rm

(min). Both the average travel speeds of the two routes are set as 15km/h. After implementation
of the heuristic algorithm proposed by Ceder et al. (2001), the maximum synchronized
timetable can be obtained. Table 6.1 summaries the resulted departure times for the two routes,
and the corresponding meeting times at the two transfer stops. This maximum synchronized
timetable totally results in 4 simultaneous arrivals of vehicles from the two routes. It should be
noted that by considering both directions, both the direct transfers from route Ⅰ to route Ⅱ
and from route Ⅱ to route Ⅰ can be achieved. Thus there are 8 connected transfers.
10
12
4

9
Route Ⅰ

6

5
1

4

7

8
3

5

8

3
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4

4

6
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Route Ⅱ
6

6
19

4

2

Figure 6.4 The example PT network

The travel times between stops

rm are assumed to follow the normal distributions

N  rm , 0.01rm2  . The average passenger boarding rate and alighting rate at each stop (pass/min)

is shown in Table 6.2. The marginal dwell times per boarding and alighting passenger are taken
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as 4s and 2s, respectively. It is assumed that the vehicle capacity is enough to meet the
passenger demand, i.e., no passengers will be left on the platform and wait for the next bus.
The control strength  is set within the range of 0 to 0.2. For simplicity, the required walking
times for all the transfers from route Ⅰ to route Ⅱ and from route Ⅱ to route Ⅰ are all set as
30s. The threshold headway (h) is taken as 60s.
Table 6.1 Maximal synchronized timetable for the example PT network

Departure time (min)

Meeting time at

Meeting time at

Total no. of

stop 14 (min)

meetings

Route Ⅰ

Route Ⅱ

stop 8 (min)

5

0

25

13

8

33

21

16

41

4

26

61

Table 6.2 Average boarding and alighting rate at each stop (pass/min)

Route

Stop

Route Ⅰ

3

5

8

10

11

13

14

16

18

Boarding

1.250 0.625 0.375 1.250 0.250 0.625 1.000 0.750 0.125 0.000

Alighting

0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.125 0.750 1.250 0.500 1.000 1.625

Stop

Route Ⅱ

1

2

4

6

7

8

9

12

14

15

17

19

Boarding

0.500 2.125 1.250 0.750 1.500 0.125 1.000 1.625 0.375 0.125 0.000

Alighting

0.000 0.000 1.000 0.875 1.500 0.625 0.500 1.750 1.250 0.875 1.000

6.6.2. Simulation Results
The Monte Carlo method-based simulation procedure is applied to simulate the example PT
network under four different control strategies. The procedure is coded in Matlab R2012b and
implemented on a personal computer with 64 bit operating system, Inter Core i5-3570 CPU
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@3.40GHZ, and 8.00 GB RAM. The sample size kmax is set as 2000. After the simulation and
optimization, the final statistical results on the performance measures of route Ⅰ and route Ⅱ
under the four different control strategies are accumulated and summarized in Table 6.3 and
Table 6.4, respectively. The total number of connected and missed transfers for the whole
network of each control strategy are graphically shown in Figure 6.5. The average passenger
transfer waiting time per control strategies is shown in Figure 6.6.
Table 6.3 Simulation results of different control strategies for route Ⅰ

Performace measures

Control strategies
WC

CSC

CNC

CCC

Average transfer waiting time (s)

231

273

192

39

Number of connected transfers

2

2

2

4

Number of missed transfers

2

2

2

0

Average vehicle travel time (s)

2939

2939

2835

2855

(km/h)

14.09

14.09

14.60

14.50

Average schedule deviation (s)

100

72

25

34

Average standard deviation of

112.02

94.99

41.14

40.49

12.28%

12.28%

0.00%

0.00%

Average vehicle travel speeed

headways
Vehicle bunching percentage

Table 6.4 Simulation results of different control strategies for route Ⅱ

Performace measures

Control strategies
WC

CSC

CNC

CCC

Average transfer waiting time (s)

261

328

258

29

Number of connected transfers

2

1

2

4

Number of missed transfers

2

3

2

0

Average vehicle travel time (s)

3779

3922

3832

3841

(km/h)

15.01

14.46

14.80

14.76

Average schedule deviation (s)

123

82

28

34

Average vehicle travel speeed
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Average standard deviation of

133.34

88.66

46.83

41.73

9.52%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

headways
Vehicle bunching percentage

From Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, we can draw an immediate conclusion that applying the CCC
strategy can: (1) significantly improve the number of connected transfers and thus reduce
missed transfer connections, and (2) dramatically reduce the average passenger transfer waiting
time. Without using any operational tactics, there are four successful connected transfers and
four missed transfer connections. Both the CSC and CNC strategies cannot considerably
improve the number of connected transfers. However, using the CCC strategy, all the eight
planned transfers are materialized. What’s more, under the CCC strategy the average passenger
transfer waiting time can be reduced to 68 seconds that is a reduction of 86.18%, compared to
the WC scenario with 492 seconds. The CSC strategy increases the average passenger transfer
waiting time, and the CNC strategy only leads to a slight reduction of 8.54%.

9
8
7

Number

6
5
4

Connected transfers

3

Missed transfers

2
1
0
WC

CSC
CNC
Control strategies

CCC

Figure 6.5 Number of connected and missed transfers per control strategies
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Figure 6.6 Average transfer waiting time per control strategies

It is clear from the above results that the use of the CCC strategy can remarkably improve the
occurrence of planned transfers and significantly reduce the average passenger transfer waiting
time. It can be seen from Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 that the CCC strategy performs better than
the WC and CSC strategies on almost all the performance measures. However, compared to
the CNC strategy, the CCC strategy increases the average vehicle travel time, and thus reduce
the average vehicle travel speed. It also slightly increases the average schedule deviations.
These drawbacks are mainly come from holding vehicles at transfer stops in order to increase
the probability of successful connected transfers. However, since these increase and reduction
are very slight, these drawbacks are not so significant, especially compared to the considerable
improvement in connected transfers and reduction in transfer waiting time. Another interesting
finding from this numerical example study is that the CSC strategy cannot considerably reduce
the vehicle bunching percentage when there are vehicles that are heavily delayed and behind
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Figure 6.7 Vehicle trajectories of route Ⅰ under different control strategies
(a) WC; (b) CSC; (c) CNC; (d) CCC
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Figure 6.8 Vehicle trajectories of route Ⅱ under different control strategies
(a) WC; (b) CSC; (c) CNC; (d) CCC
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The simulated vehicle trajectories of route Ⅰ and route Ⅱ are graphically shown in Figure 6.7
and Figure 6.8, respectively. It can be seen from these figures that without using any control
actions, no surprisingly, vehicles intend to be hunching and have larger headway variations and
schedule deviations than the other three strategies. Although the CSC strategy can somewhat
reduce the schedule deviations, it cannot help to improve the number of transfer connections
and even leads to an increase of transfer waiting times. The CNC and CCC strategies, however,
can perfectly eliminate vehicle bunching, and also have almost the same headway and schedule
deviations. Therefore, we can conclude that the CCC strategy is the most promising one among
the four control strategies on improving the system-wide performance.

6.7. Case Study
To assess and compare the effectiveness of the proposed control strategies and their potential
for future implementation, the four control strategies and the proposed Monte Carlo methodbased simulation procedure have been applied to a real-life example of a small bus network in
Auckland, New Zealand. The Auckland Regional Public Transport Plan was recently released
with the aim of developing an integrated and well-connected PT network which can allow
Aucklanders to have seamless and smooth transfers between hierarchical high and low
frequency PT routes (Auckland Transport, 2013). Planning and operation tools are thus needed
to help develop an integrated multi-modal PT system, including bus, ferry, and train, for the
future sustainable development of the country’s largest and busiest city. Transfers in the current
PT systems are usually criticized for not being convenient and efficient for users. Thus,
synchronization of transfers, through better operations control will definitely reduce the interroute or inter-modal passenger transfer waiting time and make the PT service more reliable and
attractive for car users, as part of the target to reduce traffic congestion, pollution and improve
its sustainability.
Study routes are based on a small existing bus network in one section within the North Shore
and Auckland central business district (CBD) area, as depicted in Figure 6.9. The PT network
selected as the case study is mainly comprised of three bus routes with two transfer points,
namely the Northern Express (NEX), Route 858 and Route 880. The NEX has a segregated
bus lane with two-way and dedicated park and ride facilities along the Northern Motorway
corridor. It provides efficient and reliable service from Albany in North Shore city to the
Britomart Transportation Centre in Auckland CBD. The NEX has a very large volume of users
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during peak hours. Route 858 runs north–south (parallel and to the east of the NEX for much
of its route) from Long Bay to Auckland CBD. Route 880 is feeder loop that transfers with the
NEX and Route 858 at transfer point 1 and point 2, respectively.
The data used in the case study is collected from the Auckland Transport (AT) in May 2014.
The buses in the current AT are equipped with AVL system, which can detect the arrival time
and departure time at a bus stop. Thus, it provides a very good way to collect data on bus
location, vehicle ID, arrival/departure times at stops and calculated travel times between stops.
These recorded data are transmitted, through a communication system, to transit dispatchers.
Thus, the control centre can monitor the schedule adherence of vehicles.

Figure 6.9 Study routes in public transport systems of Auckland city and North Shore

Currently, timetables of the three bus routes are not synchronized at the initial timetable
development stage. Thus, a shifting departure time procedure, using the algorithm developed
in Ceder, (2007), is first adopted to modify the current timetables so as to make these timetables
of the three routes synchronized. The data for each route, as the inputs of the simulation model,
contain the vehicle ID, stop ID, the arrival and departure times, the dwell times, the number of
boarding and alighting passengers, and the number of passengers on-board the bus upon
departure. In addition, the scheduled departure times are known from the timetable. The
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scheduled inter-stop travel times are taken from the current timetables. For simplicity, the
standard variance of the inter-stop travel time is set as 0.15×(travel time) by statistical analysis
of historical AVL data. The numbers of boarding and alighting passengers at each stop are
collected by road-side checkers, and are proportionated into average boarding rate and alighting
rate of each stop. In the simulation model, the average passenger boarding and alighting times
are set as 4s and 2s, respectively. The headways of the three routes are taken as 5 minutes. The
control strength



is set as a random number within the range of 0 to 0.35. The required transfer

walking times for both transfer point 1 and point 2 are set as 30s. The threshold headway

 ( h)

is taken as 60s. The time horizon of the simulation is set as 12 hours in order to generate enough
data for statistical analysis. The Monte Carlo simulation-based optimization procedure is
implemented in Matlab to generate statistical analysis results of the four control strategies.
Figure 6.10 plots the increase of the observed number of direct transfers under the CSC, CNC
and CCC strategies, compared to the WC strategy. It can be seen that applying the CCC strategy
the number of connected transfers can be increased by more than 160%. However, the increase
of using the CSC and CNC strategies is less than 50%. It clearly demonstrates that utilizing the
CCC strategy can significantly improve the number of connected transfers and thus increase

Increase of connected trasnfers

the reliability of planned transfers.
180.00%
160.00%
140.00%
120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%

40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
CSC

CNC
Control strategies

CCC

Figure 6.10 Optimization results on connected transfers per control strategy
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Figure 6.11 Other main results of the simulation-based optimization per control strategy

Other main simulation results are shown in Figure 6.11. It can be observed that indeed the CCC
strategy can achieve the most reduction of average transfer waiting times, and the CSC strategy
unfortunately increases the transfer waiting time. Compared to the WC strategy, all the other
three strategies can achieve a reduction of average schedule deviations from about 30% to 80%.
The CNC strategy has the best performance in reducing average schedule deviation. As for the
ability of regularizing vehicle headways, the CNC and CCC strategies have almost the same
performance. The vehicle bunching percentage can be reduced nearly to 0, except some cases,
such as a very long bus delay caused by serious traffic jams or a heavy boarding passenger
overflow at intermediate stops. The scheduled headways cannot be well maintained even with
the help of bus driver’s schedule recovery efforts. These simulation results clearly demonstrate
that the CCC strategy is very useful for improving the actual occurrence of planned coordinated
transfers, reducing transfer waiting times and increasing the reliability and regularity of PT
service.
6.8. Conclusions
Synchronized transfers in public transport (PT) networks are utilized to reduce the inter-route
or inter-modal passenger transfer waiting time, provide a well-connected service, and improve
the attractiveness of PT service. However, in practice, it is a well-known phenomenon that
synchronized transfers are not always materialized because of some stochastic and uncertain
factors, such as traffic disturbances and disruptions, fluctuations of passenger demand and
erroneous behaviour of PT drivers. As a result, missed direct-transfers will not only frustrate
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existing users, but also discourage potential passengers from using PT service. This missedmeeting problem can be mostly avoided, however, if the movement of vehicles on PT routes is
well-controlled by the real-time use of some selected online operational tactics, such as skipstation, holding, changes in speed.
The rapid development of information and communication technology (ICT) opens the door to
provide more advanced and attractive PT service through better real-time operations control by
suing some new technologies, such as automatic vehicle location, automated passenger
counters and geographic information systems. This research proposes a communication-based
decentralised cooperative optimization framework to reduce the uncertainty of meetings
between PT vehicles at planned transfer points by using some selected online operational
tactics. We systematically defined the elements and components used in the optimization
framework. Different from moat of previous studies that only examine the effect of one or two
operational tactics on improving the reliability of PT service, the optimization framework used
in this research can investigate the performance of a library of tactics. In addition, under the
communication-based cooperative control strategy, real-time vehicle location information and
optimal control actions can be relayed to drivers in a same communication group. Thus, drivers
have full information on both his/her own vehicle location information and his/her peers’
vehicle location information. By doing so, drivers can drive in a cooperative, coordinated and
adaptive manner so as to achieve better connectivity between routes at planned transfer points.
Due to the endogenous randomness in vehicle travel time, passenger demand and driver
behaviour, a Monte Carlo method-based simulation procedure is developed to examine the
communication-based control strategy, as compared to other three control strategies. From the
simulation and optimization results of a detailed numerical example and a case study in
Auckland, New Zealand, some general conclusions can be drawn as follows.
·

First, the utilization of a combination of selected operational tactics is very useful for
improving the actual occurrences of planned synchronized transfers, reducing transfer
waiting times and increasing the reliability and regularity of PT service.

·

Second, compared to other three control strategies, the proposed communication-based
cooperative control strategy has the best performance in improving the actual
occurrence of planned coordinated transfers, reducing average passenger transfer
waiting time and reducing vehicle bunching percentage. However, it may slightly
increase the average schedule deviation, compared to the communication-based non145
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cooperative strategy, because of holding vehicles at transfer points for increasing the
number of connected transfers.
·

Third, the schedule recovery behaviour of drivers plays an important role in increasing
schedule adherence and improving the actual occurrences of planned coordinated
transfers.

The main limitation of this study is the lack of accurate information on the number of
transferring passengers. One possible way of obtaining this information is through the
integration of some smartphone PT Apps into the current communication-based vehicle control
system. Thus, there will be real-time interactions between control center, vehicle drivers, and
PT users. One of the concerns of using operational tactics to improve PT transfer
synchronization is of the associated adverse effects incurred to non-transferring and irrational
passengers. However, with the rapid development of information and communication
technology, especially the widespread use of smartphones, the operational tactic information,
e.g., skip-stopping and holding, can be instantly shared with passengers so as to reduce their
waiting time, anxiety, confusions and increase their convenience (Liu and Ceder, 2015).
Future research will focus on incorporating more feasible tactics in the optimization framework,
optimizing the control logic in the communication-based control strategy, integrating real-time
vehicle scheduling, and doing field tests for actual implementation.
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7.1. Abstract
Synchronized transfers in schedule-based public transport (PT) networks are utilized to reduce
the inter-route or inter-modal passenger transfer waiting time and provide a well-connected
service. However, in practice, synchronized transfers are not always materialized because of
some stochastic and uncertain factors, such as traffic disturbances and disruptions, fluctuations
of passenger demand and erroneous behaviour of PT drivers. As a result, missed directtransfers will not only frustrate existing users, but also discourage potential passengers from
using PT service. This work presents a model predictive control (MPC)-based optimization
procedure to increase the actual occurrence of synchronized transfers in schedule-based PT
networks. The procedure aims at reducing the uncertainty of meetings between PT vehicles.
The MPC utilizes selected online operational tactics, such as skip-stop, speed change, and
holding, all of which are based on real-time data. A library of operational tactics is firstly built
to serve as a basis of the sequential receding horizon control process in the MPC. Then, an
event-activity network with dynamic moving elements is constructed to represent the logical
process of the PT transfer synchronization problem. The MPC procedure for a real-time
deployment of operational tactics is explicated. A detailed example is used as an expository
device to illustrate the procedure developed, along with a real-life example from Auckland,
New Zealand.

7.2. Introduction
Various measures have been used in the literature (Vuchic, 2005; Ceder, 2016) to attain a
desirable integrated, coordinated and seamless public transport (PT) transfer service. Known
measures are to create maximal synchronized timetable, to construct timed-transfer systems,
and to build a time control points-based schedule. However, in practice, because of some
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stochastic and uncertain factors, such as traffic disturbances and disruptions, fluctuations of
passenger demand and erroneous behaviour of PT drivers, synchronized transfers are not
always materialized. Missed direct transfers will not only frustrate existing users, but will also
impact the PT service image and the potential new users. Different planning and operational
strategies have been proposed to reduce the adverse effects of missed meetings of PT vehicles
at transfer stops. According to their characteristics, these operational strategies can be
categorized into: planning phase and operations phase (Hadas and Ceder, 2010; Ceder, 2016).
Planning phase includes two activities: network design and timetable development. At the
network-design stage, measures of network integration, integrated physical connection of
transfers, optimized layout of transfer centres, flexible road segment transfers, are used to
reduce transfer walking time (Ceder and Wilson, 1986; Zhao and Ubaka, 2004; Chowdhury
and Ceder, 2013; Ceder, 2016). At the timetable-development stage, measures of maximum
synchronized timetable (Domschke, 1989; Voss, 1992; Ceder et al., 2001), timed transfer
(Vuchic et al., 1981; Abkowitz et al., 1987; Maxwell et al., 1999), optimal slack time (Lee and
Schonfeld, 1991; Zhao et al., 2006), and time control points (Yan et al., 2012) are employed to
improve schedule reliability.
However, more than 50 years ago Newell and Potts (1964) had already pointed out that if no
control strategies are used, even very small disturbance can cause serious off-schedule running.
Schedule deviation will be amplified and propagated along the route, causing service
deteriorations. In order to control the inherent randomness existed in PT systems, control
strategies, such as holding, skip-stop and short-turn, are used at the operations phase (Daganzo,
1997; Ceder, 2016).
Osuna and Newell (1972) discussed holding strategy at a single point. They considered an
idealized PT system of one or two vehicles, and formulated the control process as a dynamic
programming problem. The objective is to minimize the average passenger waiting time.
Barnett (1974) studied holding vehicles at a chosen control stop. Two objectives, average
passenger waiting time and average in-vehicle passenger delay, are considered. A simple
algorithm for constructing an approximate optimal dispatch strategy is provided. Hickman
(2001) developed an analytic stochastic model, and formulated the holding problem as a
convex quadratic program. Sun and Hickman (2008) investigated holding vehicles at multiple
holding stations. They formulated the problem as a convex quadratic program with a convex
objective function and linear constraints. Wirasinghe and Liu (1995) investigated the
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determination of the number and location of time control points using dynamic programming.
Hadas and Ceder (2008) developed a dynamic programming model to exam the positive and
negative effects of control tactics on the number of direct transfers and total passenger travel
time.
Recent studies focus on using real-time control strategies with available information of vehicle
location and passenger demand. Eberlein (1995) and Eberlein et al. (1998; 1999; 2001) studied
deadheading, expressing and holding strategies both singly and in combination. They
formulated the holding problem as a quadratic mathematical programming model solved by
heuristic algorithms. Dessouky et al. (1999) showed the potential benefits of real-time control
of timed transfers using intelligent transportation systems. Dessouky et al. (2003) examined
simulated systems in which holding and dispatching strategies are used. The results show that
advanced technologies are most advantageous when there are many connecting vehicles; the
schedule slack is then close to zero. Fu et al. (2003) proposed a pair-of-vehicles operational
strategy that allowed the following vehicle of a pair of vehicles to skip some stations.
Zolfaghari et al. (2004) studied holding strategy with real-time vehicle location information,
and proposes a simulated annealing-based heuristic algorithm. Sun and Hickman (2005)
formulated the real-time skip-stop strategy as a nonlinear integer programming problem using
an exhaustive search method. Yu and Yang (2009) investigated the holding strategy taking the
prediction of next stop departure time into consideration; in this study support vector machine
is used to predict departure time, and genetic algorithm is employed to optimize holding time.
Cats et al. (2011) proposed a dynamic transit simulation model, BusMezzo, to investigate
holding strategy considering the interaction between passenger activity, transit operations and
traffic dynamics. Zhao et al. (2003) proposed a distributed architecture to coordinate bus
scheduling at stops using multi-agent systems. Delgado et al. (2012) investigated holding and
boarding limit strategies, and proposed a mathematical model without using any binary
variables for real-time transit operations.
Except the mathematical programming approach, the use of control-theory approach is another
way for examining the impacts of control strategies on PT systems. Dynamic control is used
widely in the literature because it can take the stochastic and uncertain characteristics of the
PT systems into consideration. Lin et al. (1995) proposed an adaptive control scheme, including
dispatching control model and signal control model, for transit operations considering holding
and stop-skipping strategies. Daganzo (2009) and Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011) used
adaptive control approach to alleviate bus bunching problem. Xuan et al. (2011) further
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extended the control approach using a family of dynamic holding strategies to improve bus
schedule adherence and headway regularity.
In addition, using predictive control is another efficient way to deal with the uncertainty of PT
systems. De Schutter et al. (2002) proposed a model predictive control (MPC) framework to
coordinate transfers of railway systems. The MPC control design problem was transferred to
an equivalent non-linear, non-convex optimization problem. Negenborn et al. (2008)
investigated the control of large-scale transportation networks using multi-agent MPC scheme,
in which parallel and serial schemes, are studied and compared. They concluded that serial
scheme performed better than parallel scheme with regard to the convergence speed and the
quality of the solution. Cortés et al. (2010), Sáez et al. (2012), Nunez et al. (2012) developed a
hybrid predictive control (HPC) framework to investigate the real-time control of public
transport systems using dynamic control strategies and online information to reduce in-vehicle
travel time and out-of-vehicle waiting time. Genetic algorithm was proposed to solve the
optimization of objective functions. Muñoz el al. (2013) further compared the performance of
the HPC approach and deterministic-optimization approach under different scenarios. They
concluded that the HPC approach performs better than the deterministic-optimization approach
when vehicle capacity could not be reached frequently along the route.
With nowadays rapid development of information and communication technology, it is feasible
and not difficult to attain real-time vehicle location and passenger demand information. It opens
the door to increase the actual occurrence of planned direct-transfers by using some selected
online operational tactics (Ceder, 2016). In this work the term of “tactics” means that control
actions are deployed in real time, in a fast and flexible manner. This is the main difference
between strategies and tactics. Previous studies by Hadas and Ceder (2008; 2010a), Ceder et
al. (2013), Liu et al. (2014a; 2014b), and Nesheli and Ceder (2014) showed that by using some
selected operational tactics, the frequency of direct-transfers can be significantly improved and
the total passenger travel time can be reduced.
All in all one can see that the transfer synchronization of PT networks using online operational
tactics is a new research avenue that can impact the practice. This work focuses on the
optimization of synchronized transfers in schedule-based PT networks using online operational
tactics. The objective is to provide a MPC-based procedure that can help to increase the actual
occurrence of direct-transfers according to real-time data.
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7.3. Optimization Framework
7.3.1. Online Operational Tactics
Once the movement of PT vehicles deviate from the maximal synchronized timetable,
operational tactics are employed to correct schedule deviations. The working principles of the
operational tactics are described in detail by Ceder (2016). At each decision epoch, a set of
possible operational tactics T    i , j ,  k  , T   T is firstly selected from the original
library of operational tactics T  1 , 2 ,  n  . Then, the optimal values of the selected



 

operational tactics V T    v  i  , v  j ,
*

*

*

v  k 

*

 are determined according to defined

objectives. This two-stage decision-making process is graphically illustrated in Figure 7.1.

1

2

3

4

n
(a)

i

v  i 

j

v  j 

k

v  k 

(b)

(c)

*

*

*

Figure 7.1 The deployment process of operational tactics in a decision epoch
(a) an original library of tactics; (b) selected tactics; (c) selected tactics with optimal values

Complex PT networks that include many trasnfer points can be simplified by a set of basic
network units using the trasnfer-based vehicle-to-vehicle communication architecture proposed
by Liu, et al. (2014a; 2014b). A basic network unit includes only two routes and one trasnfer
point. An event activity (EA) network is constructed to describe the dynamic control process
for this kind of simple trasnfer synchronization problem in such a basic network unit.
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7.3.2. Event Activity Network
The event activity (EA) network is constructed as follows. Given is a PT network represented
by a directed graph G  ( N , A) with a set N of nodes and a set A of directed arcs connecting
nodes. Then an EA network G  ( E, A) with a set E  of events and a set A of activities can
be constructed. Figure 7.2(a) is a basic network unit. A representation of the corresponding EA
network for this basic network unit is shown in Figure 7.2(b).
As shown in Figure 7.2(b), a set of nodes is used to denote a set E  of events. There are two

 and arriving event
kinds of events: departure event Edep

 .
Earr

 Earr

E  Edep

(7.1)

 , edep
  Edep
 is defined as the departure of a vehicle from a station. For
A departure event edep
  (v1 , n1 , dep) means vehicle
example, in Figure 7.2(b) edep

v1 departure from station n1 . An

arrival event

 , earr
  Earr
 is defined as the arrival of a vehicle at a station. For example, in
earr

Figure 7.2(b)

  (v1 , n4 , arr ) means vehicle v1 arrive at station n4 .
earr

A set A of arcs is used to describe activities. There are three kinds of activities: driving of
vehicle

 , waiting of vehicle Await
 , and transferring of passengers Atransfer

Adrive
.


A  Adrive
Await

A driving activity


Atransfer

(7.2)

 , adrive
  Adrive
 is defined as the process of a vehicle from its departure
adrive

from one station to its arrival to the next station. A waiting activity

 , await
  Await
 is the
await

process of a vehicle from its arrival of a station to its departure to the station. A transferring

 , atrasfer
  Atransfer

activity atrasfer
is the transfer process of passengers at a transfer station. The
operational tactic deployment process then can be divided into a sequence of decision stages
based on events. There are two objectives:
·

Minimize the gaps between the actual and the scheduled arrival times of vehicles at a
meeting transfer point;

·

Minimize the total passenger travel time.
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ROUTE Ⅰ

1

4

6

3

ROUTE Ⅱ

2
(a)

v1 , n1 , dep

ROUTE Ⅰ

v2 , n5 , arr
Veh 2-Drive

Veh 1-Drive

Transfer
v2 , n4 , dep

v1 , n4 , arr

Veh 1à Veh 2

Veh 2-Wait

Veh 1-Wait

Transfer

v1 , n4 , dep

Veh 2 ß Veh 1

Veh 1-Drive

v2 , n4 , arr

Veh 2-Drive

v1 , n6 , arr

v2 , n3 , dep

Veh 2-Wait

v2 , n3 , arr

Veh 2-Drive
ROUTE Ⅱ

v2 , n2 , dep

(b)
Figure 7.2 Graphical representation of a PT network
(a) a basic network unit with two routes and one transfer point; (b) an event activity network
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7.4. Methodology
7.4.1. Assumptions
Without loss of generality, the following assumptions are made.
A1. A maximum synchronized timetable  is created for a PT network with transfer points.
A2. It is assumed that at each decision epoch the real-time estimation of passenger origindestination (OD) matrix ŵ , activity time matrix t̂ are available.
A3. PT operators can deliver suggested operational tactics information timely to drivers
without a very long delay.
A4. Drivers will comply with the suggested operational tactics provided by PT operators.
A5. Passengers who arrive after the departure times will board the next vehicle.

7.4.2. Model Predictive Control
The MPC is a very popular and useful methodology of process control that has been
successfully applied to various industry control processes since the end of the 1970s (Camacho
and Alba, 2004). The structure of the MPC proposed for PT systems is shown in Figure 7.3.
The basic working components at a decision epoch are as follows:
·

Estimation. When an event happens, a real-time estimation of passenger OD matrix

ŵ , activity time matrix t̂ is conducted. The estimated data is used as the input of the
predictive model.
·

Prediction. Based on the estimated ŵ and t̂ , and future input tactics, a future vehicle
trajectory (predicted output) is obtained.

·

Comparison. The predicted vehicle trajectory is compared with the planned reference
trajectory that is the maximum synchronized timetable  . Then the schedule
deviations can be calculated.

·

Optimization. According to the calculated schedule deviation, an optimization
problem with respect to given objectives and constraints is solved to generate a set of
future optimal input tactics.

The PT system moves to the next decision epoch after implementing the suggested future
optimal input tactics. With new estimated data, the input tactics are re-optimized. This
optimization process repeats at each decision epoch, and will not stop until the system moves
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to the last decision epoch. This is the so-called receding horizon control. The advantage of
using this control strategy is that PT systems can be dynamically optimized in real time
considering its stochastic and uncertain characteristics.
Reference trajectory 
Past input tactics
and outputs

Predicted outputs

Public transport system

_

Future errors

Future input tactics

t̂

Optimizer

ˆ
tˆ, w

Estimator

Activity time t̂

+

Passenger OD matrix ŵ
Objectives Constraints

Disturbances
Figure 7.3 Structure of MPC for PT systems

The vehicle movement process from one transfer point to another transfer point will be divided
into a sequential of decision epochs based on the events included. The receding horizon
principle in the MPC is graphically illustrated in Figure 7.4. It works in this way. When at
decision

epoch



k

,

uv  k   u  k | k  , u  k  1| k  ,

event

ek

occurred,

the



, u  N p  2 | k  , u  N p  1| k 

future
is

input

calculated

tactic
to

set

optimize

objectives subject to constraints. Only the first element u  k | k  is applied to the system. Then,
the vehicle moves to the next stage k  1 . When event



uv  k  1  u  k  1| k  1 , u  k  2 | k  1 ,

ek 1 occurred, the future input tactic set



, u  N p  2 | k  1 , u  N p  1| k  1

is calculated

again to optimize the objectives. The first element u  k  1| k  1 is applied to the system. The
optimization is repeated until the vehicle moves to the last decision epoch N p .
To ensure a planned simultaneous arrival of vehicles at a transfer point, the actual vehicle
trajectory should be made as close as possible to the planned vehicle trajectory which is based
on a maximum synchronized timetable. The dynamic behaviour of the movement of a vehicle
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v can be captured by two state variables: the time tv  k  that event ek occurred at decision
epoch k and the number of passengers lv  k  in the vehicle. The predictive state equations can
be expressed as:
ˆ v  k 
tˆv  k  1  f tv  k  , uv  k  , tˆv  k  , w

(7.3)

ˆ v  k  , Cv 
lˆv  k  1  g lv  k  , uv  k  , w

(7.4)

where tˆv  k  1 and lˆv  k  1 are the predicted occurring time and number of passengers in
vehicle v at event ek 1 , respectively; tv  k  and lv  k  are the actual occurring time and
number of passengers in vehicle v at event ek , respectively; uv  k  is the set of input tactics at

ˆ v  k  is the predicted
this event; tˆ v  k  is the predicted activity time matrix at event ek ; w
passenger OD matrix at event ek ; Cv is the capacity of vehicle v .
Past

Future
Past input tactics

Value of Tactic
Future input tactics

Space

sNp
2

s k 4

Event ek 1

2

Planned vehicle trajectory
Past vehicle trajectory

s k 2
2

Predicted vehicle trajectory

sk

2

s k 2

Prediction horizon

2

tk 2

tk 1

tk

tk 1

tk  2

t k 3

tk  4

...
Activity

t N p 1

Figure 7.4 The MPC strategy with the receding horizon principle
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The explicit expressions of the two equations depend on the specific type of event
set uv  k  of tactics used. For example, if
an arriving event,

ek and the

 , then event ek 1 is
ek is a departure event, ek  Edep

 . Assume that the set uv  k  of tactics used is
ek 1  Earr

uv  k    v 1  , v  2  , v  3   . Here,  1 is holding;  2 is skip-stop; and  3 is speed-change.
Holding tactic is used at event

ek . The state variable of predicted occurring time tˆv  k  1 can

be calculated as follows:

tˆv  k  1  tˆv  k   v 1   tˆa

(7.5)

where v  1  is the value of holding time. tˆa  is the predicted time of activity a that join event

ek and event ek 1 . Because ek is a departure event and ek 1 is an arriving event, a is a
driving activity and thus tˆa  is the driving time.
The state variable of number of passengers lˆv  k  1 will be:

lˆv  k  1  lv  k 
On the contrary, if event

(7.6)

 , and event ek 1 is a departure event,
ek is an arriving event, ek  Earr

 . The other conditions are the same. Then lˆv  k  1 will be:
ek 1  Edep



lˆv  k  1  min lv  k   v  2   Bˆv  k   Aˆv  k  , Cv



(7.7)

where v  2  is the value of skip-stop tactic, which is a binary variable; Bˆv  k  is the number
of passengers boarding the vehicle at event
alighting the vehicle at event

ek and Aˆv  k  is the number of passengers

ek ; Cv is the capacity of the vehicle; Bˆv  k  and Aˆv  k  can be

ˆ v k  .
obtained from the estimated passenger OD matrix w
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Depending on the types of event

ek and ek 1 , and the set uv  k  of input tactics, the explicit

expressions of the predictive state equations can be obtained. Thus, state variables tˆv  k  1
and lˆv  k  1 can be calculated.

7.4.3. Bi-objective Functions
From the PT users and operator perspectives, the use of operational tactics has both positive
and negative impacts. At each decision epoch, benefits and costs can be quantified and
evaluated with the following two objectives:

Z1  TPTT

(7.8)

Z 2  AT

(7.9)

The first objective is the change in total passenger travel time which can be calculated using
the passenger-hour load profile. The second objective quantifies the gap between the actual
and the scheduled arrival times of a vehicle at a transfer point. It is used to measure transfer
waiting time and evaluate the reliability of transfer service. This time gap is defined as bellow:
AT (v)  tˆva,nN  tva,nN
p

where tva,nN

p

and tˆva,nN

(7.10)
p

are the actual and predicted arrival time at the transfer point,
p

respectively. Both the two objective functions should be minimized.
min  Z1 , Z 2 

uk U k

(7.11)

7.4.4. Constraints
The following constraints are considered in order to guarantee the feasibility and practicability
of the solutions.
Physical constraints
·

Vehicle capacity
The capacity of a vehicle

v

is limited. To each event k , the following constraint hold:
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lˆv  k   Cv

(7.12)

Passengers that fail to board a vehicle because of the capacity constraint are assumed to wait
for the next vehicle.
·

Communication delay
Under the vehicle-to-vehicle communication framework, the PT operator can deliver

operational control information to drivers very quickly and in real time.
Operational constraints
·

Skip-stop
If there are passengers who want to get off from the vehicle at a stop, then the vehicle

cannot skip the stop.
·

Speed change
Vehicles are allowed to change speed, but not above the speed limit.

7.4.5. Procedure for Tactics Deployment
The MPC-based procedure for real-time tactics deployment is outlined in Figure 5, and
includes seven components. It can help the decision-making of PT operator in selecting a set
of efficient tactics from a number of alternatives.
The complete procedure is explained step by step as follows.
Step 1 Initialization: initialize parameters.


Set k  1 . Set input tactic uv  k   uv 1 . That is vehicle

v

moves without using any

tactics. Decision epoch = N p .

ˆ v k  .
Step 2 Estimation: estimate activity time matrix tˆ v  k  and passenger OD matrix w


A activity time matrix tˆ v  k  for vehicle

v

at event k , which includes the real-time link

running times from the current location to the transfer point, is estimated based on the
current traffic condition.


ˆ v  k  at event k , which includes the number of boarding and
A passenger OD matrix w
alighting passengers at each stop of the vehicle, is estimated.
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These data can be estimated from both historical off-line and current on-line traffic and
passenger information. The estimated waiting time depends on the estimated number
of passengers boarding and alighting at the stop. It can be determined by the following
linear model (Ceder, 2016):

 b   B  Bˆv  k    A  Aˆv  k  , single-door vehicle, if Bˆv  k   0 or Aˆv  k   0

0,
single-door vehicle, if Bˆv  k   Aˆv  k   0

tˆ  awaiting   
ˆ
ˆ
b  max  B  Bv  k  ,  A  Av  k  , double-door vehicle, if Bˆv  k   0 or Aˆv  k   0

double-door vehicle, if Bˆv  k   Aˆv  k   0
0,






(7.13)
where b is the dead time required for vehicle acceleration and deceleration,

 B and  A

are the marginal dwell time per boarding passenger and marginal dwell time per
alighting passenger, respectively, Bˆv  k  and Aˆv  k  are the estimated number of
boarding passengers and the estimated number of alighting passengers, respectively.
Step 3 Prediction: predict the arrival time of vehicle


v

at the transfer point.

ˆ v k 
Based on the estimated link running time matrix tˆ v  k  , passenger OD matrix w
and input tactics uv  k  , the arrival time of vehicle

v

at the transfer point is predicted.

Step 4 Comparison: Compare the actual arrival time and the scheduled arrival time at the
transfer point.


The gap AT (v) between the actual arrival time and the scheduled arrival time is
calculated. If AT (v)  0 , then go to step 7; otherwise, go to step 5.

Step 5 Optimization: Optimize future input tactic set uv  k  .


According to the objectives and constraints, at event k the future input tactic set



uv  k   u  k | k  , u  k  1| k  ,



, u  N p  2 | k  , u  N p  1| k  is determined.

Step 6 Update: update future input tactic set uv  k 


The former input tactic set uv  k  is updated by the optimized new future input tactic
set uv  k  , i.e., uv  k   uv  k  .

Step 7 Implementation: implement the updated input tactic.
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Based on the receding horizon principle in MPC, only the first tactic in the future input
tactic set uv  k  , which is u  k | k  , is selected and implemented at event k . After the
implementation, the vehicle moves to the next event. Set k  k  1 . If k  N p , end;
otherwise, go to step 2.

It is to note that the Step 5 must be conducted very quickly so that optimized tactics can be
used in real time. A trade-off between computation time and quality of solution will be made.
Begin
Initialization

Estimation

Prediction

Comparison

AT (v)  0?

YES

NO
Optimization

Update

Implementation

NO

k  Np ?

YES
End
Figure 7.5 MPC-based procedure for real-time operational tactics deployment
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7.5. Examples
7.5.1. A Detailed Example
The optimization procedure is illustrated using a detailed example shown in Figure 7.2. Route
II is selected for this illustration.
Input data
In this example, the vehicle on route II is a double-door vehicle. The dead time b  7 s. The
marginal dwell time per boarding passenger

 B and per alighting passenger  A are set as

3s and 3s, respectively. The scheduled vehicle trajectory is shown in Figure 7.6.

Space

s4

e4

s3

e3

e2

e1

s2

08:00:00

a1

a2

a3

08:10:00 08:11:00

08:20:00

Time

Figure 7.6 The scheduled vehicle trajectory

The actual and estimated passenger OD matrices are as follows:
(a) The actual OD matrix
j
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4
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2
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(b) The estimated OD matrix at event
j
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2

(c) The estimated OD matrix at event

e2

j
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Based on the scheduled vehicle trajectory and the estimated passenger OD matrices, the
scheduled and predicted activity times are shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Scheduled and predicted activity times

e1

e2

Activity time

Scheduled

Predicted at

t  a1 

00:10:00

00:08:00

------

------

t  a2 

00:01:00

00:01:55

00:01:52

------

t  a3 

00:09:00

00:11:00

00:09:30

00:10:00

Predicted at

Predicted at

e3

Operational Tactics
Two operational tactics, speed-up (  1 ) and skip-stop (  2 ), are used for the example. Speed-up

 ), and skip-stop tactic is selected for an arrival event
tactic is selected for a departure event ( edep

 ). The set of input tactics for each event are given by:
( earr
Event Decision variable

e1 : u   v 1  , v  2  , v 1  
e2 :

u   v  2  , v 1  

e3 :

u   v 1  
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where v  1  is a continuous variable satisfying:

0  v 1   1

(7.14)

The new average speed v is defined as follows:

v  v  v 1  vˆmax  v 
where v is the scheduled average speed, and

(7.15)

v̂max is the predicted maximum average speed.

v 1   0 means that the vehicle moves in the scheduled average speed v , while v 1   1
means that the vehicle moves in the predicted maximum average speed

v̂max .

The value of v  1  is determined by the following equation:

tˆmin  t
, if tˆmin  t and t  t

v  1     t  tˆmin   t  t 

1,
otherwise


(7.16)

where tˆmin is the estimated minimum average running time, and t is the waiting delay at the
next stop of the current departure stop. The derivation of this equation is as follows. As is
shown in Figure 7.7, we consider two successive stops:

sn and sn 1 . The distance between the

two stops is l .

Space

sn 1
l

sn

t

t

Time
Figure 7.7 Illustration of two successive stops
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The scheduled average speed is v , and the scheduled average travel time is t . Then, we have:

l  v t

(7.17)

Similarly, the following two equations can be obtained:

l  vˆmax  tˆmin

(7.18)

l  v  t 
where

(7.19)

v̂max is the predicted maximum average speed,

tˆmin

is the predicted minimum average

travel time, v is the suggested new average speed, t  is the suggested new average travel time.
Combining Equations (7.17) and (7.18) yields:
v  vˆmax 

tˆmin
t

(7.20)

Similarly, combining Equations (7.18) and (719) yields:
v  vˆmax 

tˆmin
t

(7.21)

In schedule-based networks vehicles are not allowed to depart before scheduled departure time.
Thus, if the schedule delay

tˆmin  t

and t  t the optimal suggested new average travel time

is:

t   t  t

(7.22)

According to equation (15):

v  1  

v  v
vˆmax  v

(7.23)

Substituting Equations (7.20), (7.21) and (7.22) into (7.23) yields:

v  1  

tˆmin
tˆ
 vˆmax  min
tˆmin  t
t  t
t  tˆmin  t  tˆmin  t  tˆmin  t 
tˆ
t  t  t  t  tˆmin  t  tˆmin  t  t  tˆmin   t  t 
vˆmax  vˆmax  min
t

vˆmax 
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If tˆmin  t or tˆmin  t and t  t the vehicle will move in the predicted maximum average
speed

v̂max . That is:
v 1   1

(7.25)

Combining Equations (7.24) and (7.25) results in Equation (7.16), where v  2  is a binary
variable defined as:
1, the vehicle skips stop
v  2   
otherwise
0,

(7.26)

At each decision epoch, the optimal value of the decision variable u * is firstly determined
based on the estimated passenger OD and activity time matrix. Then, only the first tactic is
implemented. The vehicle moves to the next epoch and the optimization repeats.
Solution of the example
The optimization process using the MPC-based procedure is as follows:
Step 1 Set k  1 , input tactic uv 1   0, 0, 0  , and decision epoch N p  4 . That is the
vehicle does not speed up at events

e1 and e3 , and not skip-stop at event e2 .

Step 2 The estimated activity time matrix tˆv 1   00 : 08: 00, 00 : 01: 55, 00 :11: 00  .
Step 3 Without using any tactics, the predicted arrival time at the transfer point is:

tˆva,n4  08: 00 : 00  00 :10 : 00  00 : 01: 55  00 :11: 00  08: 22 : 55
Step 4 The gap between the predicted arrival time and the scheduled arrival time is:

AT (v)  tˆva,n4  tva,n4  08: 22 : 55  08: 20 : 00  00 : 02 : 55  0
Since
Step 5

AT (v)  0 ,

At event

go to step 5.

e1 , the new future input tactic set is uv 1  u 1|1 , u  2 |1 , u 3|1 .

According to equation (16), u 1|1 

44
and u  3|1  1 . Since there are passengers
109
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alighting from the vehicle at stop

s3 , u  2 |1  0 . The optimized tactic set is

 44

uv 1  
, 0, 1 .
 109

 44

, 0, 1 .
 109


Step 6 Update the new future input tactic set, uv 1  uv 1  

44
Step 7 The first element of uv 1 , which is v  1  with value of
, is implemented. Then
109

the arrival time at event

e2 can be obtained as:

Scheduled arrival time: 08:10:00
Predicted arrival time: 08:09:05
Actual arrival time (without tactics): 08:10:05
Actual arrival time (with tactics): 08:09:10
Here the prediction error of arrival time is 5 seconds.
Set k  2 , and uv  2    0, 1 . Go to step 2.
Step 2 The estimated activity time matrix tˆv  2    00 : 01: 52, 00 : 09 : 30  .
Step 3 Without changing the input tactics, the predicted arrival time at the transfer point is:

tˆva,n4  08: 09 :10  00 : 01: 52  00 : 09 : 30  08: 20 : 32
Step 4 The gap between the predicted arrival time and the scheduled arrival time is:

AT (v)  tˆva,n4  tva,n4  08: 20 : 32  08: 20 : 00  00 : 00 : 32  0
Since AT (v)  0 , go to step 5.
Step 5 At event

e2 , the new future input tactic set is uv  2  u  2 | 2 , u 3| 2  . According

to equation (16), u  3| 2   1 . Since there are passengers alighting from the vehicle at
stop

s3 , u  2 | 2   0 . The optimized tactic set is uv  2   0, 1 .

Step 6 Update the new future input tactic set, uv  2   uv  2    0, 1 .
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Step 7 The first element of uv  2  , which is v  2  with value of 0 , is implemented. Then the
arrival time at event

e3 can be obtained as follows:

Scheduled arrival time: 08:11:00
Predicted arrival time: 08:11:02
Actual arrival time (without tactics): 08:11:57
Actual arrival time (with tactics): 08:11:02
There is no prediction error of arrival time.
Set k  3 , and uv  3  1 . Go to Step 2.
Step 2 The estimated activity time matrix tˆ v  3   00 :10 : 00  .
Step 3 Without changing the input tactics, the predicted arrival time at the transfer point is:

tˆva,n4  08:11: 02  00 :10 : 00  08: 21: 02
Step 4 The gap between the predicted arrival time and the scheduled arrival time is:

AT (v)  tˆva,n4  tva,n4  08: 21: 02  08: 20 : 00  00 : 01: 02  0
Since AT (v)  0 , go to Step 5.
Step 5 At event

e3 , the new future input tactic set is uv  3  u  3| 3 . According to equation

(16), u  3| 3  1. The optimized tactic set is uv  3  1 .
Step 6 Update the new future input tactic set, uv  3  uv  3  1 .
Step 7 The first element of uv  3 , which is v  1  with value of 1 , is implemented. Then the
arrival time at event

e4 can be obtained as follows:

Scheduled arrival time: 08:20:00
Predicted arrival time: 08:21:02
Actual arrival time (without tactics): 08:21:49
Actual arrival time (with tactics): 08:20:54
Here the prediction error of arrival time is 8 seconds.
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Set k  4 . Since k  N p , stop.
Results
The procedure ends with a new vehicle trajectory. The scheduled vehicle trajectory, actual
vehicle trajectory using tactics, and actual vehicle trajectory without using any tactics are
shown in Figure 7.8. It can be seen that the time gap between scheduled trajectory and actual
trajectory without tactics is 109s; while using tactics, it is reduced to 54s. Thus, the tactics will
be preferred.
Figure 7.9 shows the difference of the changes of total passenger travel time. Without using
any tactics, the TPTT is 4310 passengerseconds; while using tactics, the TPTT is reduced
to 2660 passengerseconds. Obviously, using the MPC-based procedure, both the arrival time
gap from schedule and total passenger travel time can be significantly reduced.

Space
Scheduled trajectory
s4

Actual trajectory without tactics
Actual trajectory with tactics

s3

08:20:54
08:21:49

08:20:00

08:11:57

08:11:00
08:11:02

08:10:00
08:10:05

08:09:10

08:00:00

s2

Figure 7.8 Scheduled trajectory, actual trajectories with and without tactics
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Figure 7.9 Results of two objectives with and without tactics

7.5.2. A Real-life Example
The MPC-based procedure for real-time tactics deployment was applied to examine a real-life
bus route in Auckland, New Zealand. The route, known as Northern Express with a bus only
lane, links the North Shore and the Auckland CBD. The route starts from Albany Station and
ends at Britomart Transport Centre. There are three main transfer stations. The studied route
segment, stations and the traveling direction are shown in Figure 7.10.
Smales Farm Station is the transfer station examined in the studied route segment. The
scheduled travel times from Constellation Park & Ride to Sunnynook Station, and Sunnynook
Station to Smales Farm Station are both 2 minutes. The estimated activity time matrix tˆ v  k 

ˆ v  k  are obtained from historical data. The actual passenger load
and passenger OD matrix w
profile, activity times are collected at each stop by investigators travelling in the vehicle along
the route. Two operational tactics, speed-up and skip-stop, are used.
The results obtained by the procedure are shown in Figure 7.11. It can be seen that the arrival
time gap can be reduced from 92 seconds to 27 seconds, and the change of total passenger
travel time can be reduced from 964 passengerseconds to 314 passengerseconds. These
promising results show that the MPC-based procedure can be applied to real-life PT systems
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to reduce both the total passenger travel time and the arrival time gap at transfer points in
schedule-based PT networks.

Study route segment

Constellation
Park & Ride

Sunnynook Station

Smales Farm Station

Legend
Transfer station
Non-transfer station
Terminal

Change of Total Passenger Travel
Time (Passenger*Seconds)

Figure 7.10 A real-life bus route in Auckland
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Figure 7.11 Results of two objectives with and without tactics
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7.6. Conclusions
It is a known phenomenon that synchronized transfers of public transport (PT) networks are
not always materialized because of uncertain and unexpected factors such as traffic
disturbances and disruptions, fluctuations of passenger demand and erroneous behaviour of PT
drivers. As a result, missed direct transfers will not only frustrate the existing passengers, but
will also cause a loss of potential new users.
This work presents a MPC-based procedure to reduce the uncertainty of meetings between PT
vehicles at transfer points by using some selected online operational tactics. The MPC-based
procedure, using real-time data, can analyse the combination effect of various online
operational tactics on PT networks under dynamic and stochastic conditions. This procedure
includes four parts. First, a library of operational tactics is constructed; it serves as a basis of
the sequential decision-making process in maintaining a maximal synchronized timetable.
Second, an event-activity network with dynamic moving elements is created to represent the
logical process of the PT transfer synchronization problem. Third, a bi-objective is developed
using the PT users and operator perspectives. The first objective is to reduce the total passenger
travel time; the second objective is to minimize the gap between the actual and scheduled
arrival times at trasnfer points. Forth, a procedure is developed for real-time tactic deployment
to optimize meetings between PT vehicles.
The MPC-based procedure is illustrated through a detailed example of a PT network, along
with a real-life example from Auckland, New Zealand. It is shown that the values of the
objectives are significantly reduced. The MPC scheme described can be extended in various
ways. For instance, it can be applied to reduce bus bunching problems, and also to consider
scenarios of small or nil number of passengers who want to make a transfer. Future studies will
handle large-scale real-life case studies using both optimization and simulation tools.
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8.1. Abstract
In recent years, an innovative mode of public transport (PT) service, known as customized bus
(CB), has been springing up across China. This service, providing advanced, personalized and
flexible demand-responsive PT, is offered to specific clientele, especially commuters. The
present work analyzes, for the first time, the evolution of this new PT concept across 30 Chinese
cities where CB systems are currently in operation or under construction. Unlike conventional
bus transit service, CB users are actively involved in various operational planning activities.
CB personalizes PT service by using interactive and integrated information platforms, such as
internet website, telephone and smartphone. The analysis comprises three components: first, a
comprehensive examination of the background of CB and its temporal and spatial distribution
in China; second, an analysis of the operation-planning process, including elements of online
demand collection, network route design, timetable development, vehicle scheduling, crew
scheduling, real-time control, and fare design and collection: third, a summary of the results of
the examination and analysis, presenting pros, cons and recommendations. The successful
implementation of CB in China demonstrates that this new PT service concept can effectively
meet the ever-increasing mobility needs of large populations nation-wide. Similarly, the
present work can provide a valuable reference for policymakers, academic researchers, PT
practitioners and others worldwide.

8.2. Introduction
Customized Bus (CB) is a new and innovative mode of demand-responsive transit systems that
provides advanced, attractive and user-oriented service to specific clientele, especially
commuters, by aggregating their similar travel-demand pattern using online information
platforms, such as Internet, telephone and smartphone. In recent years, CB has become very
popular in more and more Chinese cities because it is more comfortable, convenient and
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reliable than conventional bus transit systems and more efficient, cost-effective and
environmentally friendly than private cars. Therefore, CB serves as a good alternative in order
to reduce urban traffic congestion, improve traffic safety and alleviate energy consumption and
greenhouse gas-emission problems.
Because of its various advantages, CB is actively promoted nationally and locally in China and
currently operates successfully in 22 cities, with 8 more cities having this service under
construction and many more municipalities considering launching it. CB is generally regarded
as a successful transportation system mode that can for the most part meet increasing and
diversified mobility needs in China and elsewhere. Therefore, a good understanding of the
development of CB in China, its operation-planning process and its pros and cons is important
for guiding future CB development. Toward this end, this work provides a systematic analysis
of the experience accumulated of CB in China.

8.2.1. Background of CB
Following the implementation of economic reform and open-door policy in the late 1970s, the
economy of China experienced remarkable growth, which led, among others, to rapid
urbanization and motorization. From 1978 to 2013, the urban population increased from 170
million to 730 million, and the urbanization rate from 17.9 percent to 53.7 percent. In 1978,
there were only 193 cities in China; by 2013, the number reached 658. Six of the cities (Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chongqing, and Tianjin) have a population of more than 10
million each city, accounting for 21.43 percent of the 28 cities around the world with a
population of more than 10 million each city. It is estimated that by the end of 2020, the rate
of urbanization in China will reach approximately 60 percent (Xinhua News Agency, 2014).
What is more, the number of private motor vehicles for civilian use has increased to 137.41
million in 2013 (National Bureau of Statistics of the People's Republic of China, 2013). This
combination of urbanization and motorization has been placing an ever-increasing amount of
pressure on the current transportation infrastructure across the country, resulting in such
widespread problems as traffic congestion, traffic fatalities and injuries, traffic pollution and
increased energy consumption.
To deal with the fast-increasing urban travel demand and these attendant serious problems,
policy decision-makers have begun to invest a greater share of their limited budgets in road
infrastructures, including expanding old roads and building new ones. However, the speed of
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expansion of the road network is much slower than that of the increase in travel demand.
Usually, newly opened roads are quickly filled with vehicles by induced traffic demand and
become congested soon after opening. The rapid urban sprawl also makes it more difficult,
time-consuming and frustrating for citizens to travel between their residences and
work/recreational places. In addition to increasing road capacity (supply), another way to
alleviate the problem is to reduce road traffic (demand). To do so, decision-makers must begin
to adopt demand-management measures, such as restricting car ownership, imposing toll roads
and raising parking fees. However, the effects of these measures are relatively limited.
Sometimes, in fact, they even lead to an increase in the total number of vehicles and make the
situation worse. Since the 1990s, policy decision-makers in China have come to realize that
they cannot solve these problems just by building additional roads or restricting travel demand.
They need a more effective and efficient approach to transportation-related problems, solutions
that deal in a feasible and favourable manner with achieving sustainable urban transportation
systems.
Public transport (PT) is now looked upon as the best choice to solve these problems in China,
with both national and local governments advocating its priority in cities (State Council of the
People's Republic of China, 2012). Little by little, they have begun to use the carrot-and-stick
technique to this end, on the one hand, restricting car ownership and use and increasing toll
and parking charges (stick) and, on the other hand, investing in advanced and attractive PT
systems (carrot) (Ceder, 2004). Since the 2000s, Chinese decision-makers have begun to shift
some of their budgets from roadways to PT. However, the distribution of the investments
among different modes of PT systems is not balanced. Most investments have gone into highcapacity, rapid PT systems, such as inter-city high-speed rail, metro rail, and bus rapid transit
(BRT), and little is left to modernize essential bus services (Peng et al., 2012). These forms of
PT systems, however, are still not effective in attracting private car users or in coping with
increasing and diversified mobility needs, especially in cities with high population densities.
Innovative forms of PT are therefore required to successfully draw people from their cars in
order to reduce congestion, accidents and pollution, and to cater to ever-increasing, diversified
transport demands (Ceder, 2007).
With the rapid development of information and telecommunication technology, an innovative
mode of PT systems, known as customized bus, has been promulgated to provide advanced,
personalized and flexible demand-responsive transit service to specific clientele, especially
commuters.

Indeed, this mode has been springing up across China. Different from
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conventional bus transit systems, in which users are passive recipients of predefined,
standardized bus service, users of the CB system are actively involved in various operational
planning activities throughout the entire service-design process so as to be able to relish a
deluxe and personalized bus service. By using interactive, integrated information platforms,
such as the Internet, the telephone and the smartphone, the CB service is very attractive to
citizens as manifested in significantly increased PT patronage in more and more Chinese cities.

8.2.2. Literature Review
Because CB is a very new PT system—it was first introduced and implemented in Qingdao in
August 2013—there is little literature about it (Zhan and Dong, 2014). However, the concept
of vehicle sharing is not new, the earliest car-sharing system having started in Zurich in 1948
(Shaheen et al., 1998). Kirby and Bhatt (1974, 1975) discussed the subscription bus service,
which is somewhat similar to CB, in the United States. They analyzed in detail ten case studies
of a subscription bus service and identified seven characteristics that were deemed critical to
its successful operation. The authors provided guidelines on planning, organization and the
operation of such subscription bus services. Bautz (1975) summarized Kirby and Bhatt’s work
(1974) on the statistics of a set of representative subscription services and compared cost and
revenue data from a subscription bus service and a subscription van service. McCall (1977)
analyzed the evolution and operations of a subscription commuter-bus-service system, named
COM-BUS, which was successfully operated in Ventura, Los Angeles, and Orange Country,
California. McKnight and Paaswell (1985), who dealt with a subscription bus service in the
Chicago area, pointed out that it could help reduce the peak demand and deficit on some of the
commuter railroad lines. They identified six issues to which a PT agency should pay attention
in order to launch such a subscription bus service. Chang and Schonfeld (1991) developed
analytical optimization models to compare conventional and subscription bus systems that
provided a feeder service to a single transportation terminal. Using defined operator and user
costs, they identified the condition under which either service was preferable. Potts et al. (2010)
conducted a comprehensive review of six main types of flexible PT services that were not fully
demand responsive or fixed route that had been operating in the United States and Canada for
the past 10 years. A decision-making framework was provided to PT agencies for considering
flexible PT service under different environments.
Growing individual aspirations for more access and mobility have generated the need for a
greater variety of transport services (World Bank, 1996). To that end, the State Council of the
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People's Republic of China released guidelines on the prior development of PT systems,
especially charter bus service, in Chinese cities in 2012 (State Council of the People's Republic
of China, 2012). Qingdao thereupon launched the first CB system that August in China (Zhan
and Dong, 2014). Hu and Zhang (2014) briefly analyzed the background, definition, operation
planning process, characters, and advantages of the CB service provided in Qingdao. One
month after Qingdao, CB was implemented in Beijing (Xinhuanet, 2013; Beijing Public
Transport Holdings Ltd., 2014). Xu et al. (2013) discussed the key system components,
advantages and potential applications of CB in China, concluding that CB could enhance a
city’s PT system.

8.2.3. Objectives
The purpose of this paper is to provide a systematic examination and analysis of the
development and current state of CB practices in China. To attain this objective, data on
background, planning and operations were collected from 30 Chinese cities and the following
operations performed: First, the temporal and spatial distribution of CB in China was
examined. Then elements of its operations-planning process were examined: online demand,
network route design, timetable development, vehicle scheduling, crew scheduling, real-time
control, and fare design and collection. Lastly, the results of the examination and analysis were
summarized to arrive at pros and cons of the system and to make recommendations. This report
on CB in China, analyzed here for the first time, can offer a valuable reference for policymakers, academic researchers, PT practitioners and others worldwide.

8.3. CB Development in China
CB is now spreading through China like bamboo shoots after a spring rain. Since its
introduction in Qingdao in August 2013, about thirty cities now either operate a CB service or
have one under construction. Table 8.1 summarizes the historical development of CB systems
in China. After Qingdao, Beijing, the capital of China, was next in line, with the Beijing Public
Transport Holdings, Ltd., one of the biggest bus companies in China, launching a CB system
in September. Subsequently, the service was introduced in Jinan and Tianjin in October and
December, respectively. These four cities are all located in the Bohai Economic Rim, which is
one of the three largest metropolitan regions in China1. Perhaps one reason for the introduction

1

The two other metropolitan regions are the Yangtze River Delta and the Pearl River Delta economic zones as
shown in Figure 8.1.
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of CB may be that the four cities, but especially Qingdao and Beijing, have rich, first-hand
experience in providing commuter bus and community shuttle-bus service, both of which are
somewhat similar to CB.
Table 8.1 Development of CB systems in China

Year

Month

2013

City

8

Qingdao

9

Beijing

10

Jinan

11
12

Tianjin

1

Taizhou, Wuhan,

2

Harbin

3

Dalian, Kunming, Quanzhou, Wuxi, Xuzhou,
Shenzhen

2014

4

Xiamen

5
6

Mianyang, Suzhou, Fuzhou, Zhengzhou

7

Ningbo

8
9

Chengdu, Changzhou, Foshan

10

Nanjing
Guangzhou, Hangzhou, Shanghai, Shenyang,

Future (under construction)

Shijiazhuang, Xi’an, Xinxiang

In 2014, CB systems began to be opened very rapidly in other cities in China. In the first ten
months of 2014, CB systems were launched in nineteen cities, constituting 82.61% of the
existing CB systems now in operation in the country. What is more, CB systems are now under
construction in seven cities while many other Chinese cities are in the process of planning and
designing such systems. The spatial distribution of CB systems in China is depicted in Figure
8.1. We can see that twenty-three cities (76.67%) are in the eastern part of the country; three
cities (10.00%) are in the central part; and four cities (13.33%) are in the western part of China.
In addition, 19 cities (63.33%) are in one of the three metropolitan regions. The reason for this
deployment is that cities in the eastern part of China, especially in the three metropolitan
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regions, have a higher population density, better information and telecommunication
technologies and stronger economies than Chinese cities elsewhere in the country. The total
population of the thirty cities is 287.80 million, which accounted for about 21.15% of the total
population of China in 2013. The total gross domestic product (GDP) of the thirty cities is
23,474.21 billion RMB, which amounts to about 41.27% of China’s total GDP in 2013
(National Bureau of Statistics of the People's Republic of China, 2013). The figure also shows
that about one fifth of the population occupies more than two fifths of its wealth. On the other
hand, traffic congestion, traffic accidents and traffic emission problems are more serious in
these thirty cities, and thus both local governments and the citizenry have a strong desire to
develop and use CB systems.

Harbin

Shenyang
Beijing
Shijiazhuang

Tianjin
Jinan

Dalian

Qingdao

Xinxiang
Xi’an

Bohai Economic Rim
Xuzhou

Zhengzhou
Taizhou
Nanjing
Changzhou
Wuxi Suzhou
Shanghai
Ningbo
Hangzhou

Mianyang
Wuhan
Chengdu

Yangtze River Delta
Fuzhou
Quanzhou

Kunming

In operation

Guangzhou
Shenzhen
Foshan

Under construction

Xiamen

Pearl River Delta

Figure 8.1 Spatial distribution of CB systems in China

To meet diversified passenger-travel demand, various CB systems have already been, and will
continue to be developed. According to their different functions and characteristics, they can
be classified as follows:
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·

Customized commuter bus: This kind of CB service is provided to carry commuters
from their residential areas to work areas. It is the most common CB system that is now
in operation in most cities.

·

Customized school bus: This CB system is designed to provide pupils with a direct, safe
and rapid transit service from their homes to schools. It is now in operation in Qingdao,
Jinan and Foshan.

·

Customized business bus: This kind of CB system is mainly designed for some large
business activities. For example, the Beijing Public Transport company provided a
customized business bus service for the Beijing International Automotive Exhibition in
April 2014 (Beijing Public Transport Holdings, Ltd., 2014).

·

Customized community bus: To solve the “last mile” transport problem, a customized
community bus service was developed to bring a community’s residents to transit hubs;
e.g., railway/subway stations.

·

Other customized feeder/shuttle bus: Except for the four main CB systems listed above,
other kinds of customized feeder/shuttle bus systems are in the process of design and
implementation to satisfy diverse mobility needs.

CB is a totally demand-driven and user-oriented transportation system. Usually, it is very
difficult to persuade people to change from using private cars to utilizing a PT service, as
people are, in general, resistant to such a change. However, because CB can provide various
citizens with personalized, comfortable and cost-effective travel service to meet their different
travel demand, a considerable proportion of car users have shifted to PT. The CB service is
usually designed by means of an online, interactive service-design process, involving both
passengers and operators.

8.4. Demand-Based CB Service Design
In transit service design, the fundamental question facing transit agencies is how to design the
service well enough so that it can attract private car users to give up their cars. An advanced,
attractive and viable transit service probably should be designed to make transit users feel that
using transit service is like eating potato chips: once you start, it is hard to stop (Ceder, 2007).
CB is a demand-based transit system that aggregates the travel demand of individual passengers
to provide personalized transit service. In transit planning, passenger-demand estimation—i.e.,
estimating the size, composition and distribution of passenger demand—is usually the first and
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most vital question facing operators because passenger-demand data is an essential input
parameter for designing or redesigning any transit service. Traditional demand-estimation
methods usually employ mathematical model, such as transit-assignment models, or historical
data to estimate origin-destination (O-D) matrices. However, these methods may suffer from
the problem of prediction errors because of their failure to accurately describe the complex
choice behaviour of various passengers. The rapid advances in information and communication
technology have now made it possible to conduct real-time online surveys, in which passengers
are asked directly about their precise O-D, departure times and even personal contact
information; and so to collect more accurate passenger-demand data. CB uses online passengerdemand surveys based on interactive, integrated information platforms, such as internet
websites, and smartphone apps, to collect demand data and provide passengers with customized
transit service.
The online demand-based service-design process in these CB systems, as depicted by the
flowchart in Figure 8.2, is a dynamic, interactive and bi-level decision-making problem.
Instead of making decisions for all decision variables instantly in one step, both passengers and
operators finish their decision-making process in a multi-stage manner, gaining feedback from
each other at each decision stage. The whole decision-making process can be divided into four
stages as shown in Figure 8.2: travel survey, call for passengers, seat reservations and seat
purchase. Each stage can be formulated as a bi-level programming problem, with passengers
as the upper-level decision-maker and operators as the lower-level decision-maker. This path
is totally different from traditional transit- planning activities, in which operators are treated as
the upper-level and passengers as the lower-level decision-maker. During this demand-based
service-design process, an interactive, online information platform is built for both passengers
and operators to disseminate and collect information to support their decisions. Obviously, CB
is user-oriented and designed to cater to different kinds of user demands. The four decisionmaking stages are explained in detail as follows:
·

Travel survey: Potential CB users were first asked to register online to an information
platform, whether an internet website or a smartphone app. They then can log into the
program and submit a travel request, which includes information about travel O-D,
departure times, whether round trip or one way, etc. Usually, a mobile phone number
or an email address is required for receiving verification information from the transit
operator after one successfully books a CB service. Such an online survey form used to
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collect potential CB users’ travel-demand data is shown in Appendix A. In the future,
passengers can log in, as well, to update their profiles.

Figure 8.2 Dynamic and interactive demand-based service-design process in CB

·

Call for passengers. Based on the aggregate travel-demand data provided by potential
users, transit operators then design some appropriate initial CB routes. The origin area,
destination area, departure and arrival times, boarding and alighting stops of the
planned routes are announced on the information platform to recruit users. Potential
users then choose those routes that suit them best. If the number of passengers choosing
a route is large enough—e.g., more than 50% seats of a vehicle2—then the route will
be regarded as effective and put into the final route set, and its service is scheduled;
otherwise, the recruitment of passengers will continue.

2

This load factor, defined as the ratio of the number of bookings to the number of vehicle-seats, is only for Beijing.
It may be different for other cities.
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·

Seat reservations. Once final routes are determined and service is scheduled, passengers
can see the final scheduled service information and reserve seats through the online
information platform. If there are empty seats, passengers who do not participate in the
travel survey and call for passenger stages can also make reservations for seats. CB
operators will not stop to announce real-time seat-status information until no seat is
available.

·

Seat purchase. After booking seats, passengers need to pay for the booked CB service,
using online banking, credit card or transit smart cards. If they successfully make a
payment, passengers will receive confirmation information, usually in the form of a
short message via mobile phone or by checking the confirmed status directory on the
information platform. Passengers who subscribe to the service for a current timewindow can directly subscribe to the service for the next time-window without any
prior reservation. Passengers can also ask for a refund if the scheduled service does not
occur because of some unexpected reasons, such as an insufficient number of bookings.

The online travel demand survey provides the foundation of CB service design. Only with
accurate travel-demand data can CB operators conduct operation-planning activities, whether
route design, timetable development, or vehicle and crew scheduling. This dynamic,
interactive, four-stage, demand-based service design process helps transit operators to design
a customized travel service that satisfies the various requirements of different passengers.

8.5. CB Operation-Planning Process
The CB operation-planning process commonly includes five basic activities, usually performed
in sequence: (1) network route design, (2) timetable development, (3) vehicle scheduling, (4)
crew scheduling and (5) real-time control. The systematic decision sequence of these five
activities is outlined in Figure 8.3 (adapted from Ceder, 2007 and also appearing in parts in
Ceder and Wilson, 1986; Desaulniers and Hickman, 2007; Muñoz and Giesen, 2010).
Generally speaking, the output of each activity positioned higher in the sequence becomes an
important input for lower-level decisions. Occasionally the sequence in Figure 8.3 is repeated;
the required feedback is incorporated over time. Different from traditional PT operation
planning process, which is fulfilled in a considerably long planning horizon; e.g., a year, a
season or a month, the CB operation-planning activities are completed in a relatively short
time. This planning process, furthermore, is conducted in an interactive manner, with real-time
communication between CB users and operators based on an online information platform.
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Input

Land-use characteristics
Demand characteristics

Output

Planning Activity

Network Route Design
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8.5.1. Network Route Design
The network route-design activity in Figure 8.3 is aimed at designing a new CB network or
redesigning an existing network. The goal is to define a set of routes for a planning area, with
each route associated with a sequence of stops (Ceder and Wilson, 1986; Ceder, 2007).
Generally speaking, traditional methods for bus-network route design are based on historical
passenger-demand information, and usually the network route-design problem is formulated as
a mathematical programming problem. Based on some predefined specific optimization
parameters, optimization techniques are then employed to solve the optimization problem over
the entire decision-making horizon (Guihaire and Hao, 2008). The network route-design
method used in CB systems, however, is totally different from these traditional methods. In CB
systems, the problem is not formulated as any complex and cumbersome mathematical
programming problems. Instead, it is heuristically solved in a graphical, dynamic and humancomputer interactive manner with the participation of both operators and users.
With the help of online, interactive, integrated information platforms, CB operators collect
user-demand data in real time. User demands that have similar origin area, destination area,
departure time and arrival time are aggregated. A route is then designed to serve users between
origin and destination areas. A typical CB route is graphically illustrated in Figure 8.4. In such
a CB route, stops are generally located only within the origin and destination areas. These stops
are designed to be located very close to users’ residential and work places so that riders can
enjoy a no-walking and door-to-door trip-chain service. Moreover, some microcirculation bus
lanes are designed within the two areas to conveniently, rapidly and smoothly pick up and drop
off users.
Between the origin and destination areas, there are usually no stops.3 Thus, unlike conventional
bus transit systems, CB vehicles do not need to stop at transit stops between the two areas, and
thus users can enjoy a direct express service. Furthermore, the routing strategy between origin
and destination areas may take into account dedicated bus lanes, which CB vehicles are allowed
to use; as a result, passenger travel time can be significantly reduced, especially during
congested peak hours, compared to traditional bus transit systems, which use mixed (car and

3

In some small cities with low population densities, a few stops may be located between the origin and
destination areas in order to ensure a reasonable high number of patrons.
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bus) lanes4. In addition, CB drivers can flexibly change route segments on the basis of current
road-traffic conditions, and use less-congested segments so that the total passenger travel time
can be further reduced. These network route-design process and vehicle-routing strategies are
totally different from the conventional fixed-route and fixed-stop operations scheme.

Origin area

Destination area
Legend
Origin stop

Normal bus lane

Destination stop

Dedicated bus lane

Residential/work location

Microcirculation bus lane

Figure 8.4 Illustration of a typical CB route

The main characteristic of the CB network route is that there are no interchanges or transfers.
When designing CB network routes, operators need to consider only the location of origin and
destination areas, origin and destination stops, and routing strategies between the two areas.
This dynamic, interactive decision-making process is described in flow chart form in Figure
8.5. The process is completed by both users and operators using the integrated information
platforms, with real-time feedback between them. If users are not satisfied with a candidate
network route, operators will collect user-demand information and redesign the network route.
Thus, one can see that the network route-design process in CB systems is completely useroriented.

4

Not every CB route is designed to be connected to dedicated bus lanes, but most of the existing CB routes are
connected to such a lane. For example, 70-80 percent of current CB routes in Beijing are connected to dedicated
bus lanes (Ministry of Transport of the People’s Republic of China, 2014).
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Figure 8.5 Flow chart of the basic interactive, network route-design process in CB

8.5.2. Timetable Development
The goal of the timetable-development activity in Figure 8.3 is to achieve a good match
between CB vehicle capacity and user demand so that demand is accommodated while the cost
of vehicles used is minimized. The results of this activity are a set of frequencies and headways,
as well as a set of departure times for each CB route. In traditional bus transit systems, route
frequencies and stop departure times are set firstly by operators. It is assumed that passengers
will adjust themselves to a predefined timetable. However, this assumption is not realistic. In
practice, because of fluctuation in passenger demand, uncertain road traffic conditions and
passengers’ complex travel behaviour, this approach usually leads to serious serviceunreliability problems; for example, bus bunching (Ceder, 2007). In contrast to the traditional
method, the method used to construct a timetable in CB systems is a graphical, dynamic and
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human-computer interactive approach with the participation of both operators and users,
similar to the approach used in network route-design activity.
At the online demand-survey stage, CB users are first asked to record their desired arrival time
at destination and desired departure time from destination in an online survey form (Appendix
A). CB operators collect and aggregate these demand data in real time. The scheduled departure
time of trip i at origin is given by:
SDTi o  DATi d  ETTi od

(8.1)

where DATi d is the desired arrival time of trip i at destination; ETTi od is the expected travel
time of trip i from origin to destination. Here, DATi d is obtained from the online survey, and
its value is self-reported by users. The value of ETTi od is determined by operators, usually by
several field driving tests from origin to destination in the same period. It can be given by:
ETTi od  max TTkod 
kK

(8.2)

where TTkod is the k th travel time from origin to destination; K is the set of field driving tests.
The maximum value of the test travel times is then regarded as the expected travel time.
The scheduled departure time of trip i from the destination is given by:
SDTi d  DDTi d

(8.3)

where DDTi d is the desired departure time of trip i from the destination as collected from the
online survey. With use of the online information platforms, DATi d and DDTi d can be
collected very quickly, and operators can easily determine the values of SDTi o and SDTi d .
Obviously, unlike traditional methods, this method makes operators adjust the timetable to
meet user demand. In addition, users of the same trip can negotiate with one another and with
the driver to slightly shift the departure time so as to reach a final equilibrium result that
satisfies all trip users; i.e., a Pareto-optimal solution.
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8.5.3. Vehicle Scheduling
The objective of the vehicle-scheduling activity in Figure 8.3 is to create a set of trip chains or
vehicle blocks; each chain is referred to as a vehicle schedule according to given timetables. A
vehicle trip can be planned either to transit passengers along its route or to make a deadheading
trip to connect two service trips efficiently. The major objective of this activity is to minimize
the number of vehicles required or the total cost involved in employing various types of
vehicles. In traditional bus transit systems, as mentioned, vehicle-scheduling usually does not
explicitly consider passenger demand. In CB systems, however, this activity is accomplished,
once again, in a dynamic interactive manner with the participation of both users and operators.
This decision-making process uses several components, as shown in flow chart form in Figure
8.6. Its steps are as follows:

Step 1: User-demand collection. Based on the online information platforms, various types of
user-demand information can be collected by CB operators in real time. Similar user
demands are aggregated. A customized bus transit service is then designed to cater to
users having a similar travel demand.
Step 2: Vehicle-type determination. According to the characteristics of the user demand, a
vehicle of an appropriate type (size and comfort level) is assigned to serve these users.
If they are satisfied, then go to Step 3; otherwise, return to Step 1.
Step 3: Reduction by shifting departure times. The fleet size is initially reduced by using
feasible modifications in the creation and editing of trip timetables and vehicle
schedules (blocks); that is, shifting departure times based on some acceptable
tolerances. If users are satisfied with the shifting results, then go to Step 4; otherwise,
return to Step 1.
Step 4: Reduction by deadheading. The fleet size is further reduced by inserting possible
deadheading or empty trips. If users are satisfied with the deadheading insertion results,
then stop; otherwise, return to Step 1.
The above dynamic and interactive vehicle-scheduling procedure can be completed with the
help of a very useful graphical technique, called deficient function (described in detail in Ceder,
2007).
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Figure 8.6 Flow chart of the basic interactive vehicle-scheduling process in CB

8.5.4. Crew Scheduling
The goal of the crew-scheduling activity in Figure 8.3 is to generate and select a set of feasible
daily driver duties (a.k.a. shifts, workdays or runs) for CB drivers so that all vehicle blocks or
trips are covered and operation and labor constraints complied with during a planning period
of a given duration (e.g., a week or a month). In most CB systems now in operation, this activity
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is somewhat similar to the conventional bus transit systems. Usually the crew-scheduling
problem is formulated as a set covering or partitioning problem (SCP/SPP), which is nondeterministic, polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) and very difficult and time-consuming to solve,
especially when the size of the problem is large (Ceder, 2007). Unlike the former three planning
activities, this activity does not include the participation of CB users: just operators. The
operators are responsible for designing crew duties and rosters and then assigning drivers.
In this activity, however, there are two main differences compared to conventional bus transit
systems. First, the size of the crew-scheduling problem in CB systems is not very big, an
advantage stemming from two features of the system. First, the number of feasible relief points
is very small because of the special route characteristics. Thus, the size of the optimization
problem is not large and, therefore, can easily be solved. Second, because CB systems have
only recently been launched in Chinese cities, the CB network-route structure there is not very
complex, and the number of routes not very large. This is another characteristic contributing to
reducing the complexity of the SCP/SPP. Currently, this scheduling activity is undertaken
manually by CB transit operators. Furthermore, usually only seasoned drivers who have very
rich bus-driving experience and good driving records have been selected for driving CB
vehicles. These drivers are, of course, very familiar with the local network routes and road
traffic conditions. Since almost all the CB systems in Chinese cities are organized and operated
by local transit agencies, CB drivers are usually taken directly from these transit agencies.
Commonly, in order to improve service reliability, some transit agencies allocate one or two
candidate drivers in case of emergencies when the planned formal driver cannot perform the
scheduled driving activity.

8.5.5. Real-time Control
The real-time control activity in Figure 8.3 is aimed at improving CB service reliability. For
more than 50 years, it has been known that if no control strategies are used in bus operations,
even very small disturbances can cause serious off-schedule running (Newell and Potts, 1964).
Schedule deviations will be amplified and propagated along the route, causing service
deteriorations, such as bus bunching and missed synchronized transfers. In order to control the
inherent randomness of PT systems, control strategies, such as holding, skip-stop and shortturn, have been utilized (Daganzo, 1997; Vuchic, 2005; Ceder, 2007).
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Most CB systems that are now in operation are equipped with global positioning system (GPS)
devices and monitoring systems. The CB transit control center has real-time location, speed
and direction information about all its vehicles. These historical data are stored in databases
for future operations planning. What is more, there is real-time communication between the
CB transit control center and drivers. Thus, based on current traffic conditions and CB vehicle
locations, operators can disseminate real-time advisory information, such as speed warnings,
low-battery/fuel caution, holding time information, etc., to the drivers in order to control the
movement of vehicles. Drivers are expected to follow the advisory information so as to drive
in an optimal way to improve service reliability. The advisory information can be displayed
online on the on-board variable message sign (VMS) installed in the vehicle where drivers can
notice it easily.
Table 8.2 summarizes the main results of a comparison of the different operations-planning
characteristics of CB systems and conventional bus transit systems. The main difference
between them is that the planning process in CB systems is carried out in a human-computer
interactive approach with the participation of both operators and users. This is especially the
case, as seen, for the network route-design, timetable development and vehicle-scheduling
activities. It is an approach that considerably reduces the complexity of the operations-planning
process and improves the diversification and attractiveness of CB service.

8.6. CB Fare Design and Collection
A reasonable fare system plays an important role in the success of a CB system. This section
looks into the current fare design and collection systems used in cities where a CB system has
been successfully launched.

8.6.1. Fare Design
In practice, there are many methods for determining the price of bus transit service. The most
widely used methods are the unit tariff, zone tariff and distance tariff schemes. For the CB
systems that are in operation, most transit agencies have adopted the distance tariff scheme or
the unit tariff scheme. The former means that the fare of a trip depends on its length. Usually,
the longer the distance, the higher the fare. In the unit tariff scheme, all trips have the same
fare, regardless of distance.
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Table 8.2 Comparisons of different characteristics in operations planning of CB and conventional bus transit services

Planning activities

Network route design

Timetable development

Vehicle scheduling

Characteristics

Customized bus systems

Conventional bus systems

Method

Human-computer interactive approach

Mathematical programming

Demand collection

Real-time and accurate

Historical and approximation

Participation

Both users and operators

Only operators

Routes and stops

Fixed and flexible

Fixed

Lanes

Combination of normal, dedicated and microcirculation lanes

Usually normal bus lanes

Transfers

Door-to-door service, without transfers

With transfers

Method

Human-computer interactive approach

Mathematical programming

Participation

Both users and operators

Only operators

Departure times

Flexible and adjustable

Fixed

Method

Human-computer interactive approach

Mathematical programming

Participation

Both users and operators

Only operators

Vehicle type

High-level of vehicle comfort

Ordinary vehicle

Complexity

Much easier, with fewer routes and less relief points

Complex, with many routes and relief

Crew scheduling

Real-time control

points
Drivers

Seasoned drivers

Ordinary drivers

Communication

Real-time communication

Lack of communication

Control strategies

Online operational tactics

Lack of real-time control
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Table 8.3 Summary of fare parameters of CB systems in six cities

Parameter
a

F0 (RMB

)

Beijing

Chengdu

Dalian

Fuzhou

Tianjin

Xiamen

8

6

6

6

6.75 for a 45-seat

10

vehicle,
12 for a 20-seat vehicle

F  (RMB)

3

3b

2

2

3

3

F2 (RMB)

1

0

0

0

0

0

L0 (km)

20

10

10

20

15

20

L1 (km)

5

5

5

5

5

5

0.8 for monthly subscription,

0.7 for trial

0.8 for

0.6 for trial

0.9 for a quarterly

0.7 for monthly subscription,

0.9 for more than ten days but less

operation

monthly

operation

subscription

0.8 for more than a ten-day but less

1

than a one month subscription,

subscription

than a one-month subscription,

0.95 for a five-nine-day subscription
2

0.2 for students using a smart-card,

0.9 for a five-nine-day subscription
1

1

1

1

0.4 for adults using a smart-card
1 for payment by cash
a

RMB= renminbi, the official currency of the People’s Republic of China.

b

For 10  L  15 , F   2 , and for L  15 , F   3 .

Note: Data are collected from the online information platforms, which display fare information to users.
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A fare in the distance tariff scheme includes two parts: variable and constant. The variable fare
can be given by

 L  L0  


F1  max 0, F   
   F0


 L1  


(8.4)

where L is the length of a trip; F0 is the basic fare that is compulsorily charged as long as one
uses the CB service; F  is the fare factor employed for calculating fares for different trip
lengths; L0 and L1 are the threshold length and length factor, respectively; and function  x 
is the celling function, which gives the smallest integer  x . According to this definition, when
the length of a trip is less than the threshold length L0 , it will be charged only the basic fare

F0 .
Combining the variable fare with the constant fare, the total fare can be given by

F  1  F1   2  F2

(8.5)

where F2 is the constant fare; 1 ,  0  1  1 and  2 ,  0   2  1 are the discount factors of
the constant fare and the variable fare, respectively 5 . It is obvious that when 1  0 , the
distance tariff scheme degenerates into the unit tariff scheme; i.e., the unit tariff scheme is a
special case of the distance tariff scheme, with 1  0 .
Table 8.3 summarizes the fare parameters of CB systems in six typical cities. The length factor
in all six is set as 5 km, and the fare factor as 2 or 3 RMB. The threshold length differs from
10 km to 20 km. In order to increase patronage, all the cities offer various discounts to users
who subscribe to the service for an entire month, ten-thirty days or five-nine days. Chengdu
and Fuzhou provided big discounts at the trial operation stage. Beijing offers three different
discounts: to student smart-card users, adult smart-card users and users paying by cash. The
goal is to encourage users to use smart-cards. Tianjin uses two different basic fares for vehicles
of different size. These various fare structures present very good references for other cities.
Generally speaking, CB prices are a little more expensive than conventional bus service, but
much cheaper than driving a private car. Because CB services are provided mainly by local

5

Discounter factors

1

and

2

here are not allowed to be negative, since CB users do not receive subsidies from

local governments or service providers.
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transit agencies, which are usually state-owned enterprises and subsided by local governments,
the agencies’ main goal is to maximize total social benefits instead of their own interests.

8.6.2. Fare Collection
CB users need to pay before they use the service. Fares can be collected in two ways: online
and offline. Under the online payment scheme, users can make a payment through online
banking, credit card or transit smart cards. Confirmation information will be sent if the payment
is valid and successful. Most of the cities have adopted the online payment scheme because of
its simplicity. However, some cities, for example Shenzhen, are still using the traditional
(offline) payment method; that is, users need to pay by cash when they board CB vehicles. If a
CB agency cancels a subscribed service because of some force majeure factors, such as bad
weather or natural disaster, payers are entitled to a full refund.

8.7. Advantages of CB
The advantages of CB can be described as follows: CB is an advanced, personalized and
flexible demand-responsive PT system that operates attractively, reliably and relatively
rapidly, with smooth (ease of) and transfer-free, door-to-door passenger chains. The
interpretation of each advantage is as follows:
(a) Personalization
Unlike conventional bus transit systems, in which users are passive recipients of a predefined,
standardized bus service, CB system users are actively involved in the various operations
planning activities of the whole service-design process. This enables them to develop a
personalized transit service by using interactive, integrated information platforms, such as an
Internet website, a regular telephone or a smartphone app. CB services are tailored to meet a
user’s preference, and users on their own initiative can affect various operations planning
activities, such as network route design, timetable development and vehicle scheduling. The
personalized services suit a user’s need and improves satisfaction.
(b) Flexibility
Conventional bus systems use fixed routes, fixed stops and fixed timetables, which are not
user-oriented and sometimes make users feel clumsy and awkward. In contrast, CB systems
make use of flexible route segments, variable stops and adjustable departure times based on
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real-time user demand and road traffic conditions. CB vehicles are allowed to use dedicated
bus lanes, which can significantly reduce travel time, especially at peak hours. There are also
no or fewer stops between O-D areas, obviating the need for users to wait. Based on real-time
traffic information, CB drivers can change route segments to reduce travel time; for example,
by bypassing a congested route segment. Furthermore, users can negotiate with one another to
achieve a desirable departure time that satisfies everyone. These flexible aspects of CB systems
can improve the level of service and reduce operational costs.
(c) Attractiveness
Compared with conventional bus transit, private car and taxi service, CB service is more
attractive to users. First, CB service is more comfortable than conventional bus transit service.
Every subscriber of a CB service is guaranteed a clean, snug and cosy seat. The overcrowding
and dirty seating environment characterizing conventional bus transit systems are successfully
avoided. Other amenities include good air-conditioning, free Wi-Fi, TV, radio, newspapers,
magazines, drinking water, tissues, air purifier, medical kit, mobile phone chargers, and online
displays of timetable, time and weather. Second, CB service is more cost-effective than using
a private car or a taxi service. The level of service of CB is almost the same as and sometimes
better than private cars and taxi, and the cost is much cheaper 6 . In addition, the cost of
construction and operation of a CB system is cheaper than that of metro systems. Some CB
transit agencies even buy health and life insurance for users. Given these features of
attractiveness, the CB can really “beat” the car and, thus, successfully attract a significant
number of private car users to give up their cars and shift to PT.
(d) Reliability
In CB systems, there are small variances in measures of concern to both users and operators.
Because CB routes are designed to include dedicated bus lanes, there are fewer travel delays
caused by road traffic disturbances and disruptions. The total travel time is more reliable. Users
can receive real-time pre-trip information about the specific stop, such as location and
departure time, from an interactive, integrated information platform; drivers, on their part, have
information about users, such as name, telephone number, address, etc., which reduces the risk
that users will miss their trip. GPS devices are installed in the vehicle, and the transit control
6

It is estimated, for example, that for a 20-kilometer trip in Beijing, it would cost only 15 RMB to use the CB
service, but it would cost more than 50 RMB to use a private car, taking fuel, parking and toll fees into
consideration.
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center can monitor the location of vehicles in real-time. Once there are schedule and route
deviations, online operational tactics are transmitted to drivers to enable achieving a recovery
from errors. Service punctuality and reliability are significantly improved under this advanced,
real-time, tactic-based method of operation.
(e) Rapidness
CB vehicles travel much faster than conventional bus and sometimes even faster than private
cars. Usually there are no or few middle stops along CB routes, and thus vehicles can move at
a stable speed and do not need to stop to pick up and drop off passengers. What is more, CB
vehicles, in addition to the permitted use of dedicated bus lanes, sometimes have signal priority
at signalized intersections. Another feature is that CB vehicles can dynamically change route
segments in real time according to the current traffic condition in order to avoid traffic
congestion. All of these characteristics contribute to improving the rapidness of a CB service.
(f) Smoothness (ease of)
CB service is accessible to a multiclass of users. As described earlier, they can employ the
telephone, internet, or smartphone app to subscribe to a service. Based on demand, CB
boarding and alighting stops are designed to perfectly match users’ origins and destinations;
thus, they do not need to walk a long distance to/from the stop. Pictures of spatial positions of
the boarding and alighting stops are displayed on the information platforms, so that users can
conveniently become familiar with them. Finally, CB vehicles are designed with a low entry
chassis and two sets of double doors so that users can board and alight easily and smoothly.
(g) Transfer-free door-to-door
One of the biggest advantages of a CB system is that users do not need to make any transfers.
The inconvenience and delay caused by transfers constitutes one of the most important factors
deterring citizens from using a public transport service. Synchronized transfers in conventional
bus transit systems are utilized to reduce inter-route passenger- transfer waiting time and to
provide a well-connected service. In practice, however, synchronized transfers do not always
materialize because of stochastic and uncertain factors, such as traffic disturbances and
disruptions, fluctuations in passenger demand and bus drivers’ erroneous behaviour. Without
transfers, the origin and destination stops along routes are designed directly from users’
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departure and arrival places, enabling riders to enjoy a no-walking, transfer-free, door-to-door
trip chain service.
In addition to advantages enjoyed by users and transit agencies, CB also offers various benefits
to the public at large (externalities). First, it provides a promising solution to the problem of
traffic congestion in many highly populated cities. It is estimated that a CB vehicle can
effectively take the place of at least 30 private cars at peak hours (Zhan and Dong, 2014). It
can successfully lure people from their cars so as to help relieve severe traffic problems in
many cities with large populations and a high car ownership, such as Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou. Second, by reducing the number of private cars and using electric vehicles, CB
contributes to reducing vehicle emissions and improving air quality and, consequently, human
health. Statistics from the Beijing Municipal Environmental Protection Bureau (2014) show
that vehicle exhaust accounts for 31.1% of PM2.5, which is to blame for causing thick fog, air
pollution and human health problems7. CB’s use of electric vehicles can help to mitigate this
serious problem. Third, CB caters to the increasing diversity of travel demand. The rapid
development of China’s economy and the country’s increasing wealth have raised a strong
desire for comfortable, convenient and personalized PT service. CB, as a substitute service for
private car and a complementary service to conventional PT, serves as a good alternative to
meet the diversification of user demand and to fill the demand that is not adequately being
addressed by conventional PT systems. Although we cannot change the direction of the wind
(the diversification and evolution of user demand), we can adjust the sails (create advanced and
personalized CB service), which eventually will pay off the expense.

8.8. Difficulties and Recommendations
CB systems have already been successfully implemented in 22 cities in China, and are now
under construction in 8 more cities. In addition, many other cities are in the process of planning
a CB service. It is generally regarded as a success; however, there are still some problems that
need to be addressed.
(a) Policy and decision-making
Although the national government gives high priority to PT systems, especially charter buses,
local governments should take an objective, rational attitude toward the development of CB

7

PM2.5, fine particles or particulate matter, refers to particles with an aerodynamic diameter of 2.5
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systems. If current conventional bus transit systems can be optimized to satisfy user demand,
then there is no urgent need to develop a CB system, because of its construction and operational
costs. Since almost all the CB systems implemented in China’s cities are organized and
operated by local transit agencies, which are heavily subsided by the local governments, the
transit agencies should spend their limited budgets wisely to provide good-quality, equitable
service to satisfy the public at large, instead of various groups of special people. The transit
agencies should publicize information about whether the construction and operation of a CB
use government subsidies. Another good way of financing CB service is to have partners of
other organizations, such as private transit operators, community groups and employers.
(b) Advisory committee
A national advisory committee is now urgently needed to advise local organizers of all aspects
of the CB development process. Currently, some cities have already successfully launched CB
systems and accumulated much experience, which is valuable for cities that are now
constructing and planning CB systems. However, no such standardized national advisory
committee now sets guidelines on the planning and operations of CB systems. A national
advisory committee composed of experts from different fields and cities should now be
organized to synthesize the experiences of existing CB systems, establish criteria for CB
planning, design and construction, evaluate CB proposals and hold technical and academic
forums and conferences.
(c) Planning and design
CB organizers should make everyone have easy access to information platforms, so as to attract
more users to use them. The more people who use the information platforms to submit their
travel-demand data, the better the CB service will become for everyone. In addition to Internet,
telephone, and smartphone apps, other social media, for example microblogging, can also be
used to enlarge and enable real-time travel-demand information to be shared both among users
and between users and operators.
Currently, almost all the CB routes in China’s cities are not well connected with other modes
of transportation systems. At the planning stage, Both routes and timetables of should be
planned to coordinate spatially and temporally with other PT system modes, such as metro,
bus rapid transit (BRT) and light rail transit (LRT), so that users can enjoy a seamless transfer
service.
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A signal priority system and dedicated bus lanes need to be designed for CB to improve travel
speed and reduce vehicle delays. Integration of CB planning and land use is often negated,
because they are usually managed by different Chinese government departments or agencies.
A good coordination of the two activities is needed for urban planning and transportation
planning activities. In addition, CB logos, signs and in-vehicle decorations also have to be
carefully designed to distinguish the CB system from conventional bus transit system, to
modernize the image of CB, and to make users feel comfortable and cheerful.
(d) Operations and management
From the perspective of transit agencies, the largest single cost of providing a CB service is
generated by vehicle use and drivers’ wages. In order to reduce operational costs, CB vehicles
can be used for other social and recreational activities when they are not scheduled for
providing CB service. In addition, drivers can be selected directly from the population of CB
users so that PT agencies need not hire drivers (sort of a share driving given proper driving
licences).
Pre-trip and en-route travel information need to be shared in real time among users, drivers and
operators to improve service reliability.
(e) New technology
New information and telecommunication technologies can be used to collect more accurate
and larger-scale travel-demand data and enable real-time information sharing. New energy
technologies need to be developed to reduce vehicle emissions, and new battery technologies
will help to improve the range of electric CB vehicles between rechargings.

8.9. Conclusions
CB has already been successfully implemented or is under construction in 30 Chinese cities.
More and more cities in that country are interested in planning and providing a CB service.
This paper provides a systematic analysis of the current state of CB practices in China. From
the comprehensive, in-depth analysis that was conducted, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
(1) China’s fast economic growth in the past three decades had led to rapid urbanization
and motorization in that country, which in turn has resulted in ever-increasing and
diversified travel demand. Innovative public-transport (PT) modes, like CB, are needed
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to draw people from their private cars to use PT and thus meet the ever-rising and more
diverse mobility needs of many individuals in China.
(2) In August 2013, Qingdao launched the first CB system in China. It was then
implemented in three other cities (Beijing, Tianjin, and Jinan) in 2013. As of October
2014, there were 19 cities in which CB was in operation and 7 more cities in which a
system was under construction. Among these 30 cities, 23 cities (76.67%) are in the
eastern part of China; 3 (10.00%) are in the central part of China; and 4 (13.33%) are
in the western part of the country. In addition, 19 of the cities (63.33%) are located in
the three main metropolitan regions. The total population and the total GDP of the 30
cities account for 21.15% of the national population and 41.27% of the country’s GDP
in 2013.
(3) CB services are tailored to meet users’ preferences. User demand is assessed in real
time through the use of interactive and integrated information platforms, such as
Internet websites, telephone and smartphone apps. The dynamic, interactive, demandbased service-design process characterizing CB includes four main steps: travel survey,
call for passengers, seats reservation and seats purchase.
(4) The operations-planning process in CB is totally demand-driven, activities including
network route design, timetable development, vehicle scheduling, crew scheduling,
control; all are based on real-time user-demand information. The main operationsplanning difference between CB and a conventional bus is that CB uses a humancomputer interactive approach with available online information.
(5) A distance tariff scheme and a unit tariff scheme are the two main fare structures
adopted by most transit agencies for the CB systems that are now in operation. Prices
for CB systems are a little higher than those for conventional bus systems, but much
lower than using a private car or taxi. Usually, users can make payment online by using
online banking, their credit card or transit smart card.
(6) CB is an advanced, personalized and flexible demand-responsive transit system that
operates reliably and relatively rapidly, as well as with attractive vehicles, and with
smooth (ease of) and transfer-free, door-to-door passenger chains.
(7) Problems and recommendations on policy decision-making, on creating advisory
committee, on planning and design, on operations and management, and on new
technology are provided. More attention needs to be paid to these problems to ensure
sustainable operation and future development. Corresponding suggestions are given to
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serve as a basis for further research and interest of academic researchers, policy-makers,
PT planners, practitioners and others interested in CB both in China and other countries.
(8) CB is an alternative PT system attractive to both users and operators with a potential to
shift a significant number of private car users to PT service. CB provides a good means
of reducing urban traffic congestion, improving traffic safety, and alleviating energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emission problems.
There is a saying that the best way to make our dreams come true is to wake up. Therefore, it
is time to wake up and take action to support the development of CB, so as to add another
efficient and intelligent PT mode, and thus to increase the chances that commuters will switch
from private cars to public transportation.
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9.1. Abstract
Commuting is a major component in the creation of traffic and travel problems. Thus, more
attention should be given to its practice. Private cars (PC), the dominant mode of commuting
in most of the world’s major cities, create traffic related social problems. They include traffic
congestion, traffic fatalities and injuries, and adverse environmental impacts. This study
proposes a novel commuting travel mode - the customized bus (CB) transit system that
provides advanced, personalized and flexible demand-interactive minibus service using
Internet, telephone and smartphone apps. The aim is to assess and compare the performance of
the CB with the PC, and with conventional public transport (PT) systems. A methodological
analysis framework is constructed to quantify operational performance measures which enable
the comparison of the different travel modes. This analysis framework is then applied to two
cities – Auckland, New Zealand and Paris, France – to assess the overall performance metrics
of PC, PT, and CB, such as travel costs, travel time and fuel consumption. This comparison
sheds light on the differences between the travel modes, their viability, and their
competitiveness. The results of the case study show that PC is the fastest commuting mode, but
the travel costs incurred by it are twice as much as for the PT and CB, and involve higher fuel
consumption. CB can also provide a useful alternative for commuter trips in Auckland and
Paris. For increased commuter trips, the CB proved to be more efficient than the PC and PT
modes. Finally, the CB system tends to be more profitable in Auckland than in Paris.

9.2. Introduction
Commuting is a widespread social activity. It plays an important role in daily life and
constitutes a considerable share of total household trip-making. Private car (PC) transport is
still the dominant mode of commuting in most major cities around the world (AASHTO, 2015;
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Statistics NZ, 2009; Statistics NZ, 2014). Rapid economic growth and employment have led to
increased numbers of commuters. Combined with rapid urban sprawl, it results in an increased
use of PC, which has led to various traffic-related social problems, including traffic congestion,
traffic fatalities and injuries, and adverse environmental effects. However, it seems that
continual expansion of road networks and traditional demand-management measures have not
been effective historically in mitigating such adverse effects (Liu and Ceder, 2015; Xu et al.,
2015). As a result, the need for an efficient, reliable, and reasonably priced public transport
(PT) system has become increasingly pressing (Ceder, 2007; 2016).
Conventional PT systems, especially those involving buses, use an old concept involving fixed
routes, fixed stops, fixed terminals, fixed timetables, fixed vehicle scheduling, and driver
scheduling. This traditional PT concept produces services that are not always appealing and do
not necessarily attract commuters (Ceder, 2007; 2016). In fact, commuting is regarded as a
daily activity that generates the lowest level of positive affect, as well as a relatively high level
of negative affect (Stutzer and Frey, 2008). For most people, long-distance commuting is often
the cause of many physical, financial and mental problems, such as stress, out-of-pocket costs.
Likewise, it has an effect upon the work-family balance and increases risk of divorce
(Koslowsky et al., 1995; Stutzer and Frey, 2008; Sandow, 2011). In order to make commuting
using PT a pleasant experience, an advanced, attractive PT system needs to be developed. As
pointed out by Ceder (2007; 2016), an advanced and attractive PT system should operate
reliably and relatively rapidly, with smooth, synchronized transfers, as part of the door-to-door
passenger chain.
Accordingly, customized bus (CB) offers such an attractive PT commuting system which
provides advanced, personalized and flexible demand-interactive PT service to commuters (Liu
and Ceder, 2015). It has successfully been launched and implemented in many cities around
the world, such as Beijing, Lisbon, and San Francisco (Shaheen, 2001; Eiró et al., 2011;
Martínez et al., 2014; Liu and Ceder, 2015). It has great potential for meeting the everincreasing, diversified commuting mobility needs of large populations, and for helping to
improve the commuting experience.

9.2.1. Background on Customized Bus
CB is a new and innovative mode of cyber-enabled, demand-interactive transit systems which
provides advanced, attractive and user-oriented minibus service to commuters, by aggregating
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their similar travel-demand pattern using online information platforms, such as Internet,
telephone and smartphone apps. Unlike conventional PT service, CB users are actively
involved in various interactive operational planning activities, including online demand
collection, network route design, timetable development, vehicle and crew scheduling. CB
service is more comfortable, convenient, and reliable than conventional PT service and more
efficient, cost-effective, and environmentally friendly than private cars. Therefore, CB serves
as a good alternative for reducing urban traffic congestion, improving traffic safety, and
alleviating energy consumption and greenhouse gas-emission problems (Eiró et al., 2011;
Martínez et al., 2014; Liu and Ceder, 2015).
CB can be regarded as a new hybrid transit system that integrates conventional fixed-route,
fixed-schedule PT systems, and demand-interactive collective transit systems, such as
carpooling, carsharing and subscription bus (Shaheen, 1998; TCRP, 1999; Shaheen, 2001). CB
service is designed and implemented by using a human–computer interactive, integrated
ridematching platform with the participation of users and operators. By interacting with users
in real time, it closely caters to their demands and better meets ever-increasing, diversified,
commuting mobility needs. Therefore, it is considered a viable and competitive alternative to
private car and conventional PT service. A systematic description of the detailed operationplanning process of CB can be found in Liu and Ceder (2015).

9.2.2. Objectives
This study proposes a new commuting travel mode, the customized bus transit system, for
commuters in Auckland, New Zealand, and Paris, France. The aim is to assess and compare
the performance of this new transit system with PC and conventional PT systems. This work
had three objectives: (i) to construct an initial methodological framework for quantifying
operational performance measures, such as travel time, travel cost, energy consumption, (ii) to
apply this framework to assessing the overall performance of PC, PT, and CB in case studies
in Auckland and Paris, (iii) to conduct comparisons between the cities and provide
recommendations for actual CB service improvement and implementation.
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9.3. Related Literature Review
9.3.1. Commuting Mode Choice between Private Car and Public Transport
The choice of mode between PC and PT is a complex decision process that is influenced by
various factors. By using econometric methods, Ye et al. (2007) investigated the causal
relationships between tour complexity and mode choice, which can help estimate PT ridership
and the use of alternative travel modes. Because of its convenience, flexibility, independence,
comfort and speed, PC is usually perceived to be more attractive than PT (Linda, 2003). The
use of PT was seen to decline as age and income increase. Kuhnimhof et al. (2006) conducted
a research in Germany and found that half of German drivers are also PT users. What’s
interesting is that they found the use of PT is not caused by lacking of cars, but because of
better PT options. Galdames et al. (2001) and Kingham et al. (2001) showed that factors, such
as service frequency, transfer connection, out-of-pocket travel cost, convenience and
reliability, have an important impact on travellers’ choice of PT. Terloolen et al. (1998) showed
that traditional measures are not insufficient to stimulate PC users to leave their cars.
PC use has been preferred to PT not only for its instrumental functions (freedom, comfort, and
convenience), but also for its symbolic (status in society) and affective (driving is perceived as
being pleasurable) functions (Hiscock et al., 2002; Beirão and Cabral, 2007; Chowdhury,
2014). Anable (2005) used cluster analysis to investigate the travel behaviour of different group
of travellers. The results showed that different groups of travellers need to be serviced in
different ways so as to optimize the chance of influencing mode choice behaviour. Hensher
and Reyes, (2000) showed that factors, such as currency of a driver's license, living with a
partner, and the specific age range, have an important impact on the trip chain and modal
behaviour of individuals over the age of 64. Nobis and Lenz (2005) showed that there are
gender differences in travel patterns. Methods to instigate travel mode switch from PC to PT,
particularly for commuters, remain a hot topic of interest for many transportation specialists.

9.3.2. Commuter-based Carsharing
The concept of vehicle sharing is not new. The earliest car-sharing system was introduced in
Zurich in 1948 (Shaheen et al., 1998). There have been five phases in the history of North
American ridesharing and it is estimated that there are now about 638 ridesharing services in
the USA and Canada (Chan and Shaheen, 2012). The share of driving alone continues to grow
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for total commuting, while the share for carpooling has declined continuously since 1980 in
the USA (AASHTO, 2015). In recent years, new ridesharing programs that incorporate
Internet, smartphone apps, and social networking have been developed for better online
matching between commuters and service providers by employing information and
communication technologies (Eiró et al., 2011; Chan and Shaheen, 2012; Martínez et al., 2014;
Liu and Ceder, 2015). This new kind of travel mode is viewed as a good alternative to PC, and
a complementary mobility option which supports the traditional PT systems.

9.4. Methodological Framework
The methodological framework for the comparative analysis of commuting travel modes is
systematically shown in Figure 9.1. This methodological framework is constructed by an inputcomponent output format, elaborating the systematic decision sequence and process of the
analysis. The output of each component positioned higher in the sequence becomes an
important input into lower level decisions. This analysis framework is customized to achieve
the three objectives of this study. Accordingly, in order to determine and compare the
performance measures for the three different commuting modes in Auckland and Paris, this
customized framework includes four stages:
·

Preliminary study area map establishment.

·

Data collection.

·

Determination of performance metrics.

·

Performance comparison of travel modes.

The first stage identifies the study areas and establishes preliminary road network map and PT
networks. Potential commuting trips in the selected study areas are thus identified in the second
stage. Data on trip origins/destinations, expected arrival times at destinations, vehicle type used
are collected. The demand collection process can be completed by using a human-computer
interactive, with an integrated information platform, such as Internet, telephone and
smartphone app, with the participation of both users and operators. In this stage, grouping and
vehicle routing strategies are adopted for designing and routing CB vehicles to pick up
commuters from their origins and drop them off at their destinations.
After generating the routes, Google Maps and Via Michelin Itinéraire smartphone app are used
to collect data on trip travel time, travel cost and fuel consumptions based on some simplified
assumptions.
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INPUT

COMPONENT

OUTPUT

STAGE 1: PRELIMINARY STUDY AREA MAP ESTABLISHMENT
Define Study Area
Data & characteristics
of each city and its PT
routes and services

Define study area for each
city

Preliminary road network
map and PT scheduled
headway

Setup road and PT network

Input
STAGE 2: DATA COLLECTION
Determination of Trips
Commuting demand
collection and vehicle
type selection

Grouping and vehicle
routing strategies, fare
calculation

Trip origins/destinations
Expected arrival times

STAGE 3: DETERMINATION OF PERFORMANCE METRICS

Google Maps and Via
Michelin Itinéraire

Metrics Calculation

Travel time metric

Calculating performance
metrics

Travel cost metric
Fuel consumption metric

STAGE 4: PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF TRAVEL MODES
Making Comparisons
Performance metrics
assumptions

Performance comparison of
PC, PT and CB,
performance comparison
between Auckland and Paris

Figure 9.1 Methodological framework
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At the last stage, performance comparison of PC, PT, and CB, and performance comparison
between Auckland and Paris can be conducted using the calculated performance metrics.
Overall, the performance metric comparisons of different commuting modes in different cities
can help us to better understand the different travel modes and their viability and
competitiveness in different conditions. This can help in planning for future CB improvements.

9.5. Study Area
9.5.1. Auckland
The Auckland metropolis is New Zealand’s largest and most cosmopolitan region with a
population of 1.5 million. The Auckland region is a major part of the New Zealand’s
demography and economy with a 35% share of the national GDP (Statistics NZ, 2013). Such
a significant place obviously plays a leading role in the country’s economy. It is a PCdominated city and has serious traffic congestion during peak hours. It is estimated that more
than 60 million trips are made annually within the Auckland metropolis by using PT systems,
which consist of trains, buses and ferries. For this study, only travel between Auckland suburbs
and the CDB, that are daily work trips, are considered.
Figure 9.2 shows the study area that includes the Auckland city center, the regions of
Newmarket, Grey Lynn, Epsom, Penrose, Remuera, Ellerslie and Mount Wellington. All
possible buses and three train lines in this area, namely the Southern line, the Eastern line and
the Western line, are taken into consideration.

9.5.2. Paris
The Paris metropolis is France’s largest and most cosmopolitan region with a population of
11.9 million and a GDP of 572,398 million euros (Institute development and urban planning in
the region of Île-de-France, 2015). It is France’s most productive (economically and socially)
region. This economic activity would not be possible without an efficient commuter transport
system, especially efficient PT systems. The RATP Group is the PT operator and provides a
complex PT network which consists of trains, buses, metros, and tramways. It is estimated that
there are annually three billion PT users.
For this study, the selected area, as shown in Figure 9.3, includes La Défense and the western
part of metropolitan Paris, which is composed of the cities of Vauréal, Ménucourt,
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Courdimanche, Croissy, Aigremont, Carrières sous Poissy, Chambourcy, Fourqueux, MareilMarly, Bezon and Houilles. Most of the people living in these cities work in Paris and have to
travel long distances to and from work, either by private car or PT.

Figure 9.2 Study area in Auckland, New Zealand

9.6. Data Collection
To compare the performances of the three different commuting modes, i.e., PC, conventional
PT, and CB, four performance metrics are determined: average difference between expected
and actual arrival times, average total travel time, average total travel cost, and average total
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fuel consumption. The selected study time periods for the two study areas are both from 6:45
A.M. to 10:00 A.M., spreading over normal and rush hours in order to obtain a global view of
different traffic conditions.

Figure 9.3 Study area in Paris, France

For the two study areas, trip origins where commuters can use both PC and PT are regarded as
potential service points. For the purposes of a representative sample, we examined 100 trips in
Paris and 100 trips in Auckland. For Paris, choosing five different RER A train stations and 20
addresses in the proximity of each station, in the attempt to cover as big an area as possible.
We used Google Maps to do this work, as illustrated in Figure 9.4(a).
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The Via Michelin app is used to collect PC data. As shown in Figure 9.4(c), the app allows you
to choose the distance and money device, vehicle and fuel type. You can adjust the fuel cost
by yourself. Thereafter, you only need to enter the original and destination places. The app will
calculate the best way and give the travel cost in euros, travel time, time to be spent in
congestion and distance to be travelled. To collect PT data, we used the buses and RER
timetables and select those which include the lowest transfer waiting time.

(a) Candidate trip origins selection

(b) Travel time estimation

(c) User interface of Via Michelin APP
Figure 9.4 Using Google Maps and Via Michelin Itinéraire to collect data
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In addition, the shortest travel paths are selected to collect CB data. First, a grouping strategy
is used to group potential commuters into common trips by a minibus with 15 seats. The first
selection feature is the RER timetable. People are grouped with similar origins/destinations
into the same CB trip. To be profitable, minibuses should travel with at least six passengers.
When this loading level is not met, CB service is not provided. In this case, we change groups,
forcing people to take a train. Sometimes, some individual trips are not grouped into common
trips due to the long difference between expected arrival time and actual arrival time. In this
case, travelers involved have to use their PC or PT. After grouping, the nearest neighbor
algorithm (Haksever et al., 2000) is used to determine the routing of minibuses. After
determining the routes, Google Maps is used to estimate the entire travel time needed for each
route. Figure 9.4(b) shows an example of estimating route travel time in Paris.

9.7. Data Processing
9.7.1. Difference Arrival Time
The expected arrival time (EAT) is the time at which a commuter hopes to arrive at his/her
destination. The difference arrival time (DAT) is the difference between the EAT and the actual
arrival time (AAT). For conventional PT, the AAT depends on the planned timetables and road
traffic conditions. To determinate the DAT, the EAT is fixed for each passenger, and Google
Maps and Via Michelin Itinéraire (for Paris) are used to get the time and the route of their travel
trips for PC commuters. In same way, by combining the timetables of the buses and the trains,
the actual arrival time of each commuter using conventional PT can also be obtained. The DAT
can thus be calculated by
𝐷𝐴𝑇 = |𝐸𝐴𝑇 − 𝐴𝐴𝑇|

(9.1)

9.7.2. Travel Time
The total travel time (TTT) may contain several parts, such as in-vehicle travel time, out-ofvehicle waiting time, walking time, and transfer waiting time.
For PC, the TTT is the sum of the time spent on driving from home to the car parking place
(TT) and the walking time from the parking place to the workplace (WkT). Both of them were
estimated with Google Maps. We ran the estimation from 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. based on
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the departure hour of each passenger. An estimation of the time lost in congestion is also
included in the final results.
Using the same methods, we repeated the estimation for PT. Here TT denotes the time spent
on buses or trains. The WkT is composed of the walking time to the bus/train stations, the
potential walking time for making transfers, and the walking time to the workplace. However,
in the case of including transfers, some extra time may be wasted because of transfer waiting.
This transfer waiting time is denoted by WtT. Using Google Maps to determine an itinerary,
routes are all specified in detail. The transfer waiting time can then be calculated by a simple
subtraction.
The travel data with the CB is separated into two parts. Commuters are first picked up by
minibuses and brought to the nearest train stations. The nearest neighbor algorithm is adopted
to generate vehicle routes based on a predefined loading level. The estimation of TTT for CB
is based on the summation of all individual origin to destination pairs same as done for PT. It
should be noted that for CB, the TT is composed of the time spent in the minibus and the train,
and the WkT corresponds to the travel time from the final train station to the workplace. Thus,
the TTT for CB can be calculated by
𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇 + 𝑊𝑘𝑇 + 𝑊𝑡𝑇

(9.2)

9.7.3. Travel Cost
For most people the travel cost (TC) is one of the dominating factors in their choice of
commuting travel modes (Chowdhury et al., 2015). We calculated the travel costs for the whole
day, taking both morning and evening trips into consideration.
Diesel is the fuel used most in New Zealand and in France. Accordingly, our hypothesis relates
to calculations for vehicles operating on diesel engines.
In France, the diesel price is €1.354 /L (MoEID, 2015). We used the Via Michelin app which
gave us the fuel consumption (FC) in euros for one-way trips. Then, we calculated the car
parking price (CPP) per day.
For Auckland, we considered a price of $1.33/L (AANZ, 2015). Distance travelled can then be
estimated using Google Maps. Thus, the FC can be determined by multiplying the distance and
unit distance price. We estimated the daily car parking price by ourselves due to a lack of
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accurate information regarding monthly subscription rates. Thus, the calculation can be made
by
𝑇𝐶 = (2 × FC) + CPP

(9.3)

In Paris, there is a subscription card called Navigo Card. One can use buses tramways, metros
and the Paris RER for one year with the card. The subscription price (SP) depends on the areas
in which you travel. The Paris metropolis is divided into five areas. Figure 9.5 shows the five
tariff zones. As you can see in the figure, our study only relates to a subscription for areas 3-5
and another for 3-4, which have a SP of €2.5/day and €2.06/day respectively.
To estimate CB cost, we used the following distance tariff scheme which includes two fare
components: variable fare and constant fare. The variable fare can be calculated by

 L  L0  


F1  max 0, F   
   F0


 L1  


(9.4)

where L is the length of a trip, F0 is the basic fare that is compulsorily charged as long as one
uses the CB service, F  is the fare factor employed for calculating fares for different trip
lengths, L0 and L1 are the threshold length and length factor respectively, and function  x  is
the celling function, which gives the smallest integer  x . According to this definition, when
the length of a trip is less than the threshold length, L0 , the charge will only be for the basic
fare F0 .
Combining the variable fare with the constant fare, the total fare can be calculated by

F  1  F1   2  F2

(9.5)

where F2 is the constant fare, 1 ,  0  1  1 and  2 ,  0   2  1 are the discount factors of
the constant fare and the variable fare, respectively.
The cost per kilometer is composed of the fuel cost, maintenance cost, driver payment, and
insurance. We considered a fuel consumption of 26 L/km at a price of €1.354/L which amounts
to a fuel cost of €0.352/km. For the maintenance cost, we took an Iveco minibus as an example,
which has a maintenance cost of €0.0229/km. In France, the average driver income is around
€1550 per month (CIDJ, 2015). As minibus maintenance is necessary either every six months
or every 10000 km, we considered that a driver travels around 1,667 km. in a month. In keeping
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with these estimations, the driver wage is estimated to be €0.93/km. Insurance costs are around
€4000 per year. Using the same hypothesis as used above, the insurance cost is €0.2/km. Thus,
the outcome is: F0 = €1.29. We set L0 = 5.16km, L1 = 10, and F  = 2, which are the common
values used in practice. Repeating the same process, we found F0 = $2.75 and L0 = 6.57km
for Auckland. Subsequently, we are able to use formula (9.5) to calculate the travel cost for CB
users.

Figure 9.5 Tariff zones

9.7.4. Fuel Consumption
The fuel consumption (FC) is calculated by liter per person. For cars in Paris, we used the Via
Michelin app to obtain the FC in euro per person. We proceeded to divide the FC by the diesel
price, which is €1.354/L. For Auckland, we used an average fuel consumption of 8.61L/100km
and multiplied it by the distance travelled.
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For PT, we estimated the fuel consumption at a rate of 0.45L/km. We multiplied this by the
distance travelled (D) and then divided it by the number of people on the bus. We estimated an
average of 10 people on a bus. The FC for PT is calculated by
FC pt 

0.45  D
10

(9.6)

The fuel consumption of CB is estimated by 0.26L/km, which is the average consumption of a
minibus. The calculation method is the same as the PT, but we considered minibuses with 15
seats. An average of seven on-board users is assumed. Thus, the FC for PT can be calculated
by
FCcb 

0.26  D
7

(9.7)

9.8. Results
For each study area, 100 candidate commuting trips are randomly generated. Travel time, travel
cost, and fuel consumption data are collected for all of these trips. Average values are
calculated to make comparisons of the three different commuting travel modes.

9.8.1. Auckland
The group-specific results obtained for the Auckland case study is summarized in Table 9.1.
This table includes the performance metrics of the difference arrival time (min), the walking
time from the parking place to the workplace (min), transfer waiting time (min), the total travel
time (min), the travel cost (€/day) and the fuel consumption (L/person).
The average results for these eight groups are graphically shown in Figure 9.6. We can see that
generally, in Auckland, PT and the CB perform somewhat similarly, compared to PC.
However, CB appears to be less expensive than both PT and PC. This may be because PT
service in Auckland is very expensive. What’s more, PC has the shortest average travel time
and lowest average difference time. However, it consumes much more fuel and costs much
more than PT and CB. Although CB consumes a little more fuel than conventional PT, it
provides much greater comfort, as it eliminates congestion and transfer waiting, guarantees
seats. More importantly, one should keep in mind that this initial study is limited by the number
of candidate trips. If more commuter trips are taken into account, the CB will be more efficient
than PC and PT.
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Table 9.1 Performance metrics measured per group in Auckland

Group
PC
DAT
CB
(min)
PT
PC
WkT
CB
(min)
PT
PC
WtT
CB
(min)
PT
PC
TTT
CB
(min)
PT
PC
TC
CB
(NZ$/day)
PT
PC
FC
CB
(L/person)
PT

1
0
4.63
5.38
3.63
9.38
14.00
0
0
4.75
37.13
45.25
50.38
16.39
6.35
8.78
2.14
1.01
1.00

2
0
4.43
5.57
3.86
9.57
11.29
0
0
5.71
38.57
43.29
51.29
16.25
6.21
9.37
2.08
1.04
0.99

3
0
3.43
4.86
4.14
5.71
10.43
0
0
3.71
33.57
41.29
45.14
15.85
6.10
9.29
1.93
1.08
0.92

4
0
7.71
3.43
4.14
5.57
9.57
0
0
0.00
25.43
39.43
38.71
13.21
5.53
3.77
0.95
0.57
0.44

5
0
2.17
3.50
4.17
4.33
10.50
0
0
7.33
33.33
39.67
46.00
15.98
5.93
9.50
1.98
0.98
0.95

6
0
4.29
4.86
4.57
6.14
9.57
0
0
5.57
35.00
40.00
45.43
15.89
6.13
8.60
1.95
1.08
0.92

7
0
6.43
3.43
4.00
8.43
10.00
0
0
0.86
22.43
45.29
35.43
13.17
5.63
5.00
0.93
0.66
0.44

8 Average
0
0
2.49
4.45
4.98
4.50
4.08
4.07
8.84
7.25
13.59 11.12
0
0
1.56
0
3.12
3.88
34.41 32.48
38.83 41.63
43.24 44.45
15.68 15.30
11.46 6.67
7.25
7.69
1.71
1.71
1.26
0.96
0.81
0.81

Figure 9.6 Average performance metrics measured per mode in Auckland
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9.8.2. Paris
Table 9.2 shows group specific results obtained from the Paris case study. It should be noted
that the 12th group is composed of 25 commuting trips that cannot be grouped due to low
vehicle loading level. We calculated the average metric values for all groups in order to
compare the performance of the different three travel modes. The average results of these 12
groups are shown in Figure 9.7. It illustrates that PC has the lowest deviation from expected
arrival time and CB has the largest deviation from expected arrival time. This may reflect the
small and poor sample trips we have, that are distributed over a relatively large area, which
increases the time for picking up commuters from their homes. However, compared to PC, CB
is much cheaper and consumes much less fuel. Moreover, a comparison between CB and PT
shows us that CB is 15% faster than PT, but it is also 33% more expensive than PT. This may
be a result of the reduced transfer time. The average travel cost and fuel consumption can be
further reduced for CB by involving more commuting trips.
Table 9.2 Performance metrics measured per group in Paris

Group
PC
DAT
CB
(min)
PT
PC
WkT
CB
(min)
PT
PC
WtT
CB
(min)
PT
PC
TTT
CB
(min)
PT
PC
TC
CB
(€/day)
PT
PC
FC
CB
(L/person)
PT

1
0
13.14
6.86
5.00
10.57
15.86
0
0
6.29
63.00
65.00
70.71
14.69
3.15
2.5
3.65
0.34
0.16

2
0
14.50
7.50
5.00
8.83
13.67
0
0
3.50
55.33
65.33
63.33
14.55
3.18
2.5
3.48
0.39
0.12

3
0
29.50
7.50
4.67
10.00
20.33
0
0
14.00
50.83
52.33
72.33
12.26
2.92
2.5
2.63
0.32
0.17

4
0
17.22
22.33
5.00
12.11
21.89
0
0
6.00
41.67
50.56
64.33
11.09
3.29
2.06
2.06
0.36
0.28

5
0
20.00
9.33
4.33
7.50
15.17
0
0
4.67
43.17
47.67
57.50
11.74
3.21
2.06
2.20
0.41
0.28

6
0
19.13
6.88
5.00
11.13
18.00
0
0
6.88
44.50
50.13
62.75
10.94
3.42
2.06
2.11
0.22
0.28
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7
0
22.29
9.71
5.00
9.29
13.00
0
0
7.57
26.00
38.86
42.57
8.55
2.63
2.06
1.29
0.23
0.10

8
0
23.00
3.57
5.29
12.71
15.14
0
0
4.71
34.29
43.14
42.57
9.48
2.71
2.06
1.37
0.25
0.11

9
0
18.17
18.00
4.67
10.17
14.33
0
0
6.00
32.50
37.00
40.50
8.66
2.58
2.06
1.30
0.22
0.22

10
0
22.29
5.86
4.71
8.00
17.14
0
0
6.29
29.86
36.57
56.00
7.49
2.74
2.06
0.89
0.26
0.26

11
0
21.67
25.17
5.67
10.17
20.33
0
0
6.29
34.50
34.33
48.33
7.99
2.58
2.06
1.05
0.23
0.23

12 Average
0
0
10.42 19.28
20.84 11.96
5.08
4.95
11.30 10.15
17.52 15.41
0
0
0
0
6.56
6.25
45.40 41.75
52.32 47.77
59.24 56.68
12.09 10.79
7.20
3.30
2.30
2.19
2.37
2.03
1.29
0.38
1.29
0.19
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Figure 9.7 Average performance metrics measured per mode in Paris

9.8.3. Comparisons of the Two Cities
From the case study results for Auckland and Paris, we can see that CB is a promising
commuting mode compared to PC and conventional PT. In both cities, compared to PC, CB
has a lower average travel cost and consumes much less fuel. However, it seems that it is more
suitable and performs much better in Auckland than in Paris. Indeed, in terms of average travel
cost, PT is more attractive than CB in Paris, whereas the opposite result was attained for
Auckland. In addition, the PT network in Paris is better than Auckland because of better PT
network connectivity (mainly because of its Metro service), transfer synchronization and
service frequencies. Moreover, in Paris, the DAT of CB is twice that of PT, which could be of
significant concern to commuters. However, this is a direct result of the manner of creating the
groups for CB and the limited size of the study sample. This is the main reason why CB
performs much better in Auckland.
Currently there is a lack of investment in increasing the efficiency of Auckland PT systems
which inevitably leads to mass use of PC. The Auckland Regional Public Transport Plan was
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recently created for the purpose of shifting public transport routing towards a hierarchical
structure of networks which interact with each other so as to improve accessibility to PT service
(Auckland Transport, 2013). This study reveals that CB can be a good alternative to PC and
PT, and help to improve commuter travel in Auckland. CB may not only help to reduce traffic
congestion, but also help to reduce commuting travel costs. Furthermore, we saw that in
Auckland, using PT or CB is basically similar with respect to price, travel time, and DAT. The
only advantage for PT is fuel consumption, which is 15% less than CB. However, CB brings
comfort with the commuting experience, reducing walking, waiting, and transferring times.
If we manage to lower minibus consumption and maintain an attractive price compared to PT,
CB would appear as a very attractive solution in Auckland. For Paris, both fuel consumption
and travel costs of CB are a little higher than those of PT, thus complicating its competitiveness
with PT. However, if there are participants, CB can beat PC and PT.

9.9. Conclusions
With traffic congestion having become a global issue in urban cities, due to massive use of
private vehicles by commuters, government agencies have been focusing on creating an
attractive alternative. However, the conventional PT system possesses a high level of negative
affect and requires improvements. Trip-making behaviour has already changed considerably
as lifestyles change and it will continue to change in the future. New urban mobility services,
such as current carpooling and ridesharing apps, will continue to appear, develop and merge.
The key principal of operation for the mobility of a smart city will be the ability to optimize
the connectivity of movement so as to approach a seamless move, while endowing the phrase
door-to-door travel with new meaning. The aim of this study was to propose a new commuting
travel mode: customized buses. This potential novel transportation mode was compared to PT
and PC in the cities of Auckland and Paris. Accordingly, a methodological framework was
constructed to quantify operational performance measures. Subsequently, this framework was
applied to the two cities to assess overall performance of PC, PT, and CB. Performance metrics
such as travel cost, travel time, or fuel consumption were evaluated. Ultimately, a comparison
of results for the each city was made reflecting improvements CB could provide, followed by
recommendations for actual implementation.
The results show that the PC is the fastest and most reliable mode of commuting, as expected.
However, travel cost by PC is twice as much as for PT or CB in both Paris and Auckland, and
also consumes considerably more fuel. The results also demonstrate that the CB system would
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be more profitable in Auckland than in Paris. The French capital’s first class commuter
transport system is better than CB with respect to most performance measures chosen. Indeed,
commuters would not only reduce their travel costs, but also the difference in arrival time by
using PT instead of CB. On the contrary, in Auckland, PT and CB exhibit many similarities.
Both average DAT and average travel time are almost the same. However using CB in
Auckland would be financially attractive due to a lower fare cost than PT. Regardless of the
city, even though car is still in the lead, by far, CB appears to consume more fuel than PT. This
singular shortcoming is superseded by the comfort CB brings to commuters. Reducing walking
time, less wasted time during transfers, and assuring uncrowded vehicles contribute to
commuters feeling at ease.
In summary, this study reveals that CB can provide a useful alternative for commuting travel
in Auckland and Paris. One should keep in mind that this initial study is limited by the number
of candidate trips. If more commuter trips are considered, CB will prove to be more efficient
than PC and PT. Generally speaking, CB system can improve its performance in urban areas
with long commuting distance, high population density, and inefficient existing PT systems.
Further research can evaluate the impact using an electric minibus on the performance of CB
systems as well as the impact of some other factors, such as accessibility, flexibility, and value
of time on commuters' mode choice behaviour.
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Chapter 10. Conclusions and Future Research
This chapter provides a concise summary of the main research contributions and findings
according to each of the objectives specified in Chapter 1. The contributions and findings are
grouped into the three main categories: timetable synchronization, operations control and new
service-design concept, as shown in Figure 1.7. A discussion of limitations and future research
directions is also provided.

10.1. Concluding Remarks
This section provides a discussion of the main contributions and findings of this research to the
existing literature from the three aspects, namely timetable synchronization aspect, operations
control aspect and new service-design concept aspect.

10.1.1. Timetable Synchronization
Objectives 1, 2 and 3 on timetable synchronization are achieved by conducting the three studies
presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Chapter 2 continues and extends the previous research of
Ceder et al. (2001) by integrating the timetable synchronization design problem with the
vehicle scheduling problem. The objective of this Chapter is to provide a new bi-objective
optimization model and its solution method for the integrated timetable synchronization and
vehicle scheduling problem. Following conclusions can be drawn based on the results
presented in Chapter 2:
·

The developed new bi-objective integer programming model for the integrated PT
timetable synchronization and vehicle scheduling problem can take into account both
PT users and operators interests.

·

The proposed two-stage deficit function-based combined optimization method is a
practical and powerful human-machine interactive optimization technique that is very
useful for solving the mathematical programming model.

·

Numerical results from a small PT network demonstrate that the proposed model and
solution method are effective and have the potential to be applied in large-scale realworld networks.

·

The optimization model and solution method described in this chapter can help improve
the integration and service quality of a PT system by maximizing the number of
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simultaneous vehicle arrivals at the transfer nodes of the network and minimizing the
required fleet size.
The study presented in Chapter 3 provides an intelligent PT timetable synchronization design
tool to improve the integration and service quality of a PT system with increased connectivity,
synchronization, and attractiveness towards far more user-oriented, system-optimal, smart and
sustainable travel. Following conclusions can be drawn based on the results presented in
Chapter 3:
·

The proposed new multi-criteria optimization modelling framework using a systems
approach for the PT timetable synchronization design problem can consider five
system-performance measures, i.e., total passenger in-vehicle travel time, total initial
waiting time, total transfer waiting time, empty seat/space-hours, and fleet size.

·

The proposed deficit function-based sequential search method is useful for solving the
resulted mathematical programming model that is nonlinear integer programming with
linear constraints.

·

The visual nature of the proposed deficit function and the two-dimensional fleet-cost
space graphical techniques can facilitate the decision-making process of PT schedulers
for finding a desired solution.

·

Numerical results from a two-route PT network demonstrate that the effectiveness of
the proposed mathematical programming model and the solution method and have the
potential for being applied in large-scale and realistic networks.

Chapter 4 continues and extends the previous work of Ceder et al. (2013), and Hassold and
Ceder (2012) by considering a new timetabling strategy of using a mixed fleet of vehicle sizes.
It aims at investigating the use of a mixed fleet of different vehicle sizes in PT timetable
synchronization design in order to minimize the expected passenger waiting time and minimize
the observed load-discrepancy from a desired occupancy level on the vehicles. Following
conclusions can be drawn based on the results presented in Chapter 4:
·

The proposed mathematical model for the PT timetable synchronization design problem
can take into consideration the fluctuating passenger demand and multi-size vehicle
types so as to comply with a certain level of service for a trip, such as degree of comfort,
seat availability, and other operational features.
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·

The proposed decomposition method that integrate route’s headway, vehicle trip offset
time, and vehicle’s type selection and assignment, is useful for synchronizing
timetables of different PT routes.

·

The results of a numerical PT network example and a case study of a real-life PT
network in Auckland, New Zealand show that compared with the current timetables,
the total passenger waiting time and vehicle’s load-discrepancy can be reduced by 6872%, and 59-65%, respectively, by adopting the new multi-vehicle-types timetabling
synchronization strategy.

·

The prudent use of different PT vehicle sizes and determination of departure times can
help improve the matching between vehicle supply and fluctuating passenger demand.

10.1.2. Operations Control
Objectives 4, 5 and 6 on operations control using a library of selected operational tactics are
achieved by conducting the three studies presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. Chapter 5 aims at
optimizing transfer synchronization in PT networks by using an inter-vehicle communication
(IVC)-based scheme. Two operational tactics, changing vehicle speed and holding vehicles at
transfer points, were used in the optimization with real-time vehicle speed and location
information. Following conclusions can be drawn based on the results presented in Chapter 5:
·

The semi-decentralized control strategy and the distance-based dynamic speedadjustment model used in the IVC-based scheme are useful for PT operations control
under both fixed single-point encounter scenario and flexible road-segment encounter
scenario.

·

Changing vehicle speed and holding vehicles at transfer points are two very useful
operational tactics for synchronizing public-transport transfers.

·

The IVC based optimization scheme is very useful for improving the number of
simultaneous vehicle arrivals at transfer points. Results from a case study of a PT
network in Beijing show that by applying the proposed methodology, the number of
direct transfers can be considerably increased and the total passenger travel time can be
significantly reduced.

·

The initial encouraging case study results demonstrate the potential benefits existed for
public transport systems with the implementation of IVC scheme using online
operational tactics.
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The study presented in Chapter 6 continues and extends the work conducted in Chapter 5 by
considering more feasible operational tactics and drivers’ random schedule recovery
behaviour. A communication-based cooperative control (CCC) strategy is proposed to increase
the actual occurrence of synchronized transfers as well as improve other system performance
measures. Following conclusions can be drawn based on the results presented in Chapter 6:
·

Compared to other three control strategies, the proposed CCC strategy has the best
performance in improving the actual occurrence of planned coordinated transfers,
reducing average passenger transfer waiting time and reducing vehicle bunching
percentage. However, it may slightly increase the average schedule deviation, because
of holding vehicles at transfer points for increasing the number of connected transfers.

·

The proposed Monte Carlo method-based simulation procedure is very useful for
addressing the endogenous randomness in vehicle travel time, passenger demand and
driver behaviour.

·

The utilization of a combination of selected operational tactics is very useful for
improving the actual occurrences of planned synchronized transfers, reducing transfer
waiting times and increasing the reliability and regularity of PT service.

·

The schedule recovery behaviour of drivers plays an important role in increasing
schedule adherence and improving the actual occurrences of planned coordinated
transfers.

Chapter 7 provides a model predictive control (MPC)-based optimization procedure to increase
the actual occurrence of synchronized transfers in schedule-based PT networks. The procedure
aims at achieving the real-time deployment of operational tactics so as to reduce the uncertainty
of meetings between PT vehicles. Following conclusions can be drawn based on the results
presented in Chapter 7:
·

The proposed event-activity network with dynamic and stochastic moving elements is
very useful for representing the logical process of the PT transfer synchronization
problem.

·

The MPC-based procedure can help reduce the uncertainty of meetings between PT
vehicles at transfer points by using some selected online operational tactics.

·

The MPC-based procedure, using real-time data, can analyse the combination effect of
various online operational tactics on PT networks under dynamic and stochastic
conditions.
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10.1.3. New Service-Design Concept
Objectives 7 and 8 on using a new service-design concept to improve PT service are achieved
by conducting the two studies presented in Chapters 8 and 9. Chapter 8 investigated a new PT
service-design concept, known as customized bus (CB). A detailed analysis of the operationplanning process of the customized bus service concept, including elements of online demand
collection, network route design, timetable development, vehicle scheduling, crew scheduling,
real-time control, and fare design and collection, is provided. Following conclusions can be
drawn based on the results presented in Chapter 8:
·

With the rapid urbanization, motorization, ever-increasing and diversified travel
demand in major cities around the world, Innovative PT service modes, like CB, are
needed to draw people from their private cars to use PT and thus meet the ever-rising
and more diverse mobility needs of many individuals.

·

CB is an innovative mode of cyber-enabled, demand-interactive transit system that
provides user-oriented minibus service by aggregating users’ travel-demand patterns
using online information platforms such as Internet, telephone, and smartphone apps.

·

The operations-planning process in CB is totally demand-interactive with the
participation of both operators and users. The operations-planning activities are
conducted based on real-time user-demand information. CB services are tailored to
meet users’ preferences.

·

CB operates reliably and relatively rapidly, as well as with attractive vehicles, and with
smooth (ease of) and transfer-free, door-to-door passenger chains. It is an alternative
PT system attractive to both users and operators with a potential to shift a significant
number of private car users to PT service.

The study presented in Chapter 9 assesses and compares the performance of the CB-based new
commuting travel mode with the private car, and with conventional PT systems based on data
collected from in Auckland, New Zealand and Paris, France. Following conclusions can be
drawn based on the results presented in Chapter 9:
·

The proposed methodological framework for quantifying operational performance
measures, such as travel time, travel cost, energy consumption is useful for assessing
the overall performance of private car, conventional PT, and CB.
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·

Results of the case studies conducted in Auckland and Paris show that private car is the
fastest commuting mode, but the travel costs incurred by it are twice as much as for the
PT and CB, and also involve higher fuel consumption.

·

Conventional PT and CB exhibit some similarities in Auckland. Both average
difference arrival time and average travel time are almost the same. Using CB in
Auckland tends to be financially attractive due to a lower fare cost than conventional
PT.

·

CB can provide a useful alternative for commuter trips in Auckland and Paris. For
increased commuter trips, the CB proved to be more efficient than the PC and PT
modes. CB system tends to be more profitable in Auckland than in Paris.

The main contribution of each chapter and its relationship with the research objective are
outlined in Figure 10.1.

10.2. Limitations and Future Research
This research aims at optimizing transfers in a PT network by the use of better timetable
synchronization design, operations control strategies and a new service-design concept. Some
important conclusions are achieved. These conclusions can not only help with the academic
research in this regard, but also assist in solving real-life PT transfer optimization problems in
practice. However, owing to the scope, limited time and resources of this research, there are
some limitations that are discussed as follows.
The construction of the objective functions of the PT timetable synchronization design problem
has an important impact on the final timetable optimization results. When addressing the PT
timetable synchronization design problem, one changeling task is how to take into account
various objective function components, which should be looked at simultaneously from three
perspectives: that of the passenger, that of the agency/operator and that of the
community/municipality/government. These three perspectives emanate from the broad
spectrum of transit activities. In the current literature review and the work done in this research,
there are no clear-cut, practical, or comprehensive measurable criteria for evaluating how good
existing and new PT timetables. More accurate and comprehensive mathematical formulations
of the cost components of the objective functions considered in the PT timetable
synchronization design should be considered so as to improve precision in evaluating the cost
effectiveness of coordinated transit timetables.
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Chapter 2

Timetable Synchronization

Research Objective:
To reduce the total transfer waiting time or
eliminate transfers (without transfer wait) of
PT passengers in a network by the use of
better timetabling, operations control
strategies and a new service-design concept.

Operations Control

Chapter 3

A new bi-objective model and its
two-stage deficit function-based
combined optimization method
were developed for the integrated
PT timetable synchronization and
vehicle scheduling problem.

A multi-criteria optimization
modelling framework using a
systems approach for the PT
timetable synchronization design
problem and a deficit functionbased sequential search method
were developed.

A new timetabling strategy of
using a mixed fleet of vehicle
sizes was proposed to minimize
the expected passenger waiting
time and the observed loaddiscrepancy from a desired
occupancy level on the vehicles.

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Chapter 7

An inter-vehicle communicationbased scheme was proposed to
optimize the synchronization of
planned transfers in PT networks
using a semi-decentralized control
strategy.
A distance - based
dynamic speed-adjustment model
was developed.

A communication-based cooperative
control strategy, which is based on a
library of selected operational
tactics, was developed to increase
the
actual
occurrence
of
synchronized transfers and thus
reduce average passenger transfer
waiting time.

Chapter 8

New Service-Design Concept

Chapter 4

The operation-planning process of a new PT
service-design concept, known as customized bus
was analysed, which includes elements of online
demand collection, network route design,
timetable development, vehicle scheduling, crew
scheduling, real-time control, and fare design and
collection.

Figure 10.1 The main contributions of each chapter
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A model predictive control-based
optimization
procedure
was
developed to increase the actual
occurrence
of
synchronized
transfers in PT networks. The
procedure can achieve the realtime deployment of operational
tactics.

Chapter 9

The performances of the customized bus-based new
commuting travel mode were compared with the
private car, and with conventional PT systems based
on data collected from in Auckland, New Zealand and
Paris, France.
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When calculating the total passenger transfer waiting time, the number of transferring
passengers and the transfer waiting time for each passenger play an important role in timetable
synchronization optimization. This means there is a need to do accurate calculations of the
arrival, walking and departure times of transferring passengers at transfer stops, and also the
arrival and departure times of vehicles. However, it is not easy to get these information in
practice, and also it will increase the computation complexity of the problem. The values of
transfer waiting time for different groups of passengers may be different. What’s more, the
costs of the total length of additional DH trips, drivers’ wages and fringe benefits are not taken
into considered in this research. Therefore, it is desirable that the timetable design and vehicle
scheduling activities can be planned simultaneously with the driver scheduling activity in order
to minimize the total operation cost.
When using the DF-based solution method to solve the PT timetable synchronization design
problem, PT schedulers need to select a DF optimization procedure and observe the DF figures
in order to decide where and when to apply the selected DF-based fleet size reduction
procedure. For large-scale multi-terminal PT systems, this is a very challenging task, especially
for schedulers without any DF optimization experiences.
When conducting the integrated PT timetable synchronization and vehicle scheduling problem,
the impact of timetable and vehicle schedule changes on PT passengers’ route and trip choice
behaviors is not taken into consideration in this study. A comprehensive and systematic
modelling framework that can take PT users’ route/trip choice behavior into account is needed.
One limitation of using operational tactics to improve PT transfer synchronization is the lack
of the investigation of the associated adverse effects incurred to non-transferring and irrational
passengers. Because the use of operational tactics may increase their waiting time, anxiety,
confusions and inconvenience. Another changeling issue is how to deploy operational tactics
in real time in practical operations control. Undoubtedly, the availability of abundant real-time
operations data can support more accurate deployment of operations tactics. However, it is a
changeling task to obtain abundant and valid data from practices in real time.
When making comparisons of the performances of the CB-based new commuting travel mode,
private car, and conventional PT, this research only used limited data collected from two cities:
Auckland, New Zealand and Paris, France. In addition, the impact of some other travel mode
choice factors are not taken into consideration.
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Future research may continue to develop more realistic mathematical models for the PT
timetable synchronization design problem, more efficient and effective approaches and
procedures for the real-time deployment of operational tactics, and test and optimize the
customized bus-based new PT service concept in cases of more routes and transfer stops with
increased complexity in practice. Although this study is mainly referred to optimize transfers
in a bus transit network. However, the proposed concepts, models, methodologies, solution
algorithms and procedures have a potential to be applied to modelling and optimization also of
transfers of other PT modes, such as rails, ferries and on-demand transit systems. To further
refine and extend this research, some recommendations for future research are provided as
follows.
(a) A bi-level mathematical programming model can be developed to capture PT
passengers’ route/trip choice behaviours. The interaction between PT timetable
synchronization design and passenger demand assignment can be considered
simultaneously so as to generate better passenger-oriented synchronized timetables.
(b) A multi-criteria optimization modelling framework can be adopted when constructing
the objective functions so as to incorporate more realistic objective function
components, such as environmental cost, energy cost and vehicle deadheading cost.
Since PT users do not value different travel components of their trip equally, a
sensitivity analysis of the values of weights of the objective function components can
be conducted.
(c) One promising extension of the DF-based solution method is to further optimize the
algorithm so as to make the DF procedures implemented in a fully automatic mode.
This can be done by allowing the schedulers to select some computer-suggested
implementations of DF-based fleet size reduction procedures, and immediately see the
effects on the final schedule through the observation of DFs on computer generated
graphical user interfaces. In addition, more efficient heuristics can be incorporated for
setting initial route headways and offset times.
(d) The effect of different vehicle selection and assignment strategies on the final results
of using the multi-vehicle-types timetabling synchronization strategy can be further
studied. In addition, the DF-based vehicle scheduling procedures can be incorporated
in the vehicle scheduling component to determine the number of vehicles needed for
each vehicle type so as to generate final Pareto-efficient timetables.
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(e) An extension of the current library of tactics to include more feasible operational tactics
can be conducted. It will be interesting to further test these operational tactics under the
inter-vehicle communication-based scheme using both simulation and optimization
tools.
(f) Future research on using the communication-based control strategy can be focused on
optimizing the control logic in the strategy, integrating real-time vehicle scheduling,
and doing large-scale real-life field tests for actual implementation.
(g) Future research on the customized bus new service-design concept can be focused on
optimizing the on-demand service design process, conducting big data analysis of the
vast amount of demand data gathered online by using various algorithms, e.g.,
clustering algorithms, making further comparisons of the performances of the CB
service, private car and conventional PT.
Overall, the presented research has provided useful mathematical models, efficient and
effective solution methods, real-time operations tactics deployment procedures, and new
service-design concepts for transfer optimization in PT networks. It is anticipated that the
application and implementation of the results derived from this research can help increase the
synchronization, connectivity and attractiveness of PT service so as to help shift a significant
amount of private car users to PT in a sustainable manner. The research in this area is young.
We are looking forward to seeing more developments in the future.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Typical online travel demand survey
This online demand survey form is of the kind used to collect potential users’ travel demand
data. The survey process is completed by using a human-computer interactive, integrated
information platform with the participation of both users and operators.
Origin:

Destination:
Find on map

Find on map

Desired arrival time at destination:
8:15

8:30

Trip type:

8:45

9:00

Desired departure time at destination:
Others

17:15

One way (Morning)

Travel mode usually used:

Walking

Name (optional):
Telephone number:
Email address:
Comments and suggestions:
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17:30

17:45

18:00

Others

One way (Afternoon)

Round trip

Bus

Car

Subway

Taxi

Others
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